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Magic Sticks and Fairy Qifts:
Creating a Wand

The Green Witch uses objects from narure for spell-
*ork, magical teas, healing, and folkcrafts. For example,
6ere is no need to spend a lot of money on a wand-
neture offers them free of charge.

A wand is a tool used to direct energ'y. Wands may be
selected from a variety of woods. Oak is typically viewed
as a God-power wand, while willow is seen as Goddess-
powered. If you want to focus on fairy magics, the wand
muld be elder or hawthorn.

The wand should measure the length of your forearm
(fro- crook of the arm ro the tip of your forefinger). To
crrt one for your use, the rule is: to get a gift, you must
give a gift. Whenever you take something from Narure,
yrxr must give something back, both to express apprecia-
rln for the item and to offer compensation.

The giftyou give maybe the pouring of milkupon the
roos of t-he tree, or the scattering of flower petals, or
limpty stating your appreciation and offering your bless-
ilg to the tree.

If you come across a stick that appears energized, it
uld be a fairy gift to you, and you mayuse that foryour
rmd- Be sure to leave something in the place where you
fud the stick.
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Introduction

his book is intended to be used in conjunction with my
first book on the Craft, Green Witchcrnji: Folk Mngic, Fairy

Lore dv Herb Craft, with my second book, Green Witchcraft II:
llalnncing Light und Sbadow as a supplemental text. Both books

rre referenced throughout this handbook, but the first book is

the textbook for this course of study. My maternal heritage is
(leltic Iberian, and it is through this lineage that my Craft
tlcscended to me. The Green Craft is what I learned from my
lJrazilian mother and grandmother as I grew up, and my per-
sonal studies in over thirty-five years of Solitary practice. The
handbook you hold is based upon the classes I teach periodical-
ly at a local shop. With this book as your guide, you may take a

student approach to learning the Green Craft as I have taught it
to others.

Many of my students have found my first book, Dancing Shad-

ozrs (Llewellyn,1994) helpful for historical background. History
is the field of study I enjoy and in which I hold both Bachelor
and Master of Arts degrees. Through this study I can show stu-

dents that Craft practices are grounded in real-time human
history rather than in mlthology or the romantic notions of any

given era. Witchcraft is not something that sprang up in the

xl



(lrc:t:n Witchcralt ll

l()40s :rnrl 1960s, with new taditions appearing every dcczrde since,

lrtrt lrrrs lrccn irn ongoing part of our culture for many millennia. It is
only in rcccnt decades that the Craft has gone public. That the Old
Ilcligion is being revived and brought out into society for others to
learn of is a matter of great joy to me. I cannot praise enough the
writers who bring to the public the traditions of their particular cul-
tural background. By reading about avariety ofpractices, students
can select those aspects that appeal to them and set aside the ones

that do not.
My course consists of eight classes, representative of the eight

Sabbats of witchcraft. There is a lot of information in each class, so

I recommend you spread out your studies, practice the lessons, and

work on the projects at your own pace.

Try to follow the course as a regular class would progress. IJse a
notebook, Green Witcbcraft as your basic textbook (and this will be

referred to in the Manual as the textbook or the text), and do the
assignments and projects of each chapter just as would be expected

of a student in a classroom situation. Green Witchcraft ll includes
topics such as meditations, stones and crystals, and the ogham, while
focusing on the balanced use of the dark powers in magic. The final
exam will reflect how comfortable you feel with the practice of
magic and the presence of the ancient powers of the earth and the
universe. Bright blessings to you as you explore the Green path.

-Ann 
Moura (Aoumiel)

Class I
Introduction to the Craft;

Basic Equipment &
AltarlWorking Area

Introduction

Witchcraft
Witchcraft is legally recognized as the religion called Wicca. It
is basically a revival of the pre-Christian view of the universe
and our place in it as intrinsic partners with Nature. There are a

number of shamanic concepts in this Old Religion, including the
ability of the individual to commune direcdy with Nature, blend
with other life forces, and travel to other realms, planes of exis-

tence, worlds, and universes. The Craft, as witchcraft and the
Old Religion are also called, holds a holistic view of the world in
which a person is related to all life through the flow of universal
energy.

Knowledge and science are embraced by witches as gifts of
the Divine that they can use to advance spiritually while fol-
lowing their own life path. The pantheons of pre-Christian
societies are often used as the foundation for modern Craft
denominations, or "taditions," identifying with Egyptian,

xll



(irr:t:rt Wit<:ltt;t'itlt lll

Np1sc. (lcltic. (ir-cck, l{ottrirtr, Indian, Middlc lilstcrp, 11r Afiican

tlcitics. Sornc'li-arlitions are called eclectic and work with deities

llickctl fl'otn various pantheons.

Since the 1940s there has been a revival of many of the old

beliefs, including the duality of the Divine as a Goddess and a

God, the power of the Elementals, and the ability to create

changes through magical practice. Several Tiaditions of witchcraft

have been around since the 1960s, and are denominations, as it
were, of the Craft. Many of these taditions have adopted stan-

dardized rules and procedures, passing these on to their member-

ship in coven (assembly) settings. The coven may be very small or

very large, but usually larger covens branch off into smaller ones

so that group work involving the raising of energy can be better

controlled and directed. The preferred number of members in a

complete coven is thirteen, but, in reality, that varies quite a lot.

For a review of the different types of Wiccan groups and their

approaches to the Craft, I recommend Margot Adler's book,

Dr"nwing Down the Moon (Beacon Press, 1979).

Many of the key issues of social interaction are guided by the

generally accepted rules of most covens. The Witches' Rede is the

guiding rule of: "If it harms none' do what you will." With this as

the basic tenet of the practice of the Craft, everything else is a

matter of selecting what actually works best for you. This princi-

ple is used to determine what changes a witch wants to make, and

how to go about achieving a desired result. In family heritage and

for solitary witches, there is less need for the dogma common to

groups. Some covens ler,y monetary fines for even minor infrac-

tions of coven rules. For some witches this may detract from the

sense of independence and freedom associated with the Craft, and

inhibit personal spirinral growth. The coven setting is not for

everyone, and most practicing witches are in fact solitaries who

may or may not gather with other witches for special high-energy

observations such as the Esbats and the Sabbats.

( )litss I

'l'ltc ritrrrrls ol'tlte Srrlrlxrts rtrttl drc lisbrrts arc expressions of unity

rvitlr thc clrrth, thc proo5, anrl tl-re uuiverse in dre harmonious flow

,l lilc-cncrgy. I)uring these holy days of observance, the witch

r.t,lllir.rns union with what in the Green Craft is often simply called
'l'ltt l\nucr.There are various mythologies to express the eight Sab-

lr:rts (sorne can be found on pages 25-28 of the textbook), but for

r'row, wc will focus on the practice of Green Witchcraft.

(ireen Witchcraft: 3 Styles of Practice

Wclcome to Green Witchcraft. A lot of people wonder what kind

ol' witchcraft is called green. Some people have heard of white

witchcraft and black witchcraft, and even gray witchcraft, but

grcon is sometimes surprising. In my experience' there really is

rrg such thing as black, white, or gray witchcraft, so that narrows

rhc field a bit. Let me explain. The concept of black and white,

with gray presumably somewhere in between, comes from the

polarization of modern social thinking. By modern, I mean the

l)ast 2,000 to 3,000 years. People have been around for a long

tirne, as proven by 300,000-year-old cave paintings and 400,000-

ycar-old spears. Many people are still attuned to the earth and

pature, practicing spiritually connective rites with balance, not

tlichotomy. Dichotomy is a feature of modern, not ancient' west-

crn society and culture, wherein black equates to evil and white

cquates to good. Gray, then, becomes a mixture of good and evil,

composing a kind of ambiguous spiritual soup. None of that is

part of the Craft as I was taught it by my mother and her moth-

cr-they taught balance and interconnection'

So what exactly zi Green Witchcraft? It is the core practice of

the traditions of earth magics, the Witchcraft of the Natural

Witch, the Kitchen Witch, the Cottage Witch, the Hedge Witch.

It is herbal, attuned to nature, and basic in the sense that it is the

foundation upon which any Craft tradition may be built. In the

three-leveled triangle pattern of Northern European tradition,
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llrc wor.rl "11r'ect'r" is usccl to clescribe the ground lcvcl bclolrging to

tlrc urrcicttt ( ioddcss and God of Nature. I find this very appropri-

1rtc, sillcc the deities of the upper levels are essentially the newer

social ones relating to class distinctions (warrior: Thor, priest-

hood/lawgiver: Tyr, and ruler: Odin).

The green level of practice addresses the God and the Goddess

as the powerful forces of Nature. This is the magics of the people

as social equals, which was the Old Religion held by people in a

communal time. As a ruler class developed, supported by a new

class of lawmakers and enforced by a warrior class, each of these

new social stratas were given their special representative deities

and set off as higher levels upon the original green base.

In the Northern tradition, Frey and Freya were the deities of

the common folk. These names translate as "Lord" and "Ladyr"

and can be found in ancient religions using words with the same

or similar meaning. The pre-Moslem Middle East had Allah and

Allat, pre-Judaic Palestine had Yahweh and fuherat, and pre-

Vedic India had (and still has) Shiva and Shakti. In each place, the

imposition of a single dominant male deity at the pinnacle of the

divine pantheons resulted from priesthoods formalizing a dogma

that supported a social structure of divine-sanctioned rulership.

Yahweh, God (in Christianity), Allah, and in India, Brahma

took over the lead roles, but were basically unapproachable, so

intercession took place through the priesthood, and saints gener-

ated from and ordained by the priesthood. This had the effect of

taking power from the general population, of isolating the people

from their deities, and empowering a ruler supported by religious

authority and a standing army that formed a warrior class'

Today, much of that social system has faded away' and thus we

see a struggle over redefining the role of religion and government

in the social order. civil law has gained the power of the ruler, and

a priesthood is no longer required to support the civil law one of

the major sources of unrest in many lands today comes from the

( ll;tss I

tt.trsion lrctwrrc.rr th(}sc wlrr) wiilrl t'rlrit':rl lltws lttttl tltosc wh<l wittrt

lo intposc wlrtrt thcy llct-t'civc lts "( irltl''s lltw'"

'l'lrc pr',r.ticc of thc grccn lcvcl oI thc (]reft clraws the powers of

N:rtttt'c ittto tltc intliviclLral to cre2lte changes through magical

worl<ings. '['hc Powcr is not some distant, amorphous thing' but

,'."',,1 
"t,"rgy 

trncl the flow of that energy to develop your own self-

.',rr1r,,*.Jtent. The more the energy is used' the easier it flows'

'l'hcGreenpracticeisnotformal,bututilizesherbsinspell-

w.rk, rnagical teas, healing, and folkcrafts' Using the objects in

nirture, the Green Witch is able to construct spells with what

nrrttcrials are on hand. And these spells, charms' and other magics

work through the Elementals, who are the four basic Powers of

Witchcraft: Earth, Air, Fire, and Water' The Elementals will be

r'overed more in depth in another class'

When I first started teaching this course' it was very generlc

lrcczruse I was addressing mainly newcomers to the Craft' or those

who were only mildly ."iot" about it' They were unaware of the

l)otency of The Power so my approach was more cautious' My

i'ruth", and grandmother referred to Tbe Powery but I see this as

rhe Goddess and the God, and the Elementals. To me' the Green

(lraft is very natural, practical, grounded' and earth centered' The

cnerg"y flow is r"eal, and rtis diuine'

After teaching a couple of basic courses in witchcraft' I was dis-

s'.rtisfied that some of my srudents "got it" and others just sort of

tlabbled. That was when I changed my program of instruction'

Whatisinthishandbookisthe..hands-on''coursethatlnowoffer
fbr serious students only' If you are not sure that you want to

invoke the Ancient Powers of the earth and the universe' then put

this book back on the shelf' If you are ready for a new life' one that

opens to you the doors between the worlds' and puts you in direct

contactwithThePower,thenkeepreading'Ihavehadstudentstell
neaboutthetransformationsthathavetakenplaceintheirlives'
and this offers me encouragement to keep teaching' It is my hope
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tlrrrt you, tlrc rcrrtling stutlcnt, will experiencc :r ttregical transfbr-

lullti()n as wcll.

In t['rc (]reen Craft, there are three basic styles of practice. This

cloes not mean that one style is better than another, or more effec-

tive than another, or a "level" of development. It does mean that

you can chose how you want to practice the Craft so that you are

comfortable with magic and the contact you will have with the

power and forces of Nature.

The first style of Craft practice exists within a mainstream reli-
gious affiliation. This is the practice of folk magics using the

imagery of the divine as found in the mainstream religion of
choice. For Catholics, in particular, this is an easy transition sim-

ply because so much of Catholicism is based upon pagan prece-

dents. The goddess image may be found in Mary, Mother of God;

the god image is in Jesus. The various saints, real people or for-
mer deities, may be used in folk magics to represent aspects of
pagan deities: Saint Francis as the Lord of Animals; Saint Bridget

was first the goddess Brigid ("The High One"). Many of the early

saints of Catholicism were not real people, but pagan deities

humanized, converted to Christianity, and turned into saints by

new myths. The cathedrals of Europe were built on top of the

temples and holy sites of various pagan deities. Pagan holy shrines

and sacred wells were rededicated to Christian saints or to the

ancient gods and goddesses redefined as saints (as with England's

Chalice Well once being Brigid's). The pagan energies may still be

called upon, but with modern names.

The second style of practice involves working directly with the

natural powers without any religious figures or oudook. Similar to

Elementalism, but without worship, the energies of Earth, Air,

Fire, and Water are addressed. With this second style of Green

Witchcraft, the practitioner is drawing the power inside to chan-

rrcl toward his or her goal. Various objects and items from Nature
crur lrc rrscd to aid in focusing the energy, including such things as

It';rlt'r, srcrl lrorls, feathers, stones, herbs, and shells.

(,lirss I

'l'[c thill stylc of (]rccn witchcraft brings the practitioner

i1t() clgse connection with the Goddess and the God, and the Ele-

nrcntals. 'lhis is both magic and religion. You can address the

l)ivine and may eventually want to make a personal commitment

r() thc Lady and the Lord. once the channel is opened between

yorr and rhem, particularly aker aDedication Ritual, the conversa-

ii,,tr is on-going-there is no "amen," no "thank you and good-

lryc." They personally give you a new name' called a "Working

Nrllne," to be kept secret between you and them' Because of the

intensity of the connection between the practitioner and the

l)ivine, I caution people not to do a Dedication (text pages

I 52-158) unless they are absolutely certain that a new way of life

is what they desire. If you perform the Dedication and are just

rrressing around ("Gosh, will it really work?"), you risk insulting
.l.he Poweq and possibly ending your ability to connect with the

I)ivine of the craft in this life. should they be inclined to give you

n second chance, they may set many obstacles in your path and

tcst you severely before you are rewarded with the open commu-

nication that comes from the Dedication.

If you want to practice the craft, but want to remain within the

socially accepted fold of mainstream religion, the first style is for

you. If you want to forget about "religion" and simply be one with

Nr*r", the second sryle is for you. If you feel that spiritual fulfill-

ment will only come to you by connection with the Divine, along

with being one with Nature, then the third style may be what you

are looking for. I have used all three approaches successfully, so I
know all three work. It is a matter of what is comfortable for you'

Rules of Conduct
The practice of the Green Craft has very basic rules' My mother

repeated these rules of conduct over and over to me' Because I
was showing the points of similarity between the rules and the

witches, Rede, I have presented the Rules of conduct in the text-

book (page s 7 6 and78) in an order slighdy different from how my
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rrrothcr tirrrght tlrcttt to ttrc. llerc is how tny tnotlrcr ilttoned the

llvc rulcs to nrc (tcxt page 143):

. Be careful what you do

. Be careful who you trust

. Do not use The Power to hurt another because what is sent

comes back

. Never use The Power asainst someone else who has The
Power

. To use The Power you must feel it in your heart and know
it in your mind

The first rule is a warning to think through any spell or magical

working so that it works as intended, and does not impinge on

another person's freedom and individuality. There are times when

it is tempting to help someone, but unless you have that person's

consent, you ought not to work magic for their benefit. There are

exceptions, of course. When you sense someone is endangered, it
is natural to try to assist, but for the working to be optimally effec-

tive, that person should consent or ask for your aid.

F{owever, where there is a matter of life or death, and the per-

son is not available for comment, it becomes a personal judgment

call. My mother and I worked our candle magics very hard to
ensure my brother returned safely from \4etnam when we both

felt there was life-threatening danger for him in his departure

from that land (mentioned on page 83 of the text). What I left out
in that telling was that when he raced through a field to catch the

helicopter out of the country he stepped on a land mine called a

"Bouncing Betty." This type of land mine springs up into the air

when triggered, and explodes at about knee level. The Bouncing

Betty claimed the legs and/or the lives of many soldiers. My
brother told us later that he felt the thing underfoot, saw it spring

up at him, and could not believe it when the mine did not explode.

He continued running to the helicopteq under fire. The helicopter

(llitss l

rvtrs slr1;t tfttwlr, hc filtl to tl'ill]sf'or to anotfuer, and that one' too'

w:rs shot rlown. It took "thfcc" hclicopters to get him out of there,

lrrrr hc rnirrle it home safely, and has never indicated that he would

lrrrvc prcf'crred it any other way. our energies worked together.

vru may not want to interfere with someone's karmic balance

by clirninating a test they need to go through to aid in their spiri-

trrrrl growth, yet you ought to be able to determine when your

lrclp is right. Hence, "Be careful what you do'"

I f'eel that the admonition of "Be careful who you trust" has its

r.Oots in the persecutions of the practitioners of the old ways.

Many of the craftwise were forced underground, and thus they

nccded to be careful about who knew of their magical workings.

Yct even today, if you are not "out of the broom closet" there will

lrc people you may not want to confide in because they will talk it

up around the workplace, neighborhood, or whatever' Sometimes,

too, the very people who appear to be open-minded or slnnpa-

thetic to the old ways turn out to be very conservative or narfow

in their acceptance of witchcraft. Judgment comes in again, then,

rund the rule still has value.

Do not let others use rhis rule against you, either-such as ask-

irrg you to reveal your working name. See text pages 3940 about

the various types of names. The craft Name may double as the

working name if no one else knows your Craft name, but after a

tlcdication ritual the new name you recelve from the Lady and the

l,ord defines you and is your Working Name' The Craft name

that is used in the presence of others of like mind should not be

used as your working name, so when you do spells, and other

magics, if you have not done the Dedication Ritual, create your

own second name to be your working name and keep it secret'

'fhe secrery adds to the energizing power of your magics'
,,Do not use The Power to hurt another because what is sent

comes back," is a warning that the energies you call upon travel

full circle. It is also a caution to you to look to alternate ways of

I
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rk'rrlirrg witlr thc prolllcnrs tlrat come up in day-to-rlrry living. The
l)owcr is rrot to be used frivolously to get back at someone who
has sairl or done something that offends you. Doing so may afford
r'r moment of smug revenge, but the energy released will draw like
energ'y to you.

"Never use The Power against someone else who has The
Power," for you both draw from the same well. My mother saw

this as an expression of kinship between the people who had The
Power. For her, family was all, and this is a Celtic tradition. The
ties of kinship are of blood. For the witch, the ties of kinship are

of spirit. We who practice are kin-brothers and sisters-and no
matter how we interact on a personal basis, we are still kin. Kin
does not harm kin. I have mentioned an episode in the textbook
wherein a student once tried to create an issue between me and a
sister, but instead of listening to her, we confided in each other
and determined our mutual course of action, namely to cease her
instruction until such time as she was emotionally ready. You
must respect other practitioners of the Craft as you respect
the Craft.

The Power is something that has to be "kenned." This is a kind
of knowing that is all-encompassing, yet can be very subde. When
you ken something, you feel it is so. There is no doubt, and you
do not entertain notions to the contrary of what is kenned. The
Power is like that. Therefore, "to use The Power you must feel it
in your heart and know it in your mind." You know that some-
thing will happen, and accept that. The sensation that goes with
this is something that, once it is felt, will always be recognized.
When there is the connection with the Divine and the Elemen-
tals, the feeling of The Power is very frequent and uplifting.

Thbbing the Textbook
To make the textbook, Green Witchcraft: Folk Magic, Fairyr Lore,

and Herb Craft, a useful tool, I recommend tabbing key pages for
easy reference. Small or medium-sized clear or colored plastic

(llitss l

trrlrs witlr lrbcl irrscrts can bc bought in tnost office supply stores'

rliseount stores, aud even grocery stores in the school supplies

scction. '['he twenty tabs I suggest here are for this course, but

yor.r ulay want to tab other sections as well. Set your tabs into
grlrrcc before you remove the paper from the sticky film side. Be

surc you have them arranged as you want them to look, spread out

rkrwn the length of the book, so they are easy to see.

Page 51 Herbs

Page 59 Incense/Trees

Page 63 Colors

Page 67 Days and llours

Page 103 Runes

Page 105 S1'rnbols

Page 123 Throt

Page 169 Full Moon Esbat

Page L77 New Moon Esbat

Page 183 'llule

Page 193 Imbolc

Page 203 Ostara

Page 2I1 Beltane

Page219 Litha

Page 143 Rules and Sabbats Page 229 Lughnassadh

Page 145 Basic Ceremony Page239 Mabon

Page L57 Cakes and Wine Page 247 Samhain

fu you work through this course, you will be utilizing the text

rs both a reference and a kind of menu. In putting together spells

rrnd charms, you will be selecting herbs, incenses, and colors,

rnaking inscriptions with the runes or other designs, conducting

the work on an appropriate day and hour, and checking for sym-

bols afterword to interpret what kind of response to expect.

Basic Equipment

Broom to Sweep Clear the Circle
There are some tools basic to the Craft, but these do not have to

be very elaborate, cost a lot of money, or draw a lot of attention

to you if discretion is what you prefer. The broom is one of the

lo 1l
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crrsicst itcrrrs to olltain. lt is called a besom anrl is usctl to symboli-
c:rlly swccl'r clcar the circle or sacred space prior to a ceremony or
ritual. 'I'he besom can be a traditional "witch's" broom such as

The witch's familiar walks past her stang and besoms. The stang
may be either two or three-pronged, and may be decorated with a
wreath or other object appropriate to a sabbat.

(.litss I

lrrrrrrrl irr vrrricty slot-cs rrrorrntl l lrrllowccn. 'l'hcrc arc also the dec-

or.rrtivc typc 0f'llroonrs rll'vrriorrs sizcs solcl in gift, hobby/craft,

:rrrrl llowcr shops' Ustrally thc llroom is plain' intended to be

;rt't'cttlctl with tlriccl flowers and ribbons' to be hung on a wall or

orr u tloor. 'l'his is fine for a besom' I do not recommend the

Ititchctt brootu, which will have about it the dust and household

t'nt't'gics that may tend to interfere with your magical purpose'

l,,vt:u thc "kitchen witch" (a witch who utilizes the objects of the

t'vcrytliry environment as magical tools-a rather homey practice

,,l'rl,c Oraft), usually also has a special broom for ritual'

Nantre also offers plenty of brooms' You can use for a broom a

lirllcrr leafi, branch' i fait-sized' sprig of herb' or a shrubby twig'

Whcr-r out of cloors, in particular, the fallen wood of trees provides

,r rcady besom for ritoal' I used to live in the Pacific Northwest

irttrl loved to use pine twigs to clear an area' To use such an item'

sirnply acknowledge that it is perfect for your besom' sweep the

irrca of the rirual, and offer your blessings to the energies of the

woods (or wherever you are) for assisting you in your ritual' Then

wlren you go, leave the sprig behind, usually in a decorative or

irrtistic natural arrangement to show your appreciation-do not

irrst toss it aside, bot t,"'t it with the respect due a ritual tool'

Ritual Knife
'l'he ritual knife, the athame (pronounced: a-thau'may ot a'tha-

nray), is one used to draw energ'y into your working' to create

the circle, and to perform magical ceremonies' It is not a cutting

tool, nor is it used to create the obiects used in spellwork' The

cxception to this is in kitchen witchery' I have used a favorite

poring knife for cookery magics, such as inscribing buns with the

,o1r. .ros or chopping nuts for fruitcake when these are ritual

foodsforholidays.Thatknifeexudesaspecialenerg.ywhenever
I hold it, yet it is a kitchen tool'

Theathameshouldbethree-edged,thatisdouble-sidedandwith
a sharp point. A letter opener makes a perfect and inconspicuous

p
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ritrrul linil-c. l,'or pcoplc who are in a situation whcre thcy have to
lre crr'clirl .ot to let others know of their interest in the craft. the
tools with the most ordinary appearance are the best.

'l'here are also a number of occult or New Age shops that
carry very attractive athames with various price tags, depending
on how fancy the item. Athames may be made of crystars and
silver, inlaid with gems, or they may be prain knives. Generally,
a black handle is used for the athame as this color is protective,
wards negativiry and draws power.

Wand
A wand is a tool used ro direct energ'y and to energize objects. It is
also used to greet and farewell the Elementals. Indeed, in typical
pictures of witches, the magic wand is most often seen rat-her than
the knife. The touch of the wand releases gathered energies into
what is touched, and sets the magic to working. you could well
practice without the athame and only have the wand. It is all a
matter of preference and availabiliry.

There is no need to spend a lot of money on a wand-Nature
offers them free of charge. wands may be selected from a variety
of woods. I have several and use whichever one is appropriate to
the working involved. oak is qpically sensed as a God-power
wand, while willow is seen as Goddess-powered. There are a,'y
number of connections you can make between the wood used and
the energy association. on page 59 of the text is a listing of woods
and their qualities. on the next page are further associations with
trees. If you want a wand qrmbolic of the balance of the Lady and
the Lord working together, then you would want to use hazel
wood. Indeed, hazel is considered the witch's tree because the
witch recognizes the power as a duality in union.

If you want to focus on Fairy (or Faerie) magics, the wand
could be alder or hawthorn. For the power of the crone, use the
elder. If you are unsure about what these trees look like, a quick

( lli tss I

!uolr irr irn cttcyckrllctlirt (trntlcr'"'li-ccs") will show some examples.

'l'ltcr.e rrrc rrlso lillrrrry ltooks rrvlilablc on trees that can showyou

tlrt'vrtt'iotrs tyltcs and help you to recognize them'
'l'lrc wrnd should tneasure the length of your forearm (from the

t'r'ool< of rhe arm to the tip of the forefinger). To cut one for your

rrse , tlrc rule is: t0 get a gtft, lou naust giae a gift. This is something

tlt:rt rny mother and grandmother followed with great care.

wlrcncver you take something from Nature, you must give some-

rhirrg back. There is a two-fold purpose to this. The first reason is

t(| cxpress appreciation for the item. The second is to offer com-

pc:nsrtion. The gift you give may be the pouring of milk upon the

An assorffnent of athames and bollines might include items such as

these black and white-handled knives, a sickle, and a crystal

athame. Wands can be of oak, eldeq or willow wood, or fennel

stalks. A more elaborate wand could be made of a copper tube,

filled with herbs and crystals, wrapped in leather or fur and deco-

rated with feathers, amber, and iet. The one shou'n here is dis-

played on a set of deer antlers.

I
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r'oots ol'thc trcc, of flowcr petals, or sirnply thc arrangement of
lrclrlllcs, shclls, pine cones, or twigs as a pentacle at the roots of
thc trcc. You could loosely tie a decorative ribbon to a branch, or
simply state your appreciation and offer your blessing to the tree.
The point is that you do not take the tree for granted. It is a living
entiqz, and in this way the Green Craft is animistic-all things are

seen as having an anima, or soul.

If you come across a stick that strikes you as energized, it could
be a fairy gift to you, and you may use that for your wand. Leave
something in the place where you found the stick.

WorkingAlerbal Knife
The bolline (bowJeen') is usually white handled and is the utility
knife of the craft. This is the knife you use to cur your herbs, to
inscribe your candles, and so forth. It should also be a three-sided
blade like the athame. Nevertheless, this knife can be something
as basic as a pocketlnife. My first bolline when I was a child was a

small pearl-handled pocket knife. My athame was a sword-shaped
letter opener. Today t-here are sickle knives available in most
occult shops and mail order catalogs. Some of these can be very
attractive, and the sizes vary. There are some mail-order supply
places listed in appendix 2. But, again, it is not necessary to
expend a lot of money to practice witchcraft. The tools can be

quite ordinary except that you have energized them.
Another example of a bolline is a kitchen knife that is different

from the one used as the arhame. I have the paring knife for the
athame, but the bolline from my kitchen tools is different. It is
also wood handled, but is the one I use ro level off the measure-
ments in recipes. I find that with a variery of tools, when used

consistently, each becomes saturated with specific energies that
resonate when applied to particular tasks. For example, the
kitchen tools are oriented to magical and ritual cooking (cookies,
plum puddings, and fruitcakes for Yule, crescent cookies for
Ostara, multi-grain buns for Lughnassadh, and so forth) while the

( llitss I

1ltrrr.t66ls irr-c 6r'ictrtctl to rittrrrl :tntl spcll workitrgs (crcating the

( lirt'lc, ittv<tc'.ttiotrs, itrscrilritrg cittltllcs, atltl so fbrth)'

( l:ruldron
'l'hc clultlron is anorher tool that typifies the witch. This object

(':f f r vlrry substantially in size,material, and function' Most witches

t'rrrl rrp with quite a selection of cauldrons' The pot can be footed

or not, rnade of iron' amalgamated metals, ceramic' or clay pot-

rcry. My favorite cauldron is a small pottery one that I use typical-

ly lirr candle magics with votive candles'

Itrcense, herbs, and twigs from trees can be burned in a caul-

rlr'ou, brews cooked, and candles burned, but I recommend that

you tlesignate which cauldrons you will use for food and which

,,,,", fo, magical stuffs. Some cauldrons are really pottery pots'

sonretimes supported on a metal tripod' Some metal ones have

thcir own feet, while others have handles and are round on the

llottom, being meant to hang from a fireplace sconce' You can

trvcn find fireplace settings with a pole, swing hook' and small iron

l)ot hanging from it..Aswithmostoftheothertools,thereareexpensivecauldrons

ancl inexpensive ones. Check gift shops, occult supply shops' and

.,.t"logr. Or simply use a fireproof bowl or votive candle holder'

,u.h ,, you can find in a grocery store, for simple magics that will

rx)t create a frrehazard.

Extras
'l'here are a number of other tools that can be used in the workings

of the Craft. Altars can be created on a table top, a shelf' or bureau

top. Or, you can use a stang' which is qpical of Green Witchcraft'

'fh" ,t"ng may be a plain staff or a forked one' Wherever I have

lived, a ,r"tor"l staff has come to me in the form of a long, plain,

solid stick. This is one that I would use until I left an area, when I

would return the staff to Nature. Now, however, I have a perma-

nent stang with three prongs which I set into a star-shaped stand.
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'l'hc stafl'or stang substitutes for the altar in a natural setting.

Vru ctrn decorate it with items from Nature when doing a ritual,

then return the items to Nature. With a permanent stang' you

may either leave the bark on or remove it, engrave it with runic

symbols, drape it with herbal wreaths, wrap it with vines, hang

from it feathers, beads, shells, or whatever expresses your person-

al style and taste.

Cups are used for ritual beverages, libations (offerings) to the

Divine, and magic ceremonies. The cup may be metal, wood, pot-

terlz, or whatever you can find. A pretty wine glass may be used or

a silver goblet, but a coconut shell also makes a fine cup, as does a

Cauldrons come in various shapes and materials-the only re-
quirement is that they be able to contain your magical substances.

Cups may be of ghss, metal, pottery and wood; bowls may contain

salt, water, ancl libatiolrs; pcntacles may be of wood, painted wood,

rrnd tile; various crrl<lles irrclu{c tapers and votives; and a candle

rnrrffer is useful.

(.lirss I

rlt't'p st:lt slrcll. Vrrr c:tl'l :lcctlllltrl:ttc yottr trlols with no expense by

1,.',',,ri,,14 wltit( N'.tttrt'c hrts to <tl"-fcr, or you can seek them out in

iulri(luc sholls, rtlnrlnagc slles, thrift shops, grocery stores' craft

rlrolls, gifi shops, occult stores' and catalogs'

ti.,*i, are used for offerings, to hold water' and to hold salt or

lrt'rlrs iu rinrals. These can be pottery' brass' ceramic' or natural

itcnts sr.tch as seed pods or smaller shells' The amount of water

:rnrl srrlt used in a ritual is rather small, so the items do not have to

lrc vcry large.

lncense holders are also useful' There are brass one' ones that

strrtttl on a foot of some sort of hang from chains' There are those

rrrittle for stick incense, long and with an opening in which to

irrscrt the end of the stick' These come in wood' glass' and ceram-

ir', with some of the latter being quite ornate' in the shape of drag-

()ns or with figure pieces (where the stick is secured) representing

sc:'.rrabs, goddess images, and fairies' There are also those made for

cotre incense, such as the small brass pots of various shapes and

sizes, typically from India' These usually have lids and perfora-

tions for air flow. A pot or large shell such as abalone are fine for

lrulk incense. A flat ceramic plate may also be used for cone or

lrLrlk incense.

Ntar objects vary according to the intent of the practitioner'

'l'he altar should be expected to change in appearance depending

on the season) the deity images invoked for a particular working'

lrrrdtheneedsofthewitch.Therewillbecandleswhichmaybe
sct in candelabra, votive holders, candlesticks' or even sculpted

crystals and rocks. There may be a pentacle of wood' ceramic' or

llrass, but you can create one on a piece of paper as well'

You may want to have figures of deities that appeal to your

senses. A number of stores, even furniture stores' have deity

itnages, and the catalogs listed in appendix 2 have fine images at

reasonable prices. Even Nature can provide images' \A/hen we

were camping nearJamestown on a Sabbat' I asked the Elementals
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(tlris is crrllctl "Spe:rking to the Wind") firr imagcs fbr our
inrllr'orn1'rtu outdoor ritual, and in just a few moments of looking
rrround the woods surrounding our campsite we found two pieces

of wood that were perfect. I have kept these items and they evoke

a very special memory and sensation for me of family gathering
and participation. The natural image for the God is a horned
deer-head shape; that of the Goddess appears as a mother holding
a child. Other objects for the al.tar may be stones and other narur-
al objects such as shells, feathers, and pieces of wood.

Some people like to use a bell to distinguish the various por-
tions of the ritual. With the Green Craft, the bell may be used in
this manner, reminiscent of the ancient images of the Goddess

striking a bell. The bell is a Goddess accoutrement, although a

bell is not necessary-clapping your hands is a fine substitute.
Indeed, in working Fairy magics, the clapping of hands is betteq
or the tinkling of a tiqr, tuneful brass bell.

Candles are used in the practice to quite an extent, and so a

snuffer is probably a good tool to have. Some people prefer to
pinch out their candles, but if the flame is particularly insistent,
you could get burned. Also, if you are working candle magics in a

small cauldron, for example, you will want a snuffer that can

extinguish the candle flame that is probably going to be fed by
herbs and such. A cookpot lid can be used for this if it blocks the
air flow.

A pentacle is a good item to have as well. \bu may find these in
catalogs or New Age/occult supply shops in wood, ceramic tile,
and metal, or you can simply draw a star within a circle on a piece
of paper within which to conduct your rituals. The pentacle is an

object used to represent the Elemental Earrh. The pentagram,
the five-pointed star featured inside a circle on the pentacle, rep-
resents the Four Elementals and the Spirit, and hence, hu-
mankind. I have seen some very lovely pentacles with the star
painted in a design entwined with vines, and others where the

( llttss I

rrrru'liings ilt'c ve t'y sf rrriglrtlirr-wrtrtl rltttl lllain. Oerernonial penta-

t.h's rrlry hlrvc '.t t.tuttrllcr olt syttrllols inscribed about the star. Over

lirue , I lritvc nccurnulated three pentacles I generally choose from

lor nry work, clepending upon the intent.

scveral deity images are shov,.n in this altar arrangement: three

candles: for the Lady and the Lord, with the center representing

both; statues; a sheaf of wheat and conch shell for the Lady (or

drift wood could be used); an oak branch and antlers for the Lord.
-Ihe elements are represented by a fossil for Earth, a crystal for
Air, lava for Fire, and amethyst for Water.
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Basic Altar/Working Area

Altar Arrangement
On tlre text pages 36 and l44,you will see a typical altar layout.
The altar is laid out in three sections. fu you face the altar, the left
side is designated for the Goddess, the right side for the God, and

the center portion is for both. In the Goddess section, you might
place such items as a stanre or goddess representation fte it a stone

or a candle), water bowl, wine /juice goblet, wand, bell, and your
herbal and oil supplies. The God section contains a representation

ofthe deity (again, a candle or stone can be used instead ofa stat-

ue), salt bowl, incense, athame, bolline, and such supplies as

matches and candles. The center section is where you may place

something to represent both deities, candle snuffer, censer, penta-

cle, cauldron, offering dish, libation bowl, book of rituals/spells
(usually called the Book of Shadows), and spellworking materials.

If you have bread or a small cake for the ritual, that can be placed

on a plate at the right section of the altar.

Working Area (nondeity) Arrangement
There is also the method of using a nondeity working area

arrangement. Not everyone has the space or opportunity to set up

a little altar, and not everyone desires to conduct their practice of
the Craft with the deities invoked, preferring the second style of
practice, so there is an alternate arrangement for an altar. In this
method of practice, you would set up your "working area" in the
center of the table, desktop, or whatever you are using. Any area

that is normally used for mundane activities should be wiped
down, and a clean cloth (or placemat) placed on the surface. You

can be as fanry or as plain as your needs or inclination allow.

Your tools should be symetrically laid out, and you can use a

single candle, set toward the center back of the work space, for
your focus. If you use two candles, set them to either side of the
center of the work space, and you may also use a votive as a tool

( lrrss I

lor spt'llworl<. Vrrrt'l)cntir('l(: H()cs ('ctttcr:ttrtl lirrwlrcl toward you a

lrrt.'l'lrc: crrulrlt'ott sits ott top <llrthc llcntacle, knife to your right,

rvrrrrrl to y<ltrr lcfi. Ilcrbs, oils, cloth, string' feathers, stones, or

'tlrcr itcnrs you will be using can be placed to the left. Your Book

,,1' Slrirrlows (or your written-out spell-notecards are handy)

lrt'longs rt the center of your work area, below the pentacle.

lrrt'r:rrsc is placed to the right of the pentacle.

Now that you have your tools and your altar arranged, you are

lt'rr<ly to move to the next stage of magical practice-casting the

t'ilr'lc. If room permits, you might want to set out four candles for

rlrt: Iilernentals: Earth at the North, Air at the East, Fire at the

Sorrth, and Water at the West of your circle. I begin each class by

(':lsting a circle, and use this as an opportunity to demonstrate dif-

li'r'cnt techniques and types of circles. In subsequent meetings'

cl:rss rnembers bring things for delineation of the circle and

olrjccts for the altar. We share a ritual of Cakes and Wine, usually

with fruit juice, at the end of each class. The last class is rather like

:r "flnal exam" in which the students each take an active part in an

l,lsbat or Sabbat ritual. They bring everything needed and prepare

thcir own portion of the ritual. We spend time reviewing the pre-

vious lessons, having a question and answer session, and going

irrto more detail in any segment of the previous classes that inter-

cstcd them before concluding the ritual and opening the circle. In

rr sense, for the weeks of class, we are a learning coaen.
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Circle Casting; Assignment

Class 2
Keview

Green Rules of

Review

The Rules of Conduct
Try to remember the Rules of Conduct, then recite them quiet-

ly to yourselfi

. Be careful what you do. (Think about what you are doing

and what you want to attain before you begin a magical

working.)

. Be careful who you tlrrst. (Do you really know this

person or is this someone who does not understand

exacdy what is going on with you and may use

information against you?)

. Do not use The Power to hurt another because what is

sent comes back. (Energies travel in circles.)

. Never use The Power against someone else who has The
Power. (There is kinship between you and others who are

connected with the Ladv and the Lord of Witches.)
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. 'lir usc 'l'hc l)<lwcr you nrust f-eel it in your hc:rrt and know
it irr your rrrind. (Accept what you know.)

Chapter One Quiz (answers on page 39)

1. Look for objects that you would use in delineating your
personal circle. These can be crystals, rocks, items related to
your favorite hobby or occupation, candles, and so on. Think
about how you want your circle to appear-objects only at
the Quarters; spread in a perimeter around you; a cord of
colored silk or other natural material placed as a circle? Try
a few different layouts to see what you find appealing. Your
circle should be a place where you are "at home."

2. Answer the Following questions:

a. What does Green Witchcraft mean to you?

b. What are the three styles of Green Witchcraft practice?

1.

t.

c. List the five Rules of Conduct.
l.

5.

d. What are two types of altars for a circle?
1.

(.litss 2

Circle Casting

lrrcpltrrrtion
lr;iol tq rr firrrnal casting of the ritual circle' you may lay out the

lt(,nrs yor.r will be using at the altar or work area. A relaxing bath

rvirlr hcrbs such as lavender, rosernary thyrre, and vervain, tied in

;r rrrrrslin or a layered cheesecloth pouch (like a cloth teabag), will

r'otltc you while awakening your senses at the same time. Then

rolrc rrs you prefer for your work. Some people like to work sL7-

r.l:rrf (i1 the nude), others like to we f a robe similar to those of

rrronks, and others have special clothes they like to wear for rinral.

l,ight the candles at the altar, then wave the match or blow on

ir ro extinguish the match flame. Next, light the incense at the

rrltrrr. If you are using stick incense, light the tip with a match and

shrrke or blow out the match. watch the flame at the tip of the

igccnse wand, and when you see a red area on it (this takes only a

lrornent or two), shake the wand to extinguish the flame, or blow

it out. The red area will continue to smolder and release the

srrrokey incense into the air. If you are using an incense cone, you

rlo pretq, much the same thing. It might give you better control to

hold the cone by the broader base as you light the tip, but you can

rrlso get it started (usually) by lowering the lighted match to the

1:<xre tip and holding it there until the cone ignites. When you see

the redness, the incense is lit and you can extinguish the flame'

When using a charcoal block and incense that is in resin or

powder form, or dry herbs, a pair of small (sugar cube) tongs

rnakes a handy little tool, allowing you to hold the charcoal block

in the tongs with one hand while you light the charcoal with a

rnarch in the other or by holding an edge of the charcoal in a can-

tlle flame. otherwise, set rhe block in the burner and try to light it
at one side. The block will spark and sputter at first, and you may

need to fan it a little (the feather is another handy tool for working

with incense) to make the block catch. Once it is glowing, you can

2.

5.

2.
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.lrop lrits ol-inccrrsc or hcrbs on top tcl smolder. 'liro utuch at once,

:rrrrl yorr rrrrry suflbcate the block, so go easy on the resins, powders,

runrl hcrbs until you get a feel for how well the block is working.

Not all blocks work well, and sometimes you might come

across a defective one. If you are determined to use loose herbs,

and cannot get any'where with a charcoal block, you can light a

bundle of herbs in a dish or shell, or use the herbs in a votive can-

dle as part of your spell working. This will burn very hot, so be

sure your candle container is fireproof, set on a fireproof/scorch-
proof surface, and you have something handy to set over the con-

tainer to smother the flarne when you are done. Lining the

container with sand helps prevent heat damage. Watch out for
long dangling locks of hair, drooping sleeves, shawls, and so forth
when working with incense, candles, and burning herbs.

Cauldrons and incense holders-incense comes in sticks, bundles,
cones, resins, and dried herbs.

( lli rss 2

lnccnse burning with charcoal. Use a feather to fan the flame until
thc block is lighted, then waft the smoke about with the feather.

Another way to light any incense is with the flame of the cen-

t rrrl candle on the altarlwork area. You simply hold the incense to

thc candle flame, let it ignite, wave or blow it out, and set the

irrcense in its proper holder. By far, the stick and cone incense is

thc easiest to use, but I do love the aroma of frankincense and

rlrrrgonsblood resins. Remember that charcoal consumes oxygen

rrnd releases fumes, so be sure to use an airy location.

Oreating the Circle
'l'his comes after you have arranged your altar, and there are some

vcry basic steps to creating the circle, which is your sacred space.

'l'he purpose of the circle is to contain the raised energy so you

can then focus it and direct it to accomplishing your particular

g'oal. You create the circle prior to spellwork, Sabbat rituals, and

lisbat celebrations. In ceremonial circles as described in the gri-

rrroires, the idea is more to keep demons atbay. Green Witchcraft
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rloes rrol strlrscrilrc to rlcrn<llrs, Srtt:rr.t, ()t- lllly otltcr ncgrrtivc inrrrgcs

Ilonr nrotlcnr rcligions, so the ftinction of thc circle is to giveyou
ir clcrrnscd area where you create a sacred site, what some call a

tcmple. Flere you call upon The Power, raise energy for a goal,

fbcus it, direct it, and send it to work for you.
Not all circles need to be formally created as shown if you need

only a momentary calm space. You could visualize your circle, for
example, draw it in the dirt, make it by pointing your finger, and

so forth, depending upon where you are at the time. Some circles

are created for protection against ill influences around you, others
for raising and projecting energ-y to accomplish a goal, others sim-
ply for the peace of meditation.

The first thing you will normally do in a ritual or formal spell-

working is sweep the area of the circle. This delineates the space

of the circle. Check tab "Basic Ceremony" on pages 145-148 of
the text and read through the steps. When sweeping the circle,
you may want to say as you move around the circle:

I svseep clean the circle, sweeping negfiiaiqt end
chaotic energies away fi,om my sacred space.

Next you light candles and incense, then announce your intent
to actually create the circle. With this announcement, you are

stating that this is something you do of your own free will-no
one is forcing you-and alert your subconscious mind as well as

The Power.

You may want to take a light to the points of the Quarters
(north, east, south, and west of your circle) to express these areas

as prepared for your later calling of the Elementals, but it is not
necessary. In each case, you would be calling for light in relation
to an attribute of the Elemental represented at that particular
place on the circle, seeking to merge an Elemental attribute
(strength, inspiration or enlivening, warmth, and cleansing) with
light. You m y yary the wording shown on text page 146 or
change it according to the type of moon in an Esbat celebration,
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l,,r t'xrurrplc. l)il:lcrcnt ilsl)ccts oltthc Illetrrentals, and difTerent

ii',p('('ts ol'light rtrc utilizcd firr liairy rituals, Dark Moon rituals,

irrrrf f ):rr-f< I)owcr spellworkings (Green Witcbcraft II: Balnncing

Ltt,l,t trtrtl Sbudozu has more information on these rituals and mag-

r,,rl workirrgs). These variations will be covered when we talk

rrrort' ilr tlcpth about the Elementals.

Ncxt, you actually designate the circle, with the altar area inside

tlrt' t'irclc. See step 5 in the text-you may use the athame, begin-

rring rrt the north, moving east, then south, then west, and return-

llrH t() tl're north, or you may use your '(power hand" (the one you

l;rvor'), or you may use a staff, sword, or wand. The tool that fits

lor you is the one to use-the fluctuations of energy are some-

I | | | | cs very subde, but you may sense that there is a particular tool
you nced to use that you might not normally use. Tirrst your

irrstincts and, later on, you may discover there was a reason for
y,rrrr f'eeling. Generally, though, you use the knife to create the

t'irt'lc and the wand to call upon the Elementals and the Divine'

ln this section of the text is the sample wording in which the
( iotlcless and the God are mentioned when the tool is "sanc-

tioncd" for circle-making when raised up at the altar, then low-

e retl as you walk (or motion around the circle, if there is not

srrll.icient room to move around). For nondeity ritual, you may

wiu.rt to change "I draw this circle in the presence of the Goddess

;rn<lthe God . . ." to:

I draw tbi.s circle to be n sacred space where The
Power may manifest and bless me.

fu you walk around the circle, envision a flow of energy passing

lnrrn the earth through your feet and up your body. The energy

nroves as a blue light down your arm, out of your power hand and

through the tool you are holding to form a line of energy marking

the perimeter of the circle as you walk it. When working indoors,

I like to say:
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'l'bis is t.hc boundn'ry of the circle, n'ro'u'nrl ntc, tbrough

zunlls u'n.dfloors andfurmiture, aboue me and below

'm,e s.s a sphere is tbe circle cast and consecrated to tbe

Lady and the Lord tbat tbey may manifest and bless

their child.

Envision the circle as a sphere surrounding you with contained

energy, unpenetrable by outside or disruptive energies, where you

can concentrate on your Craft working.

By deleting references to the Goddess and the God, you are

essendally invoking The Power from within, calling up energy

from the earth to work through you in your focus' The Power

may be defined as Lady and Lord, or not, depending on your style

of practice.

Now that the circle area has been swept and light invoked, you

need to cleanse the sacred space. The example in the text uses the

Divine presence, but you can stop prior to that:

Sah is necessary to W and is parifying. I bless this

salt to be used in tbis sacred space-

For a nondeity oriented procedure, use the athame to drop three

bits of salt into the water bowl, and stir three times, while saying:

Let the blessed sah parify tbis water tbat it may be

consec"rated. to cleanse tbis sacred circle.

Thke the bowl and walk deosil (clockwise) around the circle

(I\-E-S-W and back to I$, sprinkling the circle:

I conseo"ate this cit'cle witb the pozaer of the blessed

salt and hallowed water. The circk is conjared a circle

of power that is purified and' sealed- So Mote It Be!

That last phrase means) "So must it be" which seals the energy

of the intent. It is often used in the craft at the end of a spell to

seal the spell. In essence' you are recognizing a change, and by

doing so, have made the change real and complete.

( .lirss 2

Itctrrnr lhc lrowl to thc rrlt:rt', trrl<c rrll thc itrccnsc holder, and

\v;lll tlrc srrrol<c rrounrl tlrc circlc. I lcrc is when you might want to
rrrt' rr lrrr'11c ltathcr to help tnove the incense around the circle as

l'r)u l)lr('c the lloundary. You could say:

With tbis fragrant smoke do I honor the Elementsls
and enbance tbe power of this circle.

'l'lrc circle is ready; now you need only to consecrate yourself
lnr worl<ing within the circle (text page 147). You may use anoint-
rrrlq oil, or spring water, or the blessed water you created for the

lirt'lc. With your fingertip, draw on your forehead a symbol that
yorr lccl is suitably reverent-a solar cross, lunar spiral (these two
r',rrr bc combined), a pentagram, infinity sign (numeral 8, on its
sitlc), horned moon, crescent moon, sun circle with a dot in the
('('ntor, life circle (representing the cycle of birth, death, and

lclrirth), and so forth.
'l'he text example can be altered to:

I am consecrated by The Power witbin tbis circle.

When you cleansed the circle and censed it, you already

lrrrrught the essence of the Elementals into your work. Salt repre-

scnts Earth, water is for Water, the fire of the incense is for Fire,
tlrc scented smoke for Air, so you are now ready to fbrmally call

rrpon the presence of the Elementals to aid in your work. The
irrvocation, with wand in hand, on text page 147 is simple, yet
cllective. Many taditions draw the design of the pentagram in
the air, beginning at a different point for calling upon each Ele-
rrrental and farewelling each Elemental (typically called Summon-
ing and Banishing-but I feel those words are inappropriate for
the Elementals, who are kin, after all). f'his is really a ceremonial

inclusion to witchcraft and not necessary. Once you become

lirrniliar with working with the Elementals, the conversation is

open whenever you want, and no circle is needed for communica-

tion. It is very similar to pra.yer, but without a set format.
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Vrrr irrvoc:rtiou in thc (-irccn (lrrrfi is rcsl)ccllirl lntl fhmilial.

Vrrr rcrrrirrtl yourself of the connection between yourself and the

I,.lcurcntrls, and you would address them as you would address

yor-rrself. Earth is in your body and physical strength; Air is in you

breath and thought; Fire is in the energ'y of your cells, feeding on

life to create life, and in the power of your drive and determina-

tion; Water is in your blood, body fluids, and represents your
flowing emotions.

After walking to each cardinal point (north, east, south, and

west) of the circle, and calling upon the Elemental of that realm to

attend your rite, you may return to the altar, set down the wand

and pick up the knife to draw the s1'rnbol of working between the

worlds-the symbol of infinity (8 on its side), or the runic q.,rnbol

of breakthrough (a squared off 8 on its side). If not working with
deity imagery simply change the wording to something like:

Hail to tbe Elementals at the foar quarters! I stand
beftaeen the worlds with loae and power all around!

You need not make a libation to the Divine as part of the circle

ceremon)z, but you may do so to honor The Power and the Ele-
mentals. Follow text example. Simply pour a bit of beverage from
your cup into the libation bowl or cauldron, and then take a sip

for yourself. You are ready to do whatever you need to in the cir-
cle, be it a spell, ritual, etc. I like to create a "learning circle" in my

class, and you may want to do so as you work through this course.

Cast the circle, then ask the Elementals for aid in your learning

when you call them at the Quarters. Work for awhile, then when

you are ready to stop, farewell the Elementals as will be shown,

and open the circle.

When working in your own residence, you may want to create

a permanent circle. This may be accomplished by having a room
set aside for your magical practice. In a place where the atmos-

phere and environment is purely intended as your sacred space?

the area will take on a special feel, which you can renew and

(.lrrss 2

r,'r'rrcrgizc: li-otrt tinrc lo tirttc lry rtsltcrgiltg (sprinkling) the area

rvrtlr rr slrrig ol-pur'plc hcathcr rlippcd in spring water (bottled is

lrrrc il'th:rt is all thrt is available to you) and burning an incense
.,rr. lr rrs ll'rrukincense or sage and sweetgrass.

\Vlrilc within the circle you perform lessons, meditations,
,rpt'llwork, divinations, and Sabbat or Esbat celebrations. When a

5;rlrlr:rt fllls on an Esbat, I like to do the Esbat and any spellwork

rrt'r',lcrl, then move into the Sabbat ritual, so the two rituals can be

,,rrrrlrined if desired. You may create the circle for simple devo-

rrorrrrls such as lighting incense and candles at the altar, and have a

rlrrir:l time in which to offer your reverence to the Divine, or to
rt'lcrrsc tensions and nervous energ'y into the ground and find the

,'rlrrrncss within. In witchcraft, this is called grounding and cen-

tcrirrg yourself, and it is what you do before a Craft activity so that

tlrc cnergy flow is smooth.

Afier spell work, meditation, divinations, and such, you will
w:mt to again ground and center yourself so that the excess ener*

gv is released, otherwise you may be agitated and become easily

ul)sct. You may do this by envisioning the excess energy as

sprrrkles that dance close around you, and you let the sparkles

p,:rther and roll down your arms, then touch the ground with your

pirlrns and see the energy flow back into the earth. Once you feel

tlrc energy of your body is back in balance, you can remove your
lrrrnds from the ground and stand again.

l)arting
( )nce the circle is no longer needed (you have concluded your
ritual or purpose for drawing the circle) you should prepare for

l)rrting company with the Elementals and other energies and

cntities you have calied upon or that have been attracted to the

rrctivities, so you will be ready to open the circle. To begin your

lnrting, you need to be ready to move back into ordinary aware-

rress. One way to accomplish this is through the Cakes and Wine

ccremony, with a snack and beverage of your choice. Refer to text
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1r:r11t' 156 lirr rr srlnll)lc <lf this riturtl. l,.itting 1r snlrcl( rrnrl trtking l
rlrinl< olt sonrcthing helps your conscious nind to rcturn to the
lirrcll'ont ancl alerts your body that you are returning to a normal
stirtc of being. The rinral of joining knife into cup relates to the

communion rituals of mainstream churches-the beverage repre-
sents the waters of life, the knife the energy of life, or more direct-
ly, the Goddess and the God. For nondeity practice, hold up the
cup and plate of food, saying:

Food and beuerage, staples of W and waters of W,
united tbroagb the fire of tbe sun and the breath of
tbe air, I accept these gifts of Natare and remember
that I am pan t of the ryde of ffi.

This is a good time to chat and socialize with anyone who may

be working with you, as in a class setting, or to gather your
thoughts and perhaps even jot down a note or two about your
activity in the circle. When you have refreshed yourself, it is the
time of parting. Holding your knife horizontally over the altar,

you can use text page 157 or something like:

I am blessed by the powers (or say "Elementals") tbat
watcb and protect rne, guiding me het"e and in all
tbi.ngs. I came in loae and I depart in loae.

Now raise the knif-e as in a salute to honor the rites of the Craft.
You are recalling the links between yourself and the practice of the

Crzft, reminding yourself of the common thread that unites you
with other witches:

Loae is tbe law and loae is tbe bond. Mrrry did I (or
"we" if working with others) meet, rnerny do I part,
and meny will I rneet again. Metry meet, meny part,
rnerry rneet again! Tbe circle is cleared. So Mote It Be!

Before opening the circle, you need to walk around it again

and farewell the Elementals. If you have set out candles at the

Quarters, you will be snuffing them out after you address the

( ,1, rss 2

l, lrrrrcntlrl ol'tlrrrt (r)urrltcr'- With l:rrcwclling, you clllt also rciter-
;rtl tlrt' l<irrtl ol'hcl1l yorr wllnt ll1)nl circh Elcntental if you have

rr',rlrr'rl on :r sllcll, or yon nriry wrrnt to express your joy of unity
rr'rtf r rlrc intlivirlual filernentals. The basic text on page 157 is sim-
plr' ;rrr,l rlircct. If no candles were lit, and you are not encumbered
rrrtlr :r t'rrrr<llc snuffer, you may want to hold your wand in your

lx r\v('r' lrrrncl as you farewell them, with open arms raised up:

l)cpart in peace, Elemental Earth! My blessings take
zt,it.b you!

Lowcr and close your arms, move to the next Quarter and con-

Irrrue rrrrtil you are again facing the altar at the north. Now you
rvrll sct down your tools on the altar, raise up your hands and

lirt'wcll any Others who may have been drawn to your circle to
L'rrrl you their energy or simply to watch:

Ileings and powers of tbe aisible and inaisible, depart
in peace! Yoa aid in my work, wbisper in my mind,
nnd hless me from Othetworld, nnd there is harmony
beftyeen as. My blessings take witb you. The circle is
cleared. So Mote h Be!

'l'his is the second time you have stated that the circle is

r'lclrcd, but like most things in magic, this is said in threes, three
lrt'in1; considered a number of conclusion or binding.

( )pening the Circle
'l'lrc circle is opened with the same tool used to draw it, usually

rhis will be the athame. Since, to draw it, you walked cloclavise
Irorn north to east to south to west, to open it, you do the reverse.

llc:ginning at the north, you walk or motion to the west, then
sorrth, then east, and back to the north, envisioning the energy

thrrt you sent out as a blue light now returning to you through
your tool or power hand. As you walk or indicate the circle open-
ing, you may say the following:
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'l'ht: ci'rclc i:t open, yet the circle renta'i'n.s ur^ its m,agical

powcr i'^ druwn back into me.

When you return to your starting point, see the light dancing

around the blade of the knife, and return the light and power to

within yourself by touching the flat of the blade against your fore-

head, sealing your circle within.

Now you state the clearing of the circle for the third time to

bind it as so, as on text page 158-or for nondeity workings, say:

The ceremony is ended, the ci.rcle i's cleared and

wi.thdrawn. Blessings baae been gt to and blessings

haae been receiaed. May the peace of anity witb
Nature and witb tbe Power remain i.m me. So Mote

h Be.

This is your statement of ending. Everything is concluded, and

you return to the normal world. Touch the ground with your

palms if you feel overly energized. Clean up the basic altar or

work area, put away your tools, dispose of libations by pouring out

onto the ground, on a potted plant, or even rinsing the liquid

down the sink, while envisioning the libation as moving with the

water to the sea. Spellworking materials may now be tidied up and

put away while crafted items placed as intended (a protection

charm in your car, for examPle).

( .l:tss 2

Assignment
l{t'vicw thc l;irst two clrtptct-s of the textbook.

Answers to Questions
'l'lrc ( irccn Craft is herbal; it means working through
nirtulc; is the basic, foundational level of witchcraft; involves

worl<ing directly with the powers of the Elementals and the
I )ivirre; is Natural Witchcraft; is the religious level of the

Norse system ruled by the Lady and the Lord (Goddess and
( iotl) of Nature rather than by deities of social classes; and

is an expression of the Old Religion.

l. Within a mainstream religious system using folk
magics, deity/saint names.

2. Without any religious/deity reference using the natural
powers of the Elementals and your own/Nature's
energies.

"1. fu a religion honoring a dual deity of Goddess and God
with a self-initiation and later with a self-dedication.

I . Be careful what you do

2. Be careful who you trust

J. Do not use The Power to hurt another because what is
sent comes back

4. Never use The Power asainst someone else who has The
Power

5. To use The Power you must feel it in your heart and

know it in your mind

,, ;l

,llr.

J t'.

2tl. 1. Basic Altar.

2. Working Area.
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Class 3
Review, Casting a

Learning Circle; Meditation
& Technique

Review

Rules of Conduct
I always begin my classes with a review of the Rules of Conduct.

Since you are using a course handbook, without going back into

the last lesson or the textbook, see if you can recite the five

Rules of Conduct. Turn back to the end of the previous class

and compare the Rules you recited to the answers listed under

2c (p. 39). Did you miss any? If so, softly repeat the rules two or
three times aloud so you can hear the words as well as see them.

Learning Techniques

People learn in various ways-through reading, writing, recita-

tion, and hearing-and each person has an affinity to one of
these techniques. Since the Rules of Conduct will form the core

for your practice of Green \A/itchcraft, this is an opportunity for
you to try the different techniques for memorization. Think of
the meanings for the rules, referring to the first class if you need
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lrt'lp. As yort rccitc thc RuIcs of (]ontltrct, yorr shotrltl bc develop-

irrg rr lccl firr how they apply to you and the style of practice with

wlrich you are comfortable.

Casting the Learning Circle

Setting Up an Ntar/Working Area

The best way to study the Craft is in a setting that enhances your

senses to the magic and power of witchcraft. In my classes, besides

casting a variety of trues of circles, I also set up a different style of

altar each time we meet in order to demonstrate a number of

options for magical practice. You may want to try this yourself.

Create an altar or working area in what will be the northern end

or center of your circle (yes, that's next). You may refer to text

page 36 for an example if you like. This will be yo:ur altar/working

area and should reflect your own taste and style. Remember that

simple objects in nature make excellent tools and altar objects.

You should have salt (or burdock/dandelion root) and spring or

fresh water in bowls, also incense, and at least one candle.

Sometimes people ask me how they can tell which way is north,

and usually they groan and make a face when they realize how

simple it is. To find North, find the sun. The sun rises in the East

and sets in the West. Before noon, the sun is in the Eastern part of

the sky, after noon, the Western part of the sky. If in the Easq face

the sun, and North is off your left shoulder. If the sun is in the

West, face the sun, and North is off your right shoulder. Oq use a

simple compass. Most people are familiar with where the sun rises

and sets in relation to their homes, however, so the guide is simple

and effective.

Variation of Circle-casting
The next thing to construct is the "learning circle." There are a

number of ways to cast a circle. In the first class we looked at the

tabbed section, "Basic Ceremony," in the text and made changes

(.lirss I

llr norrrlcity c'irclc crrstirrg. ln lloth crrscs, thcrc was tr lotof equip-

ttrt'rlt us(:(l-irrccnsc, w'.ltcr, cirnrllcs, knife, wand, cup, beverage,

llnrl, rur<l so firrth. Let us try a difl'erent style now. You have laid
riut yorfr rrltrrr/working area, so you areready to begin. I will be

rr,lcrlirrg to the altar from here on out, but if you are using a

u,,r'liing irrca, substitute the word as you read.

Swccp the circle area with a besom clockwise-deosil-which
lu('iuls tlrat your movements will begin at the North, proceed to

tlrr l,,lst, then South, then West. llou can say as you sweep:

As I sweep, rney tbe besom chase away all negatiaity

.lrom within this circle, tbat it may be cleared and
'rcady for my work.

| ,iglrt the incense and your altar candle(s), then clap your hands

tlrrcc tirnes and state:

'['be circle is aboat to be cnrt and I freely stand withi.n
to work and learn in this class.

'lhkc the center candle of the altar (you may only have one can-

rllc on the altar, and this is fine to use) and hold up the candle at

tlrt'(Juarters of North, East, South, and West, saying:

I call upon Ligbt and Earth at the North to illumi-
nate and. strengtben tbe circle.
I call upon Light and Air at tbe East to illaminate
and. enlitten the circle.
I call apon Light and Fire at the Soutb to illuminate
'and warrn the circle.
I call upon Light and Water a.t tbe West to illaminate
and cleanse the circle.

llack at the North, raise your knife (athame, power hand, or
wrrnd) and state:

I draw thi.s circle in tbe presence of the pou)ers of the
earth, sky, san, and sea (or the Lady and the Lord)
that they may aid. and bless me in rny studies.
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Wrrll< rl'orrntl thc circlc clcosil, with thc l<rril'c lowcretl to clelin-

(.:ttc tltc l)crilltcter of the circle. Envision a blue light shooting out

ll-onr the lloint and forming dre boundary as you say:

This is tbe boundary of the circle, around mq throagh
walls andflaovs, &boae me and belous r,ne &s a sphere i.s

the circle cs.st a'nd consecrated to the powers of Nature
s.nd the aniaet"se that tbey may work with me. This
learning cfu'cle is cbarged tbet onb loue sltsll enter

and leaae.

Circle Ritual Preferences

At this point you have created the circle' You could stop here and

begin with the rest of the lesson, or continue as described in the

last class. Your candles are already lit' the incense is burning, and

you have called upon the light at the quarters. Return to the altar,

set down your knife, and clap your hands three times. You are

ready to study.

If doing the rest of the ritual as covered in the last class, refer to

the lesson or the text tabbed "Basic Ceremony." Now is when you

would touch the athame to the salt (burdock or dandelion root) to

bless it, then add the salt to the water in blessing. You would then

sprinkle the circle with the water to puri$t and seal the circle, and

then take the incense around the circle to cense it' If you want to

use anointing oil to consecrate yourself inside the circle, you

would do that next. You would then take your wand and address

the Elementals at the Quarters. Page 147 of the text gives sugges-

tions for envisioning the Elementals, but use what comes to mind

for you" For example, you might prefer to envision a lion or a

phoenix for the South, a bear or wolf for the North, and so forth.

Next, you would draw above the altar the symbol for working

between the worlds, do the welcoming and the libation, clap three

times (or ring a bell), and then you will be ready to proceed with

the lesson.

( .l.rss 5

Meditation and Techniques

l'ur'posc
Alt'rlitrrt iorr is onc of the first aspects of the Craft you will want to
rlur'k on to learn about focusing energy. Much of meditation is
rlrr t't'(ctl '.rt finding an inner calm, your center, as it were. Through
rrrt.tlit:rtion we are able to connect with the various aspects of the
r',rlllr rrs part of a cohesive entity-animal, mineral, plant, water,
rl,,rrrls, sky, and so on, and acquire the sense of being part of Gaia,

t lrr' living organism of Earth. From here, meditation can take you
l,r'vorrtl (iaia and it becomes a primary step to union wit} the uni-
vcrsc, the cosmos. Through meditation, you can learn to traverse

tlrt' lroundaries of the three dimensions, of rime, and of space.

Prctty impressive, yes? Well, meditative journeys can be impres-
rivt:, but they tend to be singular. This means that your travels will
rrrost likely be solitary unless you have a really compatible partner
ot'rt guide.

'l'here are different kinds of meditative journeys. A shamanic

iorrrrrey is undertaken to travel to near death in an effort to save

rrrrother person, help that person find his or her way into the
Slrrrtlowland, or to gain esoteric knowledge. This is the vision-
rlrrcsting style of meditation that requires fasting and isolation.
l'r'ople who embark on these journeys do so with varying degrees

ol-success. I have heard of some marvelous experiences from
vision-questing. However I do not recommend it for the average

strrtlent unless working with another experienced person. In a

slrrrnanic journey, at least two people should work together so

llrrrl one may watch out for the safety of the other.
You can also visit other planes and worlds where you may

('r)counter difFerent peoples and different ways of thinking. What
cxirctly does visiting other planes and worlds mean? These are

Irrrvels to Otherworld, the realm of Faerie or the Other People; to
t lnderworld or Shadowland, the realm of the dead or the unborn;
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to Sulnrrrct-lrturl, I 1ll:rce of transitioll fl-<ltrl LJtltlcrworld rest to

()rlrcr-w,rl{ 9r rebirth in Middleworld, the realm we normally

(:olrsi(lcr our physical home. Yet even the term "physical" is diffi-

cult to interpret. Spiritual entities can move objects, can manifest,

and can seem very solid and "real" (as in angelic appearances,

ghostly visits, the appearance of helpers in dire situations, and so

on), so it requires an expansion of awareness to recognize that the

hard-edged terms we normally think in are really not so easy to

pin down.

There are those who consider any meditative travel as purely a

figment of the traveler's imagination. Yet, it is from our imagina-

tions that reality is manifested. All inventions began as imagin-

ings, for example. All ideas come from the realm of imagination

before they are translated into the realm of physical existence.

This transition is described in the tarot cards as the movement of

ideas from the realm of the moon into that of the sun, so if you

have both these cards in a setting, particularly one with knights/

princes (thoughts) in it, you are looking at manifesting your

ideas. By entering into an altered state of awareness you will be

able to move between the worlds with ease whenever you wish

and access the power and knowledge of these other worlds in

your daily life.
You can access the inner visions of the mind to solve probiems

and find answers to your questions. Meditation can enhance your

ability to learn by helping you achieve alternative states of being,

opening your awareness, and training your mind to focus' But

meditation also promotes good health by giving you a time to

calm your mind and soothe your nervous system. This process

switches off the mundane or routine consciousness in order to let

the subconscious or intuitive self take over. The subconscious is

opened up to stimulate the conscious with new approaches to life

situations.

( l;rss.5

( lrecrr Witcltcrali 'l ypcs ol'Mc<litation
llr,'rc rrrc rlil'lcrcnt intct.ttiorrs firr thc r.rsc of mcditation, such as

rlr,rr .l Slrrrrnrrrric itrtcrccssion fbr healing, for seeking a spiritual

grrr,l,', or' lirr cxpressing your oneness with the universal power.

\,,rr rrr:ry wrlnt to link yourself to the powers of the earth in a sense

,rl rrrrion, itlcntiry and communication. Meditation can be used to

Irrt yoursclf in another person's shoes for empathetic understand-

rrrpi.'l^lris scction of the Manual may be studied further in con-

trn( li()lr with chapter 5 of Green Witcbcraft II: Balancing Light

,tttrl '\ltrrtlow.
lly uniting with objects in Nature or with creatures for oneness

l'( )u ru'c gaining an awareness based on the perspective of the ani-

rrr;rl or.object. You begin by envisioning typical characteristics of
tlrr olr jcct or animal. You may even want to practice becoming the

nlrit't't or animal to better sense what that perspective is like.

Sr rorr, you will be able to merge with the subject, seeing with the

"rrlrjcct'.s 
eyes and sensing with the subject's sensations-even a

lrorrlrlcr "feels" the warmth of the sun, the damp pounding of the

r ;rirr, rrnd the intrusive network of hair-like roots holding moss and

Irclrcrr in place.
'l'his sort of motion should be done with care. Do not do this

rvitlr people unless they give their consent, and be cautious with

rrrrirnrrls so as not to startle them. Kindly intent is necessary for

tlrrrt is what an animal senses first. From the new perspective, you

(';r | | l)'Jy attention to the different view, and even see yourself look-

rrp, :rt the subject. With gende blending, you can pick up on what

irl rrnimal is feeling, and you can even project images to the ani-

rrr:rl irnd return to yourself to see the reaction.

Ity linking yourself through meditation with other life-forms,

y( )u 'Jre able to communicate with them. This makes the language

lrrrrier vanish, and dispels the sensation of fear. By being "one"

rvith the creatures of Nature, you may pass as one, widr a sense of
t'orrrrnunity and peace. With a household pet (particularly cats)
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y()rr ilcccpt that they can speak to you directly. My experience with

c'.rts is that they are highly telepathic with one another, and if they

rrre accustomed to you and know that you respect them as individ-

uals, they will communicate with you. Often what you receive are

images rather than "words."
Why do I feel cats are telepathic? fu one example, I saw one of

my seven cats in a precarious position, struggling to get a better

grip. Without her making a sound, the rest of the cats from the

household came from all directions to watch in silent concentra-

tion. The first cat seemed to visibly calm, and carefully picked her

way from her perch to a firm footing, then the other cats (who are

her mother and litter mates) all dispersed again to whence they

had come. I felt they gave her supportive energ'y and directions

after she called to them for help.

Cats, often found as familiars, are highly telepathic.

4a

Class 5

My tlaughter and I havc both hacl experiences where we ask a

Gtt e question, either out loud or simply in a questioning thought,

lnd we have received very distinct images in reply. On one occa-

don, ttry daughter saw the cats looking intently through the

tercerl of the back porch, but she could see nothing exceptional in

the ynrd to hold their attention. She asked them what they were

looking at, and the image of a black snake coiled in a flower pot

Gtme to her. She went outside the porch and found that there was

Indeecl a black snake in an empty flower pot near the back porch.

I have heard a cat pawing at the back door to come in and sim-

ply wondered who could still be outside, since I was certain they

*ere all indoors, and immediately saw in my mind the exact cat

thlt was at the door. There are other people who have told me of

dleir "telepathic" encounters with their cats, and I feel that this

rbtlity of cats and humans to connect is what made these graceful

ereatures so special to the ancient Eglptians and later to witches

ln general.

Meditation is also used to travel, be it in the simple matter of

Itrrgazing at night, to carefully prepared cosmic motion with the

vlrualization of moving through the atmosphere and into space

until the sense of up and down becomes meaningless. Beyond this

there is the meditative motion of astral travel. This is also called
trleaving your body." It is rather like a sudden leap of conscious-

ncss, where you move like a shot into the highest confining corner

of a room and look back to see yourself below. For some people,

thc shock of this kind of travel is sufficient to return them instant-

ly to their bodies. The sensation is rather like jumping into a

fwimming pool rather than easing yourself in. You can either stay

md acclimate, or jump back out. But, if you practice the technique

of letting go gently, you will be able to leave with less shock and

then begin to travel. This too, takes getting used to, since know-

lng where you want to go will cause you to rapidly arrive. Not all

of astral travel is to other planes. Out-of-body experiences often
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trrkt':r llclsolr t() l)lrtccs in drc prcscltt atrtl, itt s()rrlc crlscs, x pcrson

will lrc sccu by those who are sensitive. People rnay interact with
rrn rrstrrrl travcler only to be shocked when the traveler vanishes,

returning to their physical body.

Creative meditations combine communication and astral con-

nection. This includes such things as meditative writing, when

you simply let go with pen and paper and your writing flows.

Singing, composition, and painting may also come with the

altered state of awareness of meditation. So may speaking in
tongues, divination, and healing.

It is always most productive to prepare for a creative medita-

tion, planning the desired communication in advance. You may

want to call upon the Elementals or The Power to give you
direction in a specific area,be it problem-solving or poetry writ-
ing, musical composition, or creative projects. At the end of your
session, you should note what happened in a journal for later
review. Always ground and center yourself once you are finished

with a meditation, to bring yourself back into balance in the

physical plane.

I also enjoy creative meditation experiences as a spontaneous

offering or gift to the Divine. I have gazed at the Full Moon,
thinking of the Lady, then begun singing an unknown melodious

song using words whose meanings were felt, in honor of the God-
dess. It becomes my gift to her, and yet she has filled me with her

presence. This is the joy of unity. In seeking an inner awareness of
some matter, I have called upon the Lord when I had paper and

pen, and found my answer came easily in a brief essay or a poetic

forrn of rhynning quatrains with a meter of fourteen beats per line.

The poems are usually very personal and I rarely share them,

being satisfied to simply keep them in a journal. Sometimes I use

such a poem or essay as a reading at a Sabbat ritual.

(.litss .1

Me<litativc Process

t\'lctlitrrtion works by switching off dre routine consciousness to let
ynul intuitivc or subconscious self take over for a time in a safe, or
prott:r'tcrl, rtmosphere. This allows for an alternate state of aware-

n('ss [o come into being. There are different techniques, and you

nrrry rlcvelop your own, but the easiest to start with is to sit com-

lorlrrlrly in a quiet place where you will not be disturbed for twen-

ry to thirty minutes. You may sit in a chair with your feet flat on

llrcr floor with legs uncrossed as this would quickly become

rrnr:ornfortable and distracting. Place your hands at rest in your
l;rl) or on your knees.

Some people prefer to sit on the floor or a cushion, keeping

thc spine straight for the smooth flow of energ'y. Having a partic-

rrllr rug or cushion that you always sit on during meditations will
;t('t as a trigger to your mind after awhile, so that simply unrolling
thc rug or bringing out the pillow becomes part of your personal

ritual and sets your mind started toward the meditative state. On

thc floor, you could sit in a yogic or semi-yogic position with one

lcg slightly unbent. Whatever way you sit, the main concern is

that you are comfortable and that you do not have to move

nround because of soreness, cramping, or limbs falling asleep

li'om constricted circulation of the blood. These are the kinds of
things that will interfere with your meditation if you are not
properly prepared.

You may want to light a candle and/or incense, play some

soothing and unobtrusive music on a tape or CD, and create your
circle for a peaceful and undisturbed setting. Close your eyes and

relax. Let the tensions of the day drain away, feeling them collect-

ing from around your body, then flowing to your arms and legs to

drip from your hands and feet into the floor, dissipating into the

nurturing earth.

Let your extraneous thoughts filter away. This is one of the

harder things to master when first starting in meditation. You will
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lrcrrr irll kirrr[s olt "nrind chatter" and find your lnincl drifting to the

littlc chores you need to do around the house-the laundry the

dishcs, and so forth. You will have to get past this. Focus on a can-

dle, or on your tummy as you watch yourself breathing. Breathing
is how you can move into the meditative state.

Breathe deeply, inhaling to the count of two, then hold that
breath for one count, and exhale for two counts. By steady breath-
ing and focusing on this basic effort, you will silence the conscious

mind. When you are in a restful state, you can then address the
purpose of the meditation. If you are working on problem solving
or creativity, focus on a word or a question that needs an answer.

You may want to use a guided meditation. You can buy pre-
recorded meditation tapes to play when you are relaxed, or you
can read and tape your own, then play it back when you are feel-
ing serene.

With a guided meditation, let your mind see the images

described. You have to be willing to go where the voice is taking
you. Msualizations help you to enter an altered state where you
can comprehend that time, space, and what is considered reality
exist only as you perceive them to be. Therefore, they are not
boundaries, but are unlimited or even nonexistent-as you
choose. When the session is over, ground yourself by touching the
floor and letting the residual energy drain away. Take something
to eat or drink, then move into doing a routine chore to get your-
self focused. You may want to keep a journal of your meditations
to keep track of your development.

Ritual Meditation
Ritual meditation differs from other meditations through the use

of the circle, and calling of the Elementals. When I suggested that
you might want to use incense and a candle, these are part of a rit-
ual meditation format; but more importantly, the meditation is

meant to have a magical purpose or intent. This means that the
color of the candle should be appropriate to the purpose of the

(.lrtss .1

rrrt'rlitrrliorr. l{clct-to tlrc tcxt trtlr "(lolors" (pege 63-64). Here is a

ll!tultf ol't'olrlrs ltttl the variotts tlssociations for those colors.'lext

1r,rp1t's 57 59 list hcrbs fbr incenses that may used for various goals.

\r'lrct rrn itrccnse or burn herbs that match your purpose.

l)r'rrrnnritrg lightly or shaking a rattle may be an aid to free the

rnrrrrl lirr rneditation as well. This draws the mind's focus with

r r',,tlirl, rcpetitive sounds. Once the meditation or visualization is

lrr';irrrr, the drumming or ratde shaking may cease' and this is fine.

\Vlrt,rr the meditation is over, again you will ground and center,

tlrt'n c:xtinguish the candle, farewell the Elementals, open the cir-

r'!t', rrttd return to some daily routine.

ln the last assignment, you were asked to find things you would

rrrt. irr delineating your personal circle. For a ritual meditation,

yorr could lay these out in a circle around your meditation space.

Yorr rrray mark off your circle with stones' nuts, crystals, or other

olrjccrs that relate to the essence of your objective in the rinral.
'l'hc Elementals can be represented at the quarters by different

olriccts (a shell, a nut, a stone' a feather, a piece of lava or fired

clrry) or colored candles. Light a central candle near you for your

lircus, but not so close as to be distracting. Call upon the Elemen-

tirls to aid you in your meditation, stating what it is you seek to

rucc'omplish, then drop a few herbs into the candle flame-mug-
wort is excellent, as is any herb from the listing that matches your

l)rrrpose.
With ritual meditation, you are envisioning the reality you

rlcsire, and discovering the manner of bringing it into being. The

t'ircle provides a sacred space with a sense of cornfort and repose.

ln rituals and spells, the circle is created to contain the raised

cnerg'y so it can be focused and directed, but in a ritual medita-

tion, the circle provides a haven from which to explore outward

ou inner and Otherworldly planes. The following format calls

rrpon the Elementals to aid in the meditation. The four Elemen-

trrls are the four essences of life: Earth, Air, Fire, and Wateq with
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tlrt: Iirst two rrs llsl)ccts of the (Jod, and tl-rc last two as aspects of
tlrc ( iotklcss.

'lir cast ar general meditation circle, light an incense such as

frankincense or sandalwood, and light a purple candle in a candle-

stick or other holder that you will be able to carry around the cir-

cle. Purple is sy.rnbolic of spiritual renewal, but you could select a

different color according to your needs.

If outdoors, with a wand, stick, twig, athame, or the index fin-
ger of your power hand, walk in a circle around your meditation

area, drawing a ring around yourself in the ground. If indoors, do

the same, but envision the ring being drawn on the floor. fu the

circle is drawn, envision the energy of the Earth coming up

through your body and shooting out as a blue light from the tool

or finger you are using to delineate the circumference of the

magic sphere around you.

Walk counterclockwise (widdershins) to signi$z that you are

moving into another realm as you form your meditation ring.

Start at the North to emphasize the realm of wisdom and Other-

worldly travels. As you create the circle, say:

The circle is drawn as a circle of power aroand me,

aboae mq and below me in a spbere that passes

tbrough all bounds.ries in all planes (czst and conse-

crated to the Lady and the Lord and) charged by the

Elemental powers!

Set down the tool used to draw the circle and take up the

incense; walk around the ring and waft the incense smoke as

you say:

Tbis cfu"cle is cleansed and purified by tbe pleasing

arorna of incense.

Set the incense near your focus candle at the north of the circle.

Thke up the candle now and go to the North. The candle is your

beacon to the Elementals. Hold up the candle and say:
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I zur:lut'trlc tbcc, Iilc'mcntal liurth, to my cit'cle. As I
hnae.t'lesb a'nd bone, u)e ilre kitb and kin, and I call

ulton yoa to watcb oner lne, aid, and guide me in my

tra.aels.

Movc to the West, hold up the candle, and say:

I welcome tbee, Elernental Water, to rny circle. As I
bu.ue water and blood, u)e fl.re kitb and kin, and I call

upon yoa to watch ov)er rne, aid, and gaide me in my

t'rauels.

Move to the South, hold up the candle and say:

I welcorne tbee, Elemental Fire, to my circle. As I
haae passion and €nerpt we a.re kith and kin, and I
call apon you to watclt ouer ?ne, aid, and guide me in
my trauels.

Move to the East, hold up the candle and say:

I welcorne tbee, Elernental Airy to my circle. As I baae

thought and breath, u)e il're kith and kin, and I call

upon yoa to watch ouer rne, aid, and gui'de me in my

traaels.

Sct the candle down next to the incense, and sit comfortably in

t[c center of the circle, facing North. Breat]re deeply and exhale,

rr:l)cat. Now begin the simple breathing exercise of inhaling for

two counts, holding for one, and releasing for two counts' etc'

When the conscious mind becomes still, you are ready to open

tltc subconscious mind and access the universe, so it is not unusu-

nl for the perceived surroundings to change. Don't be disturbed

lry this, simply move with the experience. The Elementals will

krok after you.

At this point you may either bring to mind a word or question'

or move into a gUided meditation. You could also visualize or

lircus on a cardwith a word sigil. A sigil is made by taking a key

word that you have chosen for your meditation focus and drawing
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litrcs otr a witch's sigil wheel.'fhe wheel (see illustration, p. 57)

crru lrc copied onto a piece of paper. One continuous line is drawn

to cach letter. The initial letter is designated by a circle, the end-

ing letter by a curb. In the case of double letters or letters used

twice in a word, the line must remain distinct for each letter.
While the line you draw may cross itself several times, depending

on the word, each letter is indicated individually. The line may
intersect, but does not go back over itself (see examples).

In a ritual meditation, you begin by envisioning what is for you
a comfortable, secure place. I have heard of temple scenes, forests,

meadows, cabins in the woods, and caves as typical starting places.

A river bank, a pond, a garden, whatever tranquil location you
would enjoy is the thing to irnagine as your starting point. You
need to construct your special place, your refuge. The more
details you put into it, the better defined it becomes, and the easi-

er it will be for you to go there.

In the case of a temple, you may want to see a long, narrow,
rectangular pond. At the foot of the reflecting pond where you
stand is an arched arbor entry. White roses are climbing over the
trellis, and you must pass through the trellis to enter the temple
area. Lily pads float on the pond, and it is lined by white marble,
with a walkway that goes along either side. You lift your eyes and

see that direcdy in front of you, beyond the pond, is a raised mar-
ble dais. There are curved steps that lead up to a central circular
platform, surrounded by a colonnade of white marble, and sur-
mounted by a domed alabaster roof. In the middle of this struc-
ture is a seat, a tripod of smoking incense, and a tall, footed
candlestick containing a single lit candle.

You walk under the trellis and along the pool to the structure,
hearing the murmur of the water and the chittering of birds as

you pass. Smell the clean, fresh air and the perfumes of the flow-
ers and plants around this tranquil garden. Feel the coolness of
the air and the warmth of the stone as you ascend the steps in
bare feet. Sit in the chair and gaze out into the garden, over the
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pontl, rrt thc liateway through which you have just passed. Now
you look into the smoke of the incense and speak your word, or
see your sigil. Listen and watch for the reply. When you have
heard your answer, retrace the way you came, and return to ordi-
nary consciousness.

\\r@tl t'lY/t \/lF\ iltl
u) \ t\t)!/, / \g

Meditation in a personal circle.
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'lir cnd the meditation, take a deep breath and exhale. Do so

agairr, letting the meditation depart. Take a third breath, inhaling

the scnse of all being right in the world. Exhale and you are back

In your meditation circle'
'lb open the circle, take your candlestick and walk around the

ring in the opposite direction you walked to form it, addressing

csch Elemental as you go. In this case, you will now walk clock-

wise (deosil), starting at the North and moving to the East, South,

and West, then returning to the North. At each Quarter, raise the

ccndle as you give your farewell with open arms, and conclude

with arms slightly crossed over your body, being careful with the

condle flame. It is rather like a goodbye hug, and you say as your

lrms are open:

Farewell, Elemental (Air, Fire, Water, Earth)/

Then with arms closing:

Go i.n peace and my blessi.ng take with yoa!

When you have farewelled the last Elemental, pinch out or

cnuff the candle and set it down. With the power tool used to cre-

ote the circle, you now open it, North, to East, to South, to West,

and back to North. See the light returning to you through the

tool and passing back into the Earth. Say as you walk:

The ci.rcle i's opened yet remai.ns a circle as The Power

flows i.n rne and througb me.

Touch the tool to your mid-forehead to seal the energy, ground

yourself to drain the excess energy' and then have something to

eat and drink.



Class 4
Review; Divinations;

Assignment

Keview

Rules of Conduct
. Be careful what you do

. Be careful who you trust

. Do not use The Power to hurt another because what is

sent comes back

. Never use The Power aqainst someone else who has The

Power

To use The Power you must feel it in your heart and

know it in your mind

Divination

Divination Tools
The main purpose of divination in general is not to "predict"

the future, but to see how the energies affecting future events

are aligned so that you can either let things flow as they are or
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nrakc changes to alter that alignment. Nothing is predestined in
witchcraft because The Power of the Craft comes from the ability
of the witch to create changes. Thus, if you see something you
don't like, you can perform magics and call upon The Power to
nudge the energies to a more agreeable or acceptable future.
Sometimes the changes you are making will be for yourself, to
assist in passing through a difficult time with less trauma than if
you had been unprepared. At other times, you may want a clean
slate. Choice is always involved here.

There are a number of tools that can be used for divination. but
it is not necessary to expend a lot of money for these tools. Cryr-
tal ball scrying is tl,pically thought of in connection with witch-
craft, but a pan or bowl of water works equally well for scrying.
Divination can take place in fire, smoke, cloud shapes and move-
ment, bird flight, and the patterns of falling leaves. Anything con-
nected with nature, if it inspires a feeling of meaningfulness
within you, is a possible avenue for divination.

fu I observed in Green Witchcraft (the text), visions can occur
anywhere; if the Lady and the Lord want to show you something,
they can give you a vision in your cereal bowl. It sounds facerious,
but it is true. fu an experiment, I once asked at breakfast for a

vision that I would recognize of something ordinary from the day
to come. I was stirring my coffee at the time, removed the spoon,
and looked at the swirling cream. The image that formed was of
an upside-down single rose with a long stem. My feeling was that
this was not a portent or s).nnbol so much as a marker-something
to look for. That afternoon I was at a favorite shop chatting with
the cashier as usual when something caught my eye. Behind her,
she had, for no reason at all, that day pinned to the wall a single,
long-stemmed rose-upside down. In my morning coffee cup I
received what I had asked for-confirmation that visions can be
found anywhere.
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licryirrg the clouds works on different levels of divination.

Splrctimes the clouds may show events to come, but usually the

:hapcs and running movements resonate on an interior level. If
you see a wild and reckless "rade" of horses and riders fl1ntg

Bc!'oss the sky, you are getting a glimpse of the Wild Hunt and

warning of turmoil in the place toward which the clouds are head-

ing. lf you see white unicorns, you have good fortune and success

with you. If you see black unicorns, call upon the white unicorns

t6 chase them away from where you are, for these are emotional

ttorms and portents of disruptions in your life.

When invoking the Goddess at an Esbat, you will often see her

form or face appear in the clouds around the Moon. Look for por-

tents in the formation of clouds during unusual planetary events

tuch as lunar and solar eclipses. You can also check the clouds for

replies to your spell workings and invocations.

Tools for divination-a crystal ball, a bowl of water, tarot cards, and

stones-or you might scan the clouds.
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Iior clivination in cards, a regular playing deck can be used with
as much success as a tarot deck. The point of divination tools is
not that they themselves hold a magical power, but that the divin-
er is able to focus through the tool.

A variety of small stones can be used as cards for divination if
you pick up ones that provide you with distinct impressions. you
could keep the pebbles in a bag and, when doing a divination, pull
some out in a reading pamern (see text pages 119 and 121 for two
examples). I have a collection of agates and rocks with natural
images in them or shapes evocative of things of narure. one crear
green stone has a black image of a figure like the willendorf
Mother Goddess in the center. Another has the image of a hare,
another is in the shape of a heart, and so forth. When you gather
your stones, you should meditate on each one in a quiet time with
a white candle and a gende incense to open your reception to the
meaning of the stone. Once you see what a stone is, name your
stone, and write down the name along with the meaning.

In time, a repeatedly used tool will gather energ.y and will work
more quickly. You will find with cards, for example, that written
meanings may not match what you are sensing from an arrange-
ment' and this means that you are linking intuitively with the uni-
verse. Go with what this link tells you, rarlrer than limiting
yourself to the rote meanings of a tarot deck. As the tool absorbs
your energies, it will respond more quickly to your inquiries and
become tied to your energ'y fields. This does not color the read-
ing; it makes the reading immediate. Although some people advise
against reading your own cards, I disagree. A good reader will see
the meanings in cards someone else reads for them, anyway. your
own interpretation is likely to be far more meaningful in such
instances than someone else's.

Because of the energ:y alignments, you should not let other
people handle or use your tools unless you hope to gain some
benefit from this. There are times you may wanr someone with
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Itron$ cncr€fy ficlds to handlc somcthing for you, with the objec-

tive of adding their energy to your own to enhance the power of

the tool. This is rather like a "laying on of hands" and is only done

ln n positive manner with the energ'y directed to your aid. fu tools

gnther attunement to you, t-he careless handling of your objects by

othcr people could be detrimental by the addition of their own

energies-sometimes in a great burst if excited about touching

iornething "magical." This has the affect of diffusing or confusing

thc energies you have so carefully placed within.

When you have a tool that has been given an energy rush

ffom someone else, you should cleanse it. You can follow the

procedure on page 173 of the text for "Consecration of a Tool,"

or you can wash the tool in running water. If it is not practical to

do this-as with a deck of cards, for example-you could pass

the deck through incense, sprinkle it with spring water' wrap it
In a white cloth, and bury it in clean soil for three days during

the waning moon, to dissipate undesired energies. If a tool is

washed, then do the consecration with salt (or burdock root),

omoke, fire, and spring water. If the moon phase is waxing,

fecompose your reasoning accordingly: "to gain cleansing."

With the waning moon, the reasoning is: "to dissipate the nega-

tive or extraneous energies."

Many people find tools for their Craft at antique shops, thrift
stores, and garage sales. If you gain a tool this way, there might be

unpleasant energies attached to it from the previous owners'

neglect, or proximity to some other negatively charged item.

When an object has particularly negative energies about it, anoth-

er technique is to soak it. You would use sanctified water as a soak

for the tool during a Full Moon (that is why it is a good idea to

consecrate more than you need at an Esbat or a Sabbat and keep it
bottled away from sunlight for later use). Let the item sit in this

water under the rays of the Full Moon, then dry it off and bury it
in soil from the Full to Dark Moon. Unbury it at the New Moon
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(wlrr:n tlrc l'ir-st crcsccnt shows) and wrap it in a white cloth. At the
ncxt l,'rrll Moon, consecrate the item.

On text pages 105-108, there is a list of symbols common to
clivinations. When you look at tea leaves, smoke, bird flight,
clouds, and so forth, and see a qrmbol in them, you can check
these pages for help in interpretation of their meanings. Often,
the meaning will impress itself upon you at the time of sightirg-
but if not, these symbols may be used as a guide for similar s)rm-

bols as well as those listed.

Crystal Ball Scrying
Genuine crystal balls are immensely expensive. The best source

for them is Germany, where clear rock crystal has been mined and

shaped for centuries. Other options that are less expensive are pol-
ished stones and balls made, like fine glassware, out of lead crystal.
Large lead crystal balls can be found in various colors and often
contain bubbles. These internal bubbles can aid in focusing, so

that the visions that appear are inside the ball moving across a
bubble. Although the materials are different, and crystal is the
best natural energy source, visions can be drawn from anything if
you are visual in your divinations.

The key to crystal ball, as well as mirror, scrying is to relax. Do
not try to force a vision, do not strain yourself trying to see some-
thing. \4sions come very gently and subtly. I recommend a quiet
setting, or one with soothing music played very low A candle and

incense on either side of the crystal ball aid in your focus.

Look into the ball, try to find the center, and focus on that. If
there is a bubble in the ball, this makes it easier to find a portion
of the ball to focus on. Do not let your vision fuzz over. The
objective is clear sight. It is okay to blink, just retain your focus.

Soon the crystal ball will seem to be clouding inside.

Once you see the clouding of the ball, you have several options.
If you \Mant to ask about something in particulaq whisper that
question now and watch to see what unfolds. If you want to see
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:urrrt'tltirrg going on :rl thc l)t'cscllt titrtc, whisper that question and

rr;rtr.lr. 'l'lrcsc two cxatnltlcs will gcnerally result at first in a kind

nl rilt,rrr rnovic in your fbcal point. What you are really doing is

rrrt.rrrling your awareness. With practice you will start to pick up

,,rr s.lrttls, smells, and other sensations.

Anorhcr option when the ball clouds is to travel to another

ru,r,r'lr l. I f this is what you want to do, be prepared for the journey'

I lrlvc harl students tell me that while crystal scrying, they felt

rlrt.y wcre falling inside, and had to have someone else "snap them

l|rrr 6f it." Well, that is rather like going to the train station,

prrtt ing your luggage on board, getting on, and when the conduc-

tor. lrunches your ticket, jumping offthe train and back to the plat-

lor.rrr. This simply means that you were not ready to travel. If you

rr rc rr fiaid of travel, then do not tly to push yourself into it'
ll'you desire to travel, then do so. I have had some marvelous

r.xllcriences ,,falling" into Underworld, otherworld, and so forth.
'l'lrc difference between making inquiries, seeing current or future

(.voltts, and traveling is that you do not move with the first two.

Wrth the latter, however, you move within the crystal' What real-

ly happens is that the crystal expands and surrounds you'

When traveling to other worlds by the crystal ball, you will find

rlr:rt while you are alert and focusing on the center of the ball, the

r.oorn around you becomes dimmer and dimmer until all you see is

rhc crystal all around you. Retain your focus and you will travel.

.f crk yourself out, and you return to where you began'

lly moving into another world, you explore new realms and gain

ncw perspectives and awarenesses. When your journey is done,

yor_r will fenrn to where you started. The only thing you have to

lurr is your own fears. Tiaveling is sometimes one of the best ways

to face your fears, expose them, understand them, and get past

t hcm. It is a very personal, spiritual, and cleansing experience'
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Black Mirror Gazing
The black mirror is used in much the same way as the crystal ball.

A black mirror can be purchased in New Age or occult supply

stores and from catalogs (Appendix T*o). These are also easy to
make, and some of my students have created very artistic mirrors
of their own. All you need is glass and black paint. A mirror func-

tions by not letting light pass through the glass. Paint one side of
a piece of glass in a shiny black, and then you may want to cover

this side by gluing on a piece of black felt. You can get a framed

glass such as is used for photos and treat the back of the glass the

same way, return it to the frame, and have a framed black mirror.
Some students have done this with round frames. You can also

paint the black on aluminum foil and place the glass against the
painted foil while it is still sticky, leaving perhaps a border of
unpainted foil around the edge. You can inscribe pentacles, or
whatever design you like, before placing the glass on it.

Some of the uses of the black mirror for meditations, travel.

and spellwork are discussed in Green Witchcraft II, but the method

of divination is the same as for the crystal ball. Gaze into the mir-
ror and find the center. Then when the black mirror clouds with
gray or white clouds, whisper your query and see what the
response is. The Companion Quest utilizing a black mirror is

described in the above book, and is best performed on the second

dark moon of a solar month (calendar month). A companion

becomes a guide, teacher, friend, and mentor from another world
only if mutually agreeable to the parties involved.

In my classes, I have cautioned students not to use the Com-
panion Quest, wherein you invite a spirit or entity to come close

to you, unless seriously desiring one. Some have done so with suc-

cess and seem quite pleased with the result. It is a matter of how

comfortable you feel about having an "invisible" presence that
makes itself known. For me, it is a matter of course, since spirit
beings were always around us as I was growing up. Thlking to
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ttthitr nir" rtntl having objccts tlrovc olt their own was normal in my

hottte. Wc knew who our companions were and found their pres-

Fnee rcilssuring. I once saw a movie titled "High Spirits" in which

I f ourrrl amazing and amusing the way the film family interacted

with spirits. It was like my own childhood home-talking to
tlelrrrrted loved ones, being able to depend on spirit entities for

hclp, and so forth.

Pendulum
T'hc pendulum can be made from any weight that is suspended

frotn a cord you hold in your hand. There are crystal and metal

penclulums, suspended from fine chains or silk cords, but buttons

or stones on a string or thread work as well. So once again, you do

not need to purchase anything, only use what is at hand and in

Nature. The essence of Green Witchcraft is the use of natural

materials, for these have easily accessed energies.

You hold the pendulum between the thumb and forefinger of

yotrr plwer hand (the hand you favor), and sit with your elbow

resting on a solid surface. Let the cord hang so it is unobstmct-

ed-not touching your arm or anything else. The pendulum

ghould not touch the surface, but dangle above it. Relax and focus

your sight into the center of the pendulum. If the pendulum is

tnoving, say: "Be still," and focus that thought into the center of

the pendulum. It will stop, and then you can start asking yes/no

questions of it.
The first question you ask is one you know the answer to' Make

it something very simple: "Did I drink coffee this morning?" or

"Do I have red hair?" Watch the motion made by the pendulum'
'fhere are really two basic movements, linear and circulaq and I
have found that these vary with the individual asking the question.

'fhe motion that matches the correct answer to your starting

question will continue to be the motion for that response-as long

as yna are asking the question. For me, circular is yes, linear is no,
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lrut frrr my daughter, it is the opposite. Curiously, I have a "nega-
tive" blood type, and she has a "positive" blood type, so I offer the
speculation that there may be a connection between the posi-
tivelnegative blood types and the circular/linear response for yes.

But no matter what the blood characteristics, you will find a defi-
nite yeslno pattern in the movement of the pendulum.

Once you have established what is yes and what is no for you,
you may ask any yes-no question and get a response. If the motion
is slow, then the answer being given is not a definite one. It could
change with different circumstances or influences. If the motion is
rapid, then the stage is well set already and the energies are

strongly disposed to that response. To alter that kind of prediction
is harder than to nudge the slow-motion reaction. This may be a
situation where you will want to prepare yourself for what is com-
ing (be it beneficial or not, from your perspective) or try to blunt
the impact, rather than throwing a lot of energy into attempting a

total change of such a future.
The best way to go about change, should that be your decision,

is to think about alternatives. This may require some meditation
on your part to come up with new solutions or new directions you
would like to take. Once you have several ideas, go back to the
pendulum and address each idea as a possible means of making
changes. If the pendulum responds enthusiastically to one of these
ideas, then that would be the direction to take. If it is sluggish to
all the ideas, then perhaps you should be considering internal
changes rather than external ones. Divination tools are used for
guidance and advice. How you respond is an individual decision.

When using the pendulum with other people, there are rwo
methods from which to choose. One way is for you to ask the per-
son's question, and the other is to let the other person ask the
question. I prefer the first method since it avoids confusing the
energies. If the other person asks, you again have to determine
what is yes and what is no for that individual, which may be
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diffbrcnt fronr what is yes tnd no fbr you.'lhis is when the prob-

leru of conflicting energies becomes evident. For consistency, I
Fecorrrrnend the person tell you what they want to kttort, and you

phruse and ask the question: "Will Sharon get a pay raise this

lltonth?" for examPle.

Tea Leaves

"ltl read tea leaves, use loose leaf tea, rather than tea bags, generally

one teaspoon per cup, and "one for the pot." This charming uadi-

tion can be thought of as giving a gift to receive a gift from the Ele-

mental powers. 'Iea leaves are an easy divination technique because

the energies of the individual and of the tea leaves are united in the

process of holding the teacup and drinking the beverage'

Black teas are good for strong energies and general readings.

These teas would include such types as English or Irish Breakfast

tcas, Earl Grey, and China Rose. Herbal teas are also excellent,

nnd you can match the herb with the type of reading (check under

the herb tab of your text). I like to use black tea as a base for

herbal teas in magical practice. The black teas add magical power.

On textbook pages 113-114 several tea blends are suggested.

For my classes, I like to prepare tea and pour a cup for everyone'

The flavors are distinctive, and Fairy Tea seems quite popular.

The recipe and the chant used in the making of this tea are not in

Green Witchcraft, brt are on pages B0-81 of the Llewellyn 1997

Magical Ahnanac:

3 tsp English Breakfast Tea
rtz tsp chamomile
1 mp dandelion root

Iltz tsp elder flower
lttz tsp hops
ltzz tsp mullein
ltz tsp raspberry leaf

ltzz tsp rose hips

7l
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As you plrrc'c thcsc ingredients it-rto tl-rc tcapot, chant:

Illuck.lbr sfrengtb, tben apple of night, wild grown
root, a'nd Lady's blessing. Leap for joy, tben betztseen

tbe zuorlds, tangle of bramble andfairy loae knots.
Brewed to inaite tbe fair folk to tea, working together,
tbey and me.

This is the same recipe I recommend for the "Companion

Quest Ritual" in Green Witchcraft /L A lot of the herbal teas are

now available in the grocery store, but they can also be found or
ordered at health food and nutrition stores. You can buy herbs in
bulk or in teabags. One teabag equals one teaspoon, so you can

snip open the bags if you want a more accurate measurement.

Once you have enjoyed your tea (you can still use milk and

sweetener if you like) and only a small amount remains in your
cup, you are ready for the divination. Take the teacup into your
power hand and swirl the last bit of tea around clockwise three
times. Let the tea leaves settle into place as you rest the cup in the

opposite hand. I give an example of a divination chant on text
page 110 to use while swirling the tea.

Look at the leaves and see what images come to mind. Do not
strain at this-simply go with the first impressions. A reading can

be very brief or more complicated, depending on the amount of tea

leaves in the cup and the patterning resulting from being swirled.

If one major image appears to you, then check it against those list-
ed under the tab, "Sgnbols" (text pages 105-108). As ever with
divinations, your intuition is the best guide for your readings.

Learn to open yourself to receive the impressions through relax-

ation and connection to the Elemental powers. I have found at

times that very complex images appear, in which a scenario is
impressed upon me. Changes in the workplace, influences of other
people, and so forth can appear in the leaves. You are letting the
leaves act as your focus for the divination, and the visual images

may include more than simply tea leaf formations.
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'l irnrt
l lrt,r.t' lll.c nutncfous tarot dccks'.rvailable today, or for divination,

;r r ('l',ill1rr tlcck of-playing cards will work equally well. As is usual

lor. tliviuation, the cards show how things stand at the present

I r r r rt', :r rrtf l-row things 7r1ay proceed if left unattended. If events are

roo lrrr...rlong to be altered substantially, the cards can offer guid-

;ur(.c ft)r dealing with upcoming situations or taking evasive action.

l'lre tcxt gives suggested interpretations for tarot cards on pages

LIJ 126, but the meanings may vary depending upon the deck

rrst.rl. In a listing for tarot meanings, pick the one that feels most

irl)l)ropriate to you, based upon the surrounding cards, the matter

lrt'irrg discussed, and the deck itself.

Although I have listed reverse meanings, I only use these when

I scnse they are pertinent, and I know there are others who view

rlrc tarot in the same way. I see the tarot as having sufficient cards

r() cover all the bases upright, so that The Power will select the

nccessary cards for a reading' The cards will not get into a

r.cversed position unless they are scattered and stirred around on a

rulrle-top. I prefer to have them all upright, and after the person

lirr whom I am doing the reading has knocked on the deck, and I
hrrve proclaimed it that person's deck, I shuffle, cut, and lay out

rhc spread. If a subject wants a more thorough investigation into

orre aspect of a reading, then I will spread the deck out face down

on the table and move the cards around' The subject may then

rlrrrw out the cards for the reading.

Throt illustrations have an influence on the meanings, and you

will find your interpretations will vary by deck and by reading' In

seme decks, the 10 of swords is nightmarish, and I use this card

rrlong with the Devil card ro judge whether or nor a deck is one I
(.illluse. The 10 of swords is a card that some diviners see as a card

of disaster, but there are many decks that see this card as one of

r urning your back on a bad situation and moving on. I prefer this

interpretation, because 10 is a very positive number in divination,
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ir trtrrrrlrcr for succcss and completion, whilc swclrds refer to thc
intellcct. 'l'his card represents, then, a struggle of intellect and

rnindset where a person has finally determined there is no point in
continuing with a currently hurtful thought pattern, and rurns
away from that to a more positive tomorrow.

For the Craft, there is no such being as the devil. Some decks

use other terms for the intent of this card-the Horned God for
natural blessings or things taking their natural course. It can show a

person will be pulled in different directions until a decision is made.

It can also depict the desire for and the lure of material possessions,

and warns a person to not let that be the whole of one's endeavors.

Mosdy, the "Devil" is the allure of chaos, wild Nature, and unihib-
ited freedom. It is also revelry and the harvest celebration.

What are usually called Major and Minor Arcana in tarot, I see

as Arcane cards of universal influence (mystical archetypes),
Power cards of Elemental influences (Aces), Mundane cards of life
experiences (2-10), and Royal cards ofpeople or personal charac-
teristics (Page, Knight, Queen, Krg).Arcane cards are normally
read right-side up, and Power cards always are. llou will find that
your interpretations for cards will change as you gain more expe-

rience, and you will be drawn to certain tarot decks. I like to vary
the decks I use with the season, the moon phase, the Sabbat, and
the purpose of the reading. Most witches end up having a number
of tarot decks, but playing cards may also be used. In this case, one

particular deck should be used only for divination.
With playing cards, the interpretations are a little different.

There is no major arcarta, and in the minor arcana, r}'e page/
princess card is combined with the knight to become the jack. A
jack in a regular playrng deck can mean news, foung people, and

thoughts taking direction or moving into action. The meanings
for the rest of the playing cards can be seen as the same as with
tarot, or slighdy altered. The suits are more generalized. Hearts
are love and emotions: diamonds are monev and success: clubs are
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Cgrcef rrnrl social matters; and spacles afe tnofe often related to dif-

fieultics, illnesses, and warnings.

Accs remain as power cards. Tivo aces imply a marriage, three

ttt firur show great success. Multiple queens may warn of gossip or

teuttdal, unless you can see individuals in these cards and identifit

e connection to the querant. Multiple kings suggest big business

dealings, while multiple jacks suggest mischief or competition.

Three or more 10s show something good on the horizon, possibly

more money, while three or more 9s suggest sudden good fortune.

The 9 of hearts is considered a "wish" card-make a wish when

you see it, and it will come true.

The throws also affect the interpretation of card readings. Two

lrmple tarot spreads are shown on text pages 119 (Tiee of Life)

rnd 121 (Celtic Cross). For a quick read, there is also the five-

Crrd Elemental Spread shown below. fuk a question as you shuf-

fle the deck. Set the cards down, cut the deck and restack. Pull the

first card as you say, "This is the answer by Earth," and lay the

card face up in the North position (top of the reading area). Pull

dre second card as you

aly, "By Air," and set it
fece up at the East (to

your right). Pull the third
card and say, "By Fire,"

lnd set it face up at the

South (at the bottom of
the reading area). Pull the

fourth card and say, "By
Water," and set it face up

at the West (to your left).

Pull the fifth card and

say, "And by Spirit this
answers all," and set it
face up in the center. You Five Card Elernental Tarot spread.

ID
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slr.ulrl n.w have wl'rat looks like a 
'roclificrl 

Ccltic cross with
tlris sllrcad.

'I"lre Earth card should be read as physicar influences on the
question, the Air card as mental influences, the Fire card as ener_
gy influences, and the Water card as emotional influences. The
center Spirit card is the answer to the question.

This spread can be altered by first setting the five cards around
face down as you say: "This is the hidden influence of Earth,,, etc.
Then go around again laying .he next set of five cards face up as
described above. C)nce you see your quick reply, you can then
turn over the hidden influences in each of these rearms. The hid-
den influences motivate or push the more apparent influences to
your answer.

Another easy spread for a quick response, when you are unsure
what to ask, is the situation spread. Shuffre, cut, and re-stack the
deck, then lay out the seven cards left to right, face up with the
first three in one row; the fourth in the center, and the fifth to sev-
enth cards in a row below the fourth card. It looks a little like an
hour glass. In the rop row; card I is the past, card 2 is the present,
card 3 is the future. The center position is card 4, and,this telrs
you what is really on your mind. It might re_srare your query or it
might show some underlying concern. On the bottom ro-. -o,o_ing left to right, card 5 shows the attitude of someone else who
is involved. Sometimes there is not another person involved and
the meaning may relate to the querant,s attitude or to ot-her
influences. card 6 shows obstacres, if any, and card 7 shows the
likely outcome to the situation.

Runes

The last divination tool I want ro discuss here is the runes. In the
text pages r02-r03, t-here are meanings risted for various runes,
but these are aimed at inscriptions for magical practices, such as
with candle magics. )lou can either buy a set of runes (some come
with their own book of interpretations) or make your own. To
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tttske a set of 25 runcs, you cfln pai't the symbols on pebbles,
ehi;rs.f wood, tile squares, and even engrave them on crystals and
pleccs of metal. The first example is the easiest.

Kcep your runes in a cloth bag, and consecrate them to your
ure ns you would any tool. When not in use, store them in the bag
in n llox or a draweE so they do not pick up a lot of extraneous
energies. fu with most tools, you should not let other people han-
dle them. For other people to get readings fro- yorr, leave the
runcs in their bag and let the person hold the bag while concen-
Fating on a query. Then take the bag from the person, open it,
rnd draw out the runes, lryttrg them in a spread ,, you go. 

-

The following guide is for divination with runes. First is the
!une, then the name of the rune, the meaning of the rune, and
f,nally some additional interpretations of the rune.

?1 Mrrrrro, = Selfi self-improvement, cooperation, modera-
tion, thoughts

X C.nt = Gifts/Partnership: union, settlemenm, equity, gifts

N fu = Wisdom/Signals: occult power, healing, awareness

A ntir"t = Possessions/lfome: heritage, benefi$, new path,
gains

l) U-, = Strength: health, promotion, changes, passage

I perth = Destiny: opportunity, good fortune, secrets revealed

l Nyo = Constraint/Patience: self-control, obstacles overcome

I t"g = Fertility: potential, goals achievable, completion

0 pott = Channel/Defense: energ.y motion, psychic
communication

Y nhr, = Protecrion/Friendship: aspirations, optimism, aid

7 Feoh= Prosperity: fulfillment, satisfaction, weakh

P Wy" =Joy/Comfort: harmony, success, well-being
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? (;"r. = I larvest: tangible results, grxrtl outcorne in time, rycle
( K.n = Opening/Energy: fresh start, positivity, new freedom

t 'tyr = Victory: success, courage, favorable outcome to action

B B.or. = Growth: ideas manifested, gentle action, family

f1 Eh = Progress/Movement: swift changes to secure position

I I-rg.r - Fluidity/Emotions: psychic powers, vitality, review

H Haegal = Limits/Disruptions: break from constrictive ideas

R n"a = Journey/Quest: safe journey, attunement, seek and
find

I Thortr = Protectio n/Gateway: safety, foes neutralized,
defense

X Dr"g = BreakthrougVAmbition: catalyst, transformarion

I L = Stasis/Standstill: rest, refocus, pause in activity

I SigeI = Wholeness/Achievement: vitality, healing, power

[l Wyta = Fate/Destiny: total trust, cosmic power, self-change

Runes may be seen as relating to the major arcana of the tarot,
with the Wy.d being equated to the Fool, who comes at the starr
or finish of the tarot, depending on the circumstances. See if you
can make your own list matching major arcana with the runes.

There are several runic spreads you may want to practice with.
The first type uses three runes drawn from the bag and laid out
in a line, left to right, to advise you on the direction a query may
go. The first rune shows the present situation, the second shows

the action needed for the query and the third rune offers a possi-
ble result.

A simple yes/no question can be answered by pulling out three
runes. If they all come out with the symbol right side up, the
answer is yes. If they all come out with the symbol upside down,
the answer is no. If they are mixed, the results could go either way.
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With a runic cross, you usc six runes placed (1) top, (2) left, (3)

bottom, (4) below bottom, (5) right, and (6) center. 1 is the past

gnd past influences; 2 is the present and present influences; 3 is the

frrture and future influences; 4 is the foundation for these influ-
ences in the situation/question; 5 shows the possible obstacles to

rchieving a goal and 6 shows what situations are on the horizon.

Another runic throw uses five runes in the style of the Elemen-

tsl Cross tarot reading to address a particular situation. The first
rune is laid at the top of the spread (l.Iorth) and offers an overview

of the situation. The second rune is laid at the right side (East)

gnd shows possible challenges to the situation. The third rune lays

gt the bottom ofthe spread (South) and suggests action needed to

gain the desired goal. The fourth rune goes on the left side flVest)
rnd provides a look at some options or choices related to this situ-

rtion. The fifth rune is laid at the center (Spirit) and shows the

outcome, or how the situation is likely to turn out.

Assignment
1. Review chapters five and sixof Green Witchcrajl.

2. -fry some divination techniques yourself. Do a relaxing
meditation first, then move into the divination. Record your
readings.

3. Answer the following questions:

a. llow do you find North?

b. What are three kinds of creative meditations?
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Narne five divination tools.

l._2._3.
5.

d. State a Green Witchcraft intent and a focus for meditation:

Intent:

Focus:

e. What are two purposes for meditation?

Answers to Questions
Find where the sun rises (East) and sets (West)-to face

North, in the morning put the sun at your right shoulder, in
the afternoon at your left shoulder.

Spontaneous song; speaking in tongues; automatic writing/
poetry.

Crystal ball; pendulum; tea leavesl cards; mnes; mirrorl
clouds.

Intents: healing; oneness; spiritual guide

Focuses: union; identity; communication

Here you could answer: connecting with the various aspects

of the earth and universel accessing the subconscious mind

to solve problems; enhancing learning ability; promoting
good health by mental relaxation, and calming the nervous

system; open creative awareness; journey to other

worlds/planes.

2.

3a.

3b.

3c.

3d.

3e.
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Class 5
Keview; Divination

with the Celtic Ogham;
Assignment

Review

Rules of Conduct
Without going back into the last lesson or the textbook, see if
you can recite the five Rules of Conduct. Tirrn to page 8 of the

first class and look at the list. Did you miss any? If so, softly

repeat the rules two or three times aloud so you can hear the

words as well as see them. Consider how the Rules apply to your

practice of the Craft.

Set Up an Altar/Working Area

Since I set up a different altar with each class, you might want to

try one now that is unlike whatever you have been previously

using. Some options for deity images for altars besides statuary

are with deity candles-blue for the Lady, orange or yellow for

the Lord. These can be votive size, pillar variety, or tapers in can-

dlestick holders. Another altar option is with stones-round for

the Lady, long for the Lord-or a shell for the Lady, and a pine

8l
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conc firr tl're Lord; flower for the Lady, and sced for the Lorcl.
'l'hesc are fairly standard motifs for the Goddess and the God.

Light a candle before the images and an incense such as sage

for learning. Choose the candle color from the listing on page

63-64 of the text. Some good choices would be amber, gold, yel-
low, indigo, purple, or white.

Cast the Learning Circle
If you want to proceed with other ritual items, by all means do so,

otherwise you are ready to cast a simple circle. Sweep the area

deosil with besom or leaves:

As I sweep, m.ay tbe besom cbase away all negatiuity

from within this circle that it may be cleared and
ready for my work.

Then clap your hands three times and state:

Tbe circle i.s aboat to be cast and Ifreely stnnd wi.thin
to work and learn in tbis class.

Move around the circle with the tool of your choice (athame,

wand, or your hand) to draw the circle, envisioning the blue light:

I draw thi.s circle around rne, tbrough walls and

thors, aboue me and. below rne, as a spbere is the circle
cast i.n tbe presence of tbe powers of Earth, Air, Fire,
and Water (the Lady and the Lord) that tbey may aid
and hless rne in my studies.

Return the tool to the altar. With arms upraised in greet-
ing, say:

Tlte ci.rcle is cast and consecrated to the powers of
Nafine and the uniaerse. Only loae sball enter and
leaae.

The Elementals may be called upon at the quarters if you
like, but this style of casting calls the Elementals without going

a2
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to thc North, East, South, '.rnd West of the circle for separate

lBvocations.
Ytru are ready to work inside your circle. When you are fin-

bhed, you simply open the circle by announcing the conclusion of

your work, giving your blessings to the Lady and the Lord (if you

ure a deity format) and to the Elementals. Then you call their

blessings upon yourself, and bid farewell to the Elementals, and to

rny visiting beings, visible and invisible:

My blessi.ngs take wi.th tbee; Thy blessi.ngs apon nne,

for we are ki.th kin, thee and me. Depart i.n peace

Elementals Eartb, Ait; Fi're, Water. Depart i.n peace,

beings ai.si.ble and i.nai'sible; my blessi'ngs take wi.tb

you. Tbe ci.rcle is oPened,

Go around the circle withdrawing back into the tool and into

yourself the blue light that you used to create the circle, then

pound the excess energy. Tidy up the work area, extinguish the

Clndles, and take some refreshment before resuming your usual

toutine.

Ogham

Three Worlds and the Midhe
A deeper exploration of the Ogham may be found in chapter 6 of

Green Witcbcraft, as is the listing of meanings for the fews in each

*orld and realm shown here. The Ogham is unique in that it pre-

lcnts a three-dimensional reading. I have seen books in which this

h alluded to, with the dimensions being stated, but inevitably, the

throws are rather much like tarot or runic throws. My method

lnoves the diviner into the realms according to how the fews land.

The sequence of my listing matches the casting as a witch's circle:

North, East, South, and West, but Robert Graves' The Wite
Goddess (page 115) lists by North, West, East, South. There is no

hard, fast rule so you can be flexible.

85
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'l'hc thrcc worlds of the ogham are Mitltllcworltl-the world ol'

physical cxistence; Underworld-the world of the afterlife, or

Shadowland; and Otherworld-the world of higher spiritual

development. Each world has four quarters, called realms, which

are the North, the East, the South, and the West. The centerpoint

of each world where the quarters meet is the midhe, the focus or

midpoint (middle).

The quarters are represented by the Three Queens and their

King, or the Tiiple Goddess and the God who passes through

three phases (son, husband, perfect sacrifice).

The God of Witchcraft is the King of the South, the sun who

moves through the solar phases. He is newborn at winter solstice

(the Sabbat of Yule) and rules as the lord of the wildwood and of
animals (through the Sabbat of Litha, or Midsummer Eve). When

the God becomes the husband of the Goddess (the Sabbat of
Lughnassadh is also called the Marriage of Lugh, the Celtic name

of the Sun God), he gives his life energ'y into the Goddess as

Earth to grow the crops that feed the animals and humanity. By

sacrificing himself into her, he also impregnates her with himself

(hence the Sabbat of Mabon). He then rules the Underworld as

Lord of Shadows (during the Sabbat of Samhain) until reborn at

winter solstice. This is the unending spiral dance of life, passage,

and rebirth celebrated in the Old Religion'
The Tliple Goddess is the Lady as Maiden (Queen of the West),

Mother (Queen of the East), and Crone (Queen of the North).

North qrmbolizes the realm of the Crone or Hag; the Snow

Queen; and Winter. Here are generated the conflicts and frictions

that drive us into taking action. This realm offers both the cre-

ative spur and the obstacles of life, but I see these as motivators.

You can turn around a negative or challenging situation to power

up a response, or to learn and grow. Challenges are what the mind

needs to expand knowledge, be inventive, and overcome obstacles.

In this manner, the self-confidence grows and the spirit brightens

with new capabilities.
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l,)ltst syrnbolizes tlrc rcalrn o[ thc Eirrth Mother; the Great

Mothcr; and Autumr-r. It is a place of opportunities and fertility.
'l'his is the realm of bounty and harvest syrnbolized by the grid of
n ploughed field. Here what you have sown is reaped in material

nrstrif'estation.

South symbolizes the realm of the Lord of the Sun; the Green-

ntgn. The energ'y of Summer's sun offers harmony in this quarter,

t plnce where foundations are laid and the harmonious influences

In the reading may be found.

Wbst q'mbolizes the realm of learning belonging to the Lady of
the West, who is also Sophia, the Lady of Wisdom. llere are

found the Spring of learning and one's intellectual development.

Fews in this quarter show a person's mental and spiritual state

of being.
'I'he seasons need not be applied in readings, and there may be

other interpretations of the seasonal rotation. The movement I
hcve described presents the oppositions ofsolstices and equinoxes,

glving the casting cloth a connection to the Quarter Sabbats.

There is one more place indicated in the ogham divination

tpread-the center point. The focus of the reading lays at this

eenter point, and it is also where you will find the symbolic point

of passage from one world to another. The reading begins with

,the few closest to the center point.

Each world has the same four realms and the midhe (center

point), but the interpretations vary for the quarters according to

$c world in which they lie. The names of the realms are usually

described asforfedba, additional letters, with IO for the North; AE

fur the East; OI for the South; UI for the West; and EA for the

Midpoint (Midhe). Because these were later additions to the

ogham, there is a sense of forfeit-a taking away from the secrery

of the original alphabet of divination, hence a revealing of the

hidden realms. The ogham is multiJayered in both letters and

meanings, as I hope to show, and this is what makes divination by
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gghaln a potentially powerful system, if you have the patience to

learn it. Do not be afraid of developing notes to read by, because

unril you gain farniliarity with the sysrem, it can be difficult to

remember the interrelationships of the meanings. Here are the

names of the realms that lie in each world:

The North is called the realm of Cath-this is s)'rnbolized by

two superimposed Xs ( X ), and represents Friction.

The East is called the realm of Blath-this is q'mbolized by a

grid ( ffi ), and represents Flarvest.

The South is called the realm of Seis-this is syrnbolized by

two triangles placed base to base (9), and represents Balance'

The West is called the realm of Fis-this is s)'mbolized by a

spiral curl Q-A), and represents Enlightenment.

The Center is called Midhe-this is s)'mbo[zedby the X of the

center of the casting cloth, and represents the Focus.

The 2l Fews

The fezDs are the letters of the Celtic Ti.ee Alphabet, named for

trees, shrubs, and vines, and representing hidden meanings'

Robert Graves sees the order of the letters as reflecting changes

in religious focus, yet his arrangement of the letters coincides

with my own except that we hold the North and South fews in

reverse. My listing shows the one-tine fews in the first group, fol-

lowed by the twos, and so forth. You may want to try different

placements with a groupr but then be consistent throughout the

rest ofthe groups.

The three worlds each have four letters representing each

realm. Between the worlds are the letters that represent the paths

leading to and from those worlds, through the midhes. You have a

three dimensional layer of worlds, then, with four fews acting as

connecring paths between otherworld and Middleworld, and four

fews acting as connecring paths berween Middleworld and under-

world. Each world-realm has a meaning' and the realms and paths

are each represented by a letter with a meaning:
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Otherworld:

Paths:

Mlddleworld:

Paths:
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N +lllf Age: Iodho-yew (I) transformation/
imrnortality

Ez%.tbrndance: Ruis-elder (R) evolution/ new

paths

S nm Happiness: Nion-ash (NI) awakening/

rebirth

Wmn Light: Quert-apple (Q) regenetation/
perfection

t. -ll[l- Badha-aspen (E)-intuition/gains

2. rm Saille-willow (S)-psychic power

3. Tft Straif-blackth orn (Z)-destruction

4. Lttt- Coll-hazel (C)-wisdom/creativity

N # Ctrallenge: Ur-heather (Q fervor/gateway

E zlProsperity: Ngetal-reed ${g) inner
transformation

S rn Contenffnent: Fearn-alder (F) awareness/

inner power

W-u- Knowledge: Tinne-holly (T) tests/

choices/balance

1. * Onn-gorse (O)-opportunity/changes

2. n Luis-rowan (L)-foresight/healing

3 . / Gort-rr.y (G)-tenacity/skills

4. -l- Duir-oak (D)-truth./endurance

N + Endings: Ailm-fir (A)-discretion/serenity

E I Growth: Muin-vine (M)-fruition/
introspection

S r Energy: Beithe-birch (B) beginnings/
forces of growth

W l- Love: Huath-hawthorn (lI) cleansing/

pleasure

Blank I Destiny' wyrd-mistletoe-fate/hidden
cosmic influences
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'fhc blank few influences the area in which it lands. The world

and realm read for the blank is determined by whether of not

there are path fews in that quarter.

Casting Cloth
The casting cloth used in ogham divination is a flat, square surface

that is marked off as I will show in a moment. The creativity of

the reader must come into play here, because when you look at

this cloth, you have to recognize that you are actually looking at

three worlds lylng one on top of the other. The fews are the keys

to passage and are the keys that turn the worlds, and the worlds

turn around the central midhe-yourself. Mannuz in the runic

symbology is the self, and you are the center of your universe.

To use the ogham for divination and meditation, create a casting

cloth swbolizingMiddleworld by cuming out a large square, tlten

sew or draw the large X on the square from corner to corner.

Draw or sew a smaller square near the center of the cloth. Draw

or sew the qrmbols of the Three Queens and the King on the line

of the inner square that passes through the appropriate quarter:

Cath, Blath, Seis, and Fis. The midhe, or Focal Point, is the "X"

at the very center of the square (see illustration)'

There are different styles of casting cloths, and depending on

your sewing skill, you may come up with something quite spectac-

ular. I have seen the cloth done up in a large, green double-sided

square of fabric with silk cord drawstrings that encircle the cloth

,o ,hra the whole can be drawn together as a large pouch' The

four symbols of the quarters are embroidered on the inner lines'

The fews, then, reside inside the pouch. My own casting cloth is

outlined in rose-ribbons (the spooled craft ribbon with rosebuds

fasioned along the length) of different colors representative of

each quarter. The qrmbols are done in plain, colored ribbons. The

cloth is folded and kept inside a pouch, along with the fews, and

the pouch hangs on rn)z stang.
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Vrrr cortld usc l)1ll)or irtttl llcttcil, or simply the dirt on the

gfuuurl, ctched with the sqllarcs and lines of the worlds. Although

tltcrc irrc people who see earth solely for the grounding of energy,

t cousirlcr the earth as also the fertile source of growtJr energ'y.

Mnny tirnes a circle is cast in the dust of the earth at a campsite, or

in thc sand of the beach, so why not use it for a casting cloth?

What could make a better casting cloth than the surface of Moth-

cr lirrth?

Itrterpretations
*l'he twenty-one fews of the ogham may be losely associated with

the twency-one major arcana, but the Celtic sensations that

fitove with the ogham are not necessarily the same as with the

tgrot or with runes. Ogham fews are aery primal and very Green

In emphasis-the letters representing trees' shrubs, and vines.

l'he ogham is not related to the medieval kabbalah tradition nor

lven completely to Northern runic s).'rnbolism. As such, any

tgrot comparisons that can be drawn are best when seen in non-

lrsbbalic interpretations in such decks as the Old Path, llerbal,

Cat People, Londa (which is aery Elvin), and some of the decks

bssed on alchemy (the art of turning metals into gold, and the

Berliest form of chemistry). This latter style of tarot deck is

lrrely found in a purely alchemical form. Most are handmade,

lnd a delight to use for their earthy solidity of mineral, metal, and

planetary relationships.

llach of the twenty-one fews has a meaning, but that meaning is

Influenced by the world and the realm in which it lands, resulting

In variations. The key meaning of the few is the emphasis of the

teading when there is a few directly on the midhe. This few will
be the first one read, and the starting world for it is Middleworld.

Therefore, rather than the fews simply having 21 meanings, there

tre an additional 252 shadinss of these meanings dependent on

where they land other than in midhe, for a total of 273 possible

txeanings.
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As you ciul see, there is a lot of flexibility in this system of div-

ination, especially when the throw is directed at a particular ques-

tion. The answers tend to be very thorough. In the listing

provided here, the meaning of the few is stated first, which is used

when the few is in midhe; then the meaning is shaded by each

world and each realm of each world. OW is Otherworld; MW is
Middleworld; UW is Underworld. N, E, S, or W indicate the four

quarters of the world in which the few lies in a given throw: for

example, OW-N means Otherworld, Northern realm.

Before doing a throw, you should focus on a question or prob-

lem you want the ogham to address. I suggest formulating a ques-

tion, and when you are through with the reading, arranging the

response into a coherent sentence-style reply.

Ogham and Runic Spreads.
Ogham pieces that are uP-
side down or outside the
border are remoYed from
the reading on the casting
cloth. Runic tiles are pulled
from the bag and arranged
in a spread for reading.

(llass 5

A Complete Listing for
Ogham Interpretation*

I .'llllf tansformation /Ends/Immortality
Irxlho in'
OW-N: Age or wisdom brings an ending, transformation,

immortality
OW-E: Ending of bounty or transformation into abundance
OW-S: Ending of one kind of happiness, change in joy

OW-W: Changed by light of inspiration or by gentleness

MW-N: Challenge motivates a change, brings immortality
MW-E: Reaping a small harvest; change in prosperity
MW-S: Contentment/harmony ends and interests change

MW-W: Tiansformed by new knowledge
UW-N: Period of significant endings and changes

UW-E: Youthfulness transformed by growth
UW-S: Life changes; end of one kind of life is transformed with

new Energy into another; new vitality
UW-W: tansformation of love to immortaliw; end of a love

2, # Change/Evolution
Ruis in:
OW-N: Wisdom leads to new path; old ways decay; evolution

into new forms
OW-E: Change in bounty; deterioration of delight pushes for

OW-S:
OW-W:

MW-N:
MW-E:

MW-S:

MW:W:

new path
Old forms of happiness replaced with new ones

Lack of contentiment inspires search for a new path;
peace comes from releasing what is outmoded
Challenge to old ways leads to new forms
Gains deteriorate/not as great as expected; new
methods needed for success

Contentment/harmony comes in due course; that which
brings satisfaccion is in a state ofchange; seeking new
goals
Learning brings changes; knowledge results in evolution

I Green Witcbcraft II: Balancing Light and Shadow (Llewellyn Publications, 1998)

9l
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UW-N: ()ltl pattcrns give way to new iclcas; lrcctl to adjust to

changes

UW-E: Evolution and growth emphasized to maintain youthful
outlook

UW-S: Old ways revitalized to produce a new perspective;

change through energy

IIW-W: New love coming; seeking new friends

3 . nm Awakening/Rebirth/Peace
Nion in:

OW-N:

OW-E:

OW-S:
OW-W:
MW-N:

MW-E:
MW-S:

MW-W:

UW-N:

UW-E:

UW-S:

UW-W:

Awakening and communication of wisdom; new influence

through a gellongevity/tenure
Abundance brings peace; fruitful communications;
reward
Happiness communicated; new joy in life
Peace emph asized; inspiration and rebirth; hope

Challenges open awareness; friction soothed by

communication and influence; renewal of efforts

Prosperity through communication; peaceful harvest

New influence leads to harmony/contentment;
awakening to the things that matter
New awareness through learning; communication of
knowledge; old knowledge reborn
Awakening and rebirth changes endings to new

beginnings and brings transformations into being

Rebirth of youth; awakening of growing process;

communication/new influence with youths
revitalization; reenergized; vital communications;
dynamic renewal of efforts
Love/pleasure rediscovered; peace in relationships

through communication; love as a new influence

4. u Re generation /Eternity/Life
Quert in:

OW-N:
OW-E:
OW-S:

OW-W:

Age or wisdom brings a regeneration or a new life
Renewal ofabundance
Happiness from a new life; enjoyment of beauty

New calmness in life; perfection in peacefulness

92
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MW-N: Ohallcrrgc lcltls to rcgcltcrrltion or a new life
MW-li: Return of prosperity; upturn in fbrtune; reap rewards

MW-S: Contentment from beauty/perfection; harmony in life
M W-W: Renewal/perfecting of knowledge

tJW-N: Ending brings regeneration; perfection ideal changes

LJW-E: Growth brings new youthfulness; eternally young
UW-S: Energy and life revitalized

UW-W: Love renewed;love of life, beauty, the arts

l. #| Intuition/Overcoming Obstacles
(Path to Otherworld)

nsdha in:
OW-N: Sensitive to elders;wisdom gained through intuition
OW-E: Obstacles to abundance overcome; sharing of bounty
OW-S: Kindliness leads to happiness; follow instincts for bliss

OW-W: Inspiration by intuition; peace gained by perseverance

MW-N: Challenges overcome; intuition is accurate

MW-E: Obstacles overcome to gain prosperity; rewards from
caring for others

MW-S : Intuition/sensitivity leads to harmony/contentrnent;
obstacles to harmony overcome

MW-W: Knowledge comes intuitively; obstacles to learning

UW-N:
UW.E:
UW-S:

UW:W:

overcome; sensitive use of knowledge
Tiansformed by intuition; obstacles end

Enjol'rnent of youth; intuition leads to growth
Energy to overcome obstacles; strong intuition
Sensitivity to others increases love and pleasure; follow
intuition in matters of the heart

6. m Intuition/Flexibility (Path to Otherworld)
Suille in:
OW-N:
OW-E:
OW-S:

OW-W:
MW-N:

Wisdom enhanced by psychic power; liberation in age

Abundance gives liberation; bounty through incuition
Happiness comes from fl exibility; intuition/psychic
power brings bliss

Flexibility for peace; intuition leads to inspiration
Challenge to use psychic power wisely; friction eased

by flexibility
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MW-l.l: Prosperity from intuition and psychic power; what is sent

cotnes back
MW-S: Use of intuition to find contentment;in harmonywith

psychic power; contenffnent from adaptability

MW-W: Flexibility in learning and knowledge; wide variety of
interests; intuitive learning; liberation through knowledge

lfW-N: Psychic power is transforming; end of restrictions

lfW-E: Growth of intuition and psychic power

UW-S: Psychic energy; vitality of freedom; keenly intuitive

UW-W: Love is intuitive; adaptability in finding love and

enjoyment; liberation in love; psychic power enhances

love

7 . ?%' Coercion /Control Through Force
@ath to Otherworld)

Straif in:
OW-N: Wisdom controlled by others; obstacles of age turned to

benefits
OW-E: Abundance lacking; bounty dissipated

OW-S: Happiness muted by others; own joy lies in the hands of
others

OW-W: Inspiration muted; peace enforced by others;

dissatisfaction
MW-N: Challenged to seize control of own life; use destnrctive

power against obstacles

MW-E: Prosperity controlled by others; obstacles to goals need

to be overcome for independence and success

MW-S: Disharmony; discontent; need to break free of constraints

to attain own contentment
MW-W: Learning is a difficult process; knowledge seems

controlled and constricted; need to explore new ideas

UW-N: Destructive power turned against obstacles; ending of
coercion; transformation of negative forces into

positive ones

UW-E: Growth inhibited; control of youth
UW-S: Energy controlled by others; vitality dependent on others

(IW'-W: Forbearance in love; false pleasure; pretense of love;

dominance in love can lead to its destruction; resignation

to will of others in lovelPleasure
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Strong wisdom; career in science/writing/creativity;
mental power; understanding is accurate

Bounty and abundance from wisdom and creative

expression
Understanding brings happiness; joy in writing/science

Inspirational turn of mind; spiritual writing; perceptions

for peacefulness

Wisdom/understanding challenged; friction in creativity

Prosperity from creativity/understanding
Wisdom Ieads to harmony; contentment from creativity

Educational writing; perceptive ability increases

knowledge; participation in learning
Tlansformation of wisdom; misunderstanding;

perceptions change

Wisdom grows; youthful audience; writing for young

people; science endeavors beginning to grow; creativity

and understanding increases

Energy to pursue interests

Love of learning; pleasure in creative efforts

9, llf Feruo r / Gtteurty/success/Gains

(llirss 5

3, u Wisdom./Creativity/Perception
(Path to Otherworld)

tloll irr:

0W-N:

ow-Fl:

OW-S:
()W-W:

MW-N,
MW-E,:
MW-S:

MW-W:

UW-N:

UW-E:

UW-S:
UW-W:

OW-E:
OW-S:

OW-W:
MW-N:

MW-E:

MW-S:

Wisdom provides a gateway to strong self-expression/

gains

Success brings abundance
Happiness through strong self-expression; gains bring
bliss
Inspirational fervor; peace from success

Friction leads to strong self-expression; challenge brings

SUCCCSS

Highly successful; many gains; fervor and self-expression

reap successful harvest
Harmony from successes; strong self-expression

moderated for contentment and gains
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MW-W: (iains irr knowledge/learning; self-cxpression in
knowledge; philosopher; education is a gateway to

success

UW-N: Self-expression is a gateway to transformation; gains

dwindle and new forms for success need to be found

UW-E: Success is a gateway to growth; youthful self-expression

UW-S: Energy and fervor invigorate self-expression and gains

LNV-W: Enjoyment of self-expression; pleasure from success;

ardent in pursuit of love and pleasure

rc. vf Harmony/Inner DeveloPment
Ngetal in:
ow-N, Age/wisdom brings internal transformation/development

OW-E: Abundance comes from inner development

OW-S: Happiness lies in internal transformation

OW-W: Flarmony from inspiration; peacefulness within

MW-N: Harmony difficult to maintain; inner development

challenged; friction leads to internal transformation

MW-E: Balance is harvest of inner development

MW-S: Harmony/contentment emphasized through internal

transformation
MW-W: Knowledge/learning has a profound, transformative

affect
UW-N: tansformation emphasized through internal

development and harmony; end of harmony through

internal transformation
UW-E: Growth of harmony; youthful inner transformation;

emphasis on inner develoPment

uw-S: Energy for internal transformation/development; vitality
for harmony

{JW-W: Internal transformation/inner development through love;

harmony in Pleasure

1 1. nr Inner Strength,/Foundations
Fearn in:

OW-N: Wisdom emphasized as awareness ends doubts; inner

strength through wisdom/age

OW-E: Foundation of abundance; awareness/appreciation of
bountY; generositY
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F'oundation of lullpincss; bliss from awareness/end of
doubts; satisfaction
Inspiration to inner strength; peace tlrrough end of doubt
Friction leads to ending of doubts; challenge brings
inner strength
Prosperity from determination
Contentment from awareness and end of doubts;
harmony from inner strength
Learning ends doubts; foundation of knowledge brings
inner strength
Awareness is transformative; ending of doubts
emphasized; inner strength develops

Growth of awareness to overcome doubts; youthful
foundation of inner strength
\4tality of inner strength; energ'y to open awareness

Love faced with full awareness; inner strength brings
pleasure; doubt-free love

12. ttt Balance/Retribution
Tlnne in:

OW.N:
OW-E:
OW-S:

OW-W:
MW-N:

MW-E:

MW.S:

MW-Wi

[TW-N:

UW-E:

(TW-S:

Age and wisdom bring new challenges for balance

Balance needed in decisions affecting bounty
Choices to be made for happiness

Peace through balance

Challenges to balance mounting; retribution/justice;
care needed in making decisions in time of friction
Balance needed for prosperity; choices determine the
harvest
Contenffnent from balance; harmony affected by
decisions
Learning determined by conscious decisions; balanced

education; tests of knowledge
Endings from retribution; transformation to balance by
decisions
Balanced growth; tests in youth; decisions/choices affect
growth
Energy to maintain balance; vitality to overcome tests;

choices approached with vigor
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tlW-W: llirlirncc irr lovc ancl plcasurc; lovc rt lll'.lttcr of decisions

rilthcr dran emotion; pleasure/love test balance;

retribution in love

13. + Wisdom Collated./Life Changes
(Path to Underworld)

Onn in:
OW-N: Wisdom emphasized through opporrunity; life changes

due to agelwisdom gathered
OW-E: Opportunity for abundance; bountiful wisdom
OW-S: Happiness from opportunity and wisdom applied to

create life changes

OW-W: Positive changes from gathered wisdom lead to peace;

inspiration generates life changes

MW-N: Challenge causes positive changes; friction in life changes

overcome through gathered wisdom
MW-E,: Wisdom harvested; prosperity from knowledge;

opportunity for gains from education/learning
MW-S: Contentment from gathered knowledge and positive

changes; harmony in life changes

MW-W: Increased knowledge emphasized resulting in
opportunities/positive changes/new life

IJW-N: Ending of harmony; transformation through gathered

knowledge and wisdom emphasized; rapid changes for
the better

IJtrV-E: Growth of opportunity; increase in positive changes;

youthful approach to life
UW-S: Energy to implement life changes; vitality of knowledge

and wisdom; energetic changes

UW-W: Knowledge increases capacity for love/pleasure; wisdom
in love; opportunity in love; positive changes in
love/pleasure

1 4. r Insight/Foreknowledge/Enlivening
@ath to lJnderworld)

Luis in:
OW-N: Insight in age; abiliry in foreknowledge enhanced

OW-E: Abundance of insight; power of healing; great activity
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OW-S: Ilappincss in crcativity; ablc t<-r find own bliss; relief;
using insight t<-r bring happiness; joyfrrlly active

( )W-W: Flealing; inspiration enhances creativity
MW-N: Challenge leads to increase in activity; argument clears

the air; friction in creativity; insight leads to friction
M W-E: Prosperity from insight/healing; foreknowled ge used

wisely; successful creativity; fruitful activity
MW-S: Contentrnent in creativity; insight brings contentment;

harmonious activity
MW-W: Learning healing; knowledge of healing; insightfulness;

creative Iearning
UW-N: tansformation from insight; endings/new beginnings

brought about through healing; new activities
UW-E: Youthful activities; grovth of insight; creativity enhanced
UW-S: Energy for activities; vitality of insight; healing energy

UW-W: Healing love; insightfulness in love; creativity brings
pleasure

15, * Developing Skills/Leaming
(Path to Llnderworld)

(lort in:
OW-N: Gains in due time; increasing wisdom
OW-E: Abundance by persistence; developing skills lead to

favorable results; learning brings gains

OW-S: Joy of learning; happiness is attained by tenacity
OW-W: Peace comes through tenacity; inspired to learning;new

skills discovered
MW-N: Challenge in persistence; friction leads to new skills

developed; diffi cult studies
MW-E: Prosperity from new skills; gains from persistence
MW-S: Contentment found in new skills/learning; harmony

comes with effort and persistence
MW-W: Learning emphasized; learning involves new skills; gains

in knowledge through hard work/tenaciry
UW-N: Hard work pays off; persistence transforms into tangible

gains; transformation through learning
UW-E: Growth from learning; grouth of skills; gains in youth

through persistence
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l.JW-S: lirrcrgy to 11rtin goals through tctrltcity; vitality of
lcarning; cucrg'y to develop skills

UW-W: Plcasure in a new skill/learning; persistence in love

succeeds

16. r Truth/Endurance/Strength (P"th to IJnderworld)
Duir in:
OW-N: Endurance of wisdom; longevity
OW-E: Abundance through strength,/willpower
OW-S: Happiness found in truth/inner suength

OW-W: Inspiration of truth; willpower brings peace

MW-N: Able to endure challenges; orrercome obstacles

MW-E: Endurance/willpower beings results; prosperity in truth;
solid achievements

MW-S: Contentrnent from overcoming obstacles; harmony in
truth; creating own contentment through willpower

MW-W: Learning truth; overcome obstacles to learning; strength
in knowledge

IIW-N: Positive force applied to create transformation; ending of
obstacles; truth revealed

UW-E: Ability to overcome obstacles leads to growth; growth
through willpower; youthful strength

LNV'-S: \Atality of truth; energ'y to overcome obstacles; energ'y

enhances strength; vitality of willpower
UW-W: Use of determination to secure love; truth in love; love

conquers all

1 7. f Rulership/Vigor/Discernment
Ailm in:

OW-N: Discretion in wisdom; vigor in age; secret wisdom
OW-E: Discrete use of bounty; vigorous abundance
OW-S: Discretion ensures happiness; happiness in rulership;

vigor in bliss

OW-W: Secret inspiration; discretion in peace

MW-N: Challenge met with discrete rulership; vigorous
response; secrecy breeds friction

MW-E: Prosperous rulership; gains from discretion/secrecy;
vitality in prosperity

MW-S: Harmony from discretion; contentment in rulership

loo
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MW-W, Lcarnitrg tlisct'ctiorrl sccrct knowledge; aptitude fbr

lcanting; leacler in cclucation

tlW-N: Secrecy leads to transformation; new openness;

transformation of rulershiP

LIW-li: Growth of rulership; growth of discretion'/secrecy;

youthful vigor
LIW-S: Vigor emphasized; energ'y for rulership

tlW-W: Secret love; discretion in pleasure; vigorous love;

dominance in love

18, I Introspection/Other Sight
Mttin in:
()W-N: Introspection in age; introspective wisdom

OW-E: Bounty from other sight; introspection leads to

abundance
OW-S: Happiness from looking inward

gW-W: Inspiration from introspection; peace through reflection

MW-N: Challenge in self-analysis; friction leads to introspection

MW-E: Rewards reaped fr om refl ection'/introspection

MW-S: Contenffnent found by introspection; harmony based

upon reflection

MW-W: Learning through introspection /reflection; knowledge

comes from within/from other sight

UW-N: Tlansformed by introspection/other sight

UW-E: Growth from looking inward

UW-S: Energy turned to introspection; reflective youth

UW-W: Introspective approach to love

I 9. r Beginnings/EnergY
Beithe in:
OW:N: Beginnings of wisdom; energetic age

OW-Er Abundant energy; auspicious beginnings

OW-S: Happiness ftom new beginning; energy for bliss

OW:W: Beginnings of inspiration;unseen forces lead to

inspiration and Peace
MW-N: Challenge pushes for new beginning; energy from

friction
MW-E: Beginning of period of prosperity; energy to bring

matters to fruition

101
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MW-S: (lntcntmcnt frorn new bcginnings; hannony with the
unseen fbrces of growth

MW-W: Beginning of learning/knowledge; energ'y for learning;
subde growth of knowledge

lfW-N: Ending leads to a new beginning; transformative energy;
transformed by growth

UW-E: Growth emphasized;youthful energy; growth leads to
new beginning

IIW-S: Energy emphasized; vitaliry in new beginning; vitality of
quiet growth

[fW-W: Beginning of love/pleasure; unseen forces of growth that
work in love; energy for love/pleasure

20. L Pleasure/Misfoftune/Cleansing
Huath in:

OW-N: Pleasure in wisdom; comfortable old age; positive
changes in age

OW-E: Enjoyrnent of abundance
OW-S: Cleansing brings happiness

OW-W: Inspirational cleansing; stimulating peace; positivity
MW-N: Challenge/friction may lead to misfortune or positive

changes
MW-E: Ffarvest what is sown as either pleasure or misfortune;

prosperity from positive changes/cleansing
MW-S: Flarmony emphasized; contentment from cleansing

MW-W: Knowledge leads to positive changes; pleasure in learning
IJW-N: Endings bring a positive change; transformation through

cleansing
UW-E: Growth of pleasure; youthful pleasures; growth brings

cleansing
lfW-S: Energy for positive changes; vitality for pleasure

IIVV-W: Pleasure emphasized; enjoynent of love; care needed to
avoid misfortune in love

21. I Cosmic Influence/f)estiny/Fate
Blank in:
OW-N: Destiny/cosmic influence in Age; Wisdorn

OW-E: Destiny/cosmic influence in Abundance
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( )W*S: I)estiny/costttic ittflucttcc in Huppiness
()W-W: Destiny/cosmic inf'luence in Light; Gentleness; Inspiration

MW-Nr Destiny/cosmic influence in ConJlict; Resistancel Challenge

MW-Ii: Destiny/cosmic influence in Prosperi!; Haruest

MW-S: Destiny/cosmic influence in Harmonyl Contentrnent

MW-W: Destiny/cosmic influence in Learning; Knowledge

Ll W-N: Destiny/cosmic influenc e in Endings ; Thansformation

UW-E: Destiny/cosmic influence in Growtb

UW-S: Destiny/cosmic influence in Vitality; Energ
UW-W: Destiny/cosmic influence in Loae

Method of Throwing the Fews

1'he fews of the ogham may be drawn on pebbles, on sticks of
wor:d, or tiles. You might want to use the nratching type of wood

for each few if you can find them all. Sometimes lumber stores or

home repair/building supply stores will have a variety of woods

from which you could gather chips for the fews. The q.nnbols can

rlso be carved into the wood. Fews can also be made from wood

cdging that can be bought at lumber/home supply stores. These

often come with designs on one side, and you can then etch the

few symbol on the other side.

Some people like to pull a specific number of fews from a bag

and lay them out in a pattern reminiscent of tarot spreads, apply-

lng the ogham worlds to the spread. You could place one few in
csch realm and read them like that, but my preference is to hold

the fews in my hands while I focus on a question, then lightly toss

them up into the air over the casting cloth to let them land in a

rcattered fashion.

After tossing the fews over the cloth, look at where the fews

have landed and how they landed. Some will be upside down,

while others will be off the casting cloth. These you remove and

ret aside or return to the pouch. They do not play a role in the

reading. Others may be sideways, and may be removed if they do

not give easy access to their qrmbols-or they can be read as an

underlying or peripheral influence. Fews that overlap each other
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slrow lr str'ollg cotrnccting influcncc. I,'cws tltat ovcrlap the realttts

slrow rrn influcnce that is either in both realms or in motion learl-

irrg fr'orn one realm to another. The fews closest to the centcr
hlvc greater influence on the reading than those at the outer

eclges of the casting cloth.
Look over the casting cloth as though you are looking at a map,

because, in a way, that is what the cloth becomes for you-a map

that shows the route you will travel to answer your question. As

with any divination, the throw shows how things are currendy laid

out. Once you can see that, you can then make adjustments to cre-

ate changes, which again, is the purpose of magic and witchcraft.

Start with the few closest to the center of the cloth-the midhe.

You always begin in Middleworld, because that is where you are.

Determine how you will follow the fews before you attempt to
start the reading. You will be moving clockwise in a spiral, starting
from the centermost few. Once you have plotted out the path on

which the fews will take you, you can begin the reading.

One easy way to remember when you are encountering a path

few is to realize that there are five ways of drawing the ogham let-
ters, and there are one to five branches on a tree (letter) with the

exception of the one blank few (the mistletoe). So fives are Other-
world; fours are paths to Otherworld; threes are Middleworld;
twos are paths to Underworld; and ones are Underworld. The
paths move in both direction. When you begin the reading in
Middleworld, and encounter a2- or a 4-branched few, the reading

moves to Underworld or to Otherworld and the few is read with
the position in both Middleworld and the world to which it leads.

So duir (oak) in MW-N, for example, would be read there, then

also in IJIV-N, where it takes you. The reading continues in the

world where the path took you until another path few is encoun-

tered. If it is a 4-branched few; you move through the midhe into
the same quarter in Otherworld, and the reading continues there.

If you tlen come to another 4-branched few, you are moved back

into Middleworld.
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Syrnbolically, you arc rnovirrg llack and forth through the cen-

trul uridhe of the worlds then reconnecting in the same realm in
gtxlther world. Being in Underworld, as in our example, the read-

ing continues with the fews having the UW interpretations. Sup-

Irose now you encounter a 4-branched few, such as eadha (aspen),

in UW-S. You read the few interpretation for that placement,

then you move into Otherworld and read the meaning for eadha

lrr OW-S. Now the reading remains in Otherworld until you

cncounter another path few. Suppose you come to another 4-

branched few, coll (hazel) in OW-W, for example. Since you are

rlready in Otherworld, this path few takes you out of Otherworld
snd back to Middleworld. You read coll in OW-W and then again

In MW-W, and continue in your spiral reading of the fews in
Middleworld until you encounter another path few.

Assignment
1. List the 21 ogham fews by symbol and tree association.

Check the listing in the chapter and see how well you
remembered them.

2. List the 2I ogham trees by both Celtic and English names
(example: duir-oak). Check your list against the listing in
the chapter.

3. List the twenty-one ogham fews, and now look at the inter-
pretations for the major arcanum of the tarot listed on text
pages I22-t24.'W matching each ogham few with a major
arcan card from the tarot. What reason would you give for
the match? Check the next page for one possible compari-
son. Is your list similar? Did you use the unnumbered card,

THE FOOL?
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Answers to Questions
l. antl 2. Practice these exercises to become more familiar with

the names and what the symbols look like. The sounds are

usually quite soft-fearn is pronounced vern, eadha is eadth,

and so forth.

3. Were you able to find a correlation between the images

of the tarot and those of the ogham? There is no "right"
listing. This is an exercise in working with universal
archetypes. The shadings and nuances of the various decks

emphasize the interpretation you as a reader might use. The
ogham, too, will have differences in interpretation due to
subde variances in the reader's perspective. The more you
work in different divination mediums, the more you come
to define your own vision of the archetypes. These are the
symbols that work for you and will transfer from one
avenue of expression to anotheq but you should have a

reason for your associations. See how your list compares
to the following suggestions:

FOOL/the querent-the person embarking upon the quest of
knowledge and understanding; the Wynd (Blank) could also

apply as Destiny

MAGICIAN/Io dho-controlline destiny matched with
transformation

HIGH PRIESTESS/Coll-both relate to perception and

wisdom, but Saille could be another match here for intuition

EMPRESS/Ur-gains and things coming to fruition

EMPERoR/Tinne-building and responsibilities matched
with Ailm for rulership

HIGH PRlEsT/Luis-organizing a spiritual path matched
with insight and enlivening

LOVERS/Huath-this can be makins choices matched with
cleansins
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( )t IARIOTTFladh a-dol trilta n ce tnatched with overcoming

obstacles

S'fRENGTH/Duir-two images of strength, power, and

endurance

l'IERN/IIT/Gort-for the increase of wisdom

WHEEL/W'yrd-the turning of Fortune seen as Fate or

Destiny

JUSTICE/Tinne-both represent balance

HANGED MAN/Fearn-meditation seen as leading to inner

awareness and suength

DEATH/Ngetal-changes seen as inner development,

transformation, but this could also be Onn for life changes

TEMPERANCE/Onn-harmony from use of common sense

matched with the accumulated wisdom that leads to life

changes

DEML/Ruis-seen as change/evolution or the natural course

of things

ToWER/Straif-disruptive power that forces changes, a kind

of coercion

STAR/Beithe-opportunities matched with new beginnings

and energy

MOON/Saille-both show intuition and psychic power;

flexibility

SUN/Muin-achievement matched with renewal and tenacity

JUDGEMENT/Quert-for the aspect of immortality and

regeneration

WORLDA{ion-the ash as the World Tiee; or Iodho for
good conclusions
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Keview; Stones & Crystals;

Elixir Preparations;
Inhabitation of Crystals and

Stones; Obsidian Scrying

Keview

Rules of Conduct
Here are the five rules of conduct to review once more' As you

recite them to yourself, be mindful of what they mean to you

and your relationship with The Power you seek to draw upon in

your work. Think of how you apply these rules to your Craft

and daily activities.

. Be careful what you do

. Be careful who you trust

. Do not use The Power to hurt another because what is

sent comes back

. Never use The Power against someone else who has The

Power

. To use The Power you must feel it in your heart and

know it in your mind

l09
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Set Up tlrc Altar
Wlrrrt kirrd of'altar or working area are you in the mood to create?
I)o you feel that a ritualistic altar is what you want? Or perhaps
something simple and cozy like a candle and incense? Look over
the things that have meaning to you and see how you can incorpo-
rate them into your ahar or your circle. If you like gardening, you
may want to decorate your altar with clay pots, herbs, a bouquet
of flowers, seed packets, and so forth. You could represent the
Lady and the Lord with different flowers: a flower pot for her and
seeds for him, or different garden tools. IJse your imagination ro
creatively draw the Divine close to you.

Suppose your interests lie in music. Then think about the vari-
ous items of music that could be part of your altar area or could
mark the Quarters. Many people like to incorporate in their riru-
als instruments such as flutes, drums, and rattles, so you can bring
these to your altar. Make it be inviting to you-a statement of
your personality and individuality.

Cast the Learning Circle
Continuing with the gardening theme as an example, you might
want to delineate your circle with string or twine used to stake up
your tall plants. You could mark offthe Quarters or surround your-
self with flowers, garden tools, clay pots and saucers, seed packets, a

scattering of flowers, herbs, or bulbs; with musical in-struments or
tokens of these items: guitar picks, flute reeds, or tuning pipes.

You have read several different ways to cast the circle, so pick
one of these methods for your circle, or create one for yourself.
The format is the sarne, the items in brackets are optional

. Announce your intent to cast the circle
(call upon light and the Elementals)

. Draw the circle
(consecrate the circle with salt and water)
(cense the circle)
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. (lall upon thc lilcnrctrtals at thc Quarters
(call upon the Latly and the Lord)

o (ireet the Elementals, (Lady and Lord)
(Honor the Lady and the Lord with the salted \Mater

and with the incense-see page 172 of the text)

(pour a libation to the Lady and the Lord)

. Begin your circle activitY

At the completion of your work, you may take some refresh-

nlcnt, perhaps referring to the tabbed section "cakes and wine"

(text page 156). Before opening the circle, give your blessing to

farewell the Lady and the Lord. Farewell the Elementals at each

Quarter, bless the beings and powers of the visible and invisible,

snd announce that the circle is cleared. open the circle, taking

the light back into your athame, wand, or power hand' Announce

A learning circle outlined with living flowers and plants'
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tlrc cntlirrg of dre ceremony and put away your magical tools.
lirrrpty thc libation bowl into the earth or into the sink undcr
running water.

Affinity of Stones and Crystals
to Witch craft

Elemental Earth
Stones and crystals are of the earth, and are easily utilized as rep-
resenting the Elemental Earth. When creating your circle, you
could use a stone to designate the north Quarter. But because of
their versatility, you can use these for the other Elementals, based

on the attributes of the stones and crystals. Thus, Earth might be

a granite rock, Air a clear quartz crystal or calcite, Fire a red
jasper, lava, or pumice, Water a river stone, or a blue stone such
blue agate, aquamarine, turquoise, lapis lazuli, or even an az:utite
with mixture of blues and greens. You can use a series of stones
and crystals to outline the circle, and have the Quarters indicated
with special stones. Generally accepted qualities of various stones
and crystals are listed in chapter 8 of Green Witcbcrnft II.

These are the bones of the earth, and contain the power to aid
in your own grounding. When you are stressed out or scattered
in your thoughts and emotions, hold alarge stone in your hands
(a 3-5 pound rock is about right). Envision the static energies
gathering together and moving up from your feet, up your legs
and into your abdomen, pushing further up past your stomach,
while energ'y moves downward from your head and past your
throat. The energy coming downward begins to pool around
your shoulders and upper chest with the energy moving upward.
Now, with the stone resting in your hand, see these turbulent
energies cascade as twin waterfalls, down your arms, through
your hands, and into the stone. Feel the stone pulse and grow
warm with this energy.
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lllcss thc cttcrgy witlrin lltc stotrc:

I hless yoa, fire of li'fe, that tbougb yoa were excessiae

Jbr mi to hold', may the Motber Eartb receiue yoa that

yoa rnay work for her well-being'

|,aytheStoneonthegroundandcoveritwithdirt.Thisallows
thc cirergy to dissipate in the earth, to be utilized for healing or

growth ", 
th" Earth sees fit. After three days, you can retrieve

y,,u, ,,on.. Wash it off (using a garden hose is fine) and put the

;t,,r't" in a container where you can then cover it with spring

wiltcr. Let it soak for another three days for cleansing, remove

from the water and let dry in the sun' Your grounding stone is

feacly to use again.

Stones have been the focus of imaging energy for thousands of

ycars. The megaliths of the stone age still have a power that can

ile felt today. We stand in awe of the stone circles and towering

rows of upright stones erected by our prehistoric ancestors' That

$ensation stirring within is the result of energy fields interacting

with the cellular energy fields of our bodies' The power of these

uncient sites has not gone away' The great earthworks in Mid-

western America, built by the Native American Mississippian cul-

tures, and the stone circle of the Sun and other such sites of the

Anasazi in Four Corners (where the states of Colorado' New

Mexico, Arizona,and Utah meet) and Mesa Verde are New World

Iocations that generate the same sense of timelessness and connec-

tion through time with our ancestors' Performing magic ritual or

working with crystals in such an atmosphere is charged with ener-

gy-caution is recommended'

Crystals often reside in what appear to be rough, round rocks'

ca["i geodes. Thp one with a hammer and it splits apart to reveal

a hollow inner chamber lined with crystal points' A large' flat bed

of amethyst is excellent for storing a crystal after use' The bottom

of the amethyst bed is rock-grounding and earthy' The points of

the purple crystal offer spiritual cleansing' Rinse off a crystal that
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hrts lrcctr usctl firr a healing, fbr exarnplc, anrl lct it drain restinll
ovcrrright on the amethyst bed. The healing crystal is cleanscrl

arrrl ready to be used again, and the amethyst can be rinsed off anrl

dried inverted on its points. Geodes hold all kinds of lovely
secrets. Sometimes a rock will reveal an inner pocket of water.
This is a real findl Flere are the Elementals of the early Earth-
millions of years old-with the water of life held within an air
bubble inside the body of earth formed in the fires of transforma-
tion. Such a geode would be excellent on an altar.'There is a ran-
gible, living essence within that speaks to the Elementals and

The Power.

Passage for Other Sight
Stones and crystals have an established history as excellent medi-
tation tools. The popular crystal ball is the most widely known use

of crystals for divination. Balls fashioned from natural rock crystal
are very expensive. Less expensive are balls made of lead crystal,
and even less expensive are those made of glass. Obsidian, mala-
chite, and other polished stones are also used to make divination
balls. When scrying, the type of object does not really matter.
Natural crystal will not be a better tool if you are not able to
divine by visions, whereas any tool will work for divination by
vision. Crystal users will generally assign one task to each stone.

When you acquire any ball for divination, wash it in running
water, then dry it off. Set it atop a pentacle on your altar while you
heat up some mug'wort tea. Use the Consecration of a tool ritual
(pages I73-L76 of the text) to prepare your crystal for use.

Bathing the crystal in cool mug"wort tea activates the crystal or
polished stone for divination.

After the consecration, hold the object in your hands and look
it over, rather like getting acquainted. You can peer at all the
facets and find images and focal points while letting the stone or
crystal get to know you. Your mind should be contemplating the
desired use of this object as you explore.
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lior tlivilratiot-t, scck ottt lltc cclltcr oltthe ball, but do not let

yorrrsclltgo out of firctrs. Sotnc of my students have said their

visi,,,', lrlrrrc and they just clon't see anything' but the key to divina-

tiou is not to go out of focus' It is a matter of relaxing and casual-

ly locusing on the center. If there is a flaw or bubble in the ball'

,'hl, i. , good place to direct your attention' If you find you are

constantly shifting your sight to another part of the crystal' you

nfe llot ready to use this particular object for divination-you are

atill getting acquainted, as it were'

O-rystal meditation and traveling occurs by the same method as

with any other ball. The difference is that once you are able to

lrcrceive the crystal as coming to you and surrounding you (or you

.nr.rirrg the crystal and being surrounded by it) you can then ask

to see whatever it is you are interested in, or you may ask to trav-

et. Natural crystals contain energy fields that will interact with

your own, so it is important to properly cleanse and program the

crystal prior to use. Once this is done, do not allow others to han-

r'll. yoot crystal, lest they imprint it with their own energies'

When you travel within the ball, you can visit other worlds'

rlimensions, or locations. Sometimes it is easiest to "test" a ball by

seeking images of a place or event you can later veriSt' If you need

to close your eyes io visualize something' then you may find it

hard to see images in balls, water' or mirrors' llowever' the ability

to visualize without closing your eyes grows with practice' so do

notbelieveitbeyondyou.Itisratherlikereturningtothechild-
hood awareness within you' Remember when you rode an invisi-

ble horse or traveled in a spaceship made out of a cardboard box?

.fhe chitd's ability to visualize and turn a table with a sheet over it

into a house, a cottage in the enchanted woods' or a casde is the

same kind of visualization exercise that will enable you to focus

and "see" in a divination ball'

Stones can be a source of focus for the Earth Goddess and

Earth God. Stones have been identified with deities throughout
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thc worlrl lirr thousands of years, into the paleolithic past. l'hc
itlca uf idols may have come from a desire to retain and transpor.r

to other places the energy felt at a natural rock place. A sense ol
Divine presence exists in rocks all over the world, from Ayers
Rock in Australia to Crom Cruliach (also written as Cenn Cru-
aich) in Ireland. India has rocks identified with Shiva and with
Shakti, and in Southwestern America, the Native Americans havc

their sacred rock mountain. Sacred rocks are recosnized for the
palpable energ'y emanating from them.

Some rocks are more q..rnbolically used as fertility representa-
tions. Natural round stones with holes in the centers-yoni, or
holey stones-are universally recognized as generating the god-
dess power of birth. Natural pillar stones are seen as phallic repre-
sentations-lingam stones. Women seeking to bear children
would (and still do!) walk naked through a holey stone, or sit
naked atop a lingam stone. For those who scoff at the notion,
there are babies born to refute the disbelief. The energies of these
stones are primal, directing fertile emanarions from the Earth into
whatever is contacted.

Multiple Elemental Representation
When you look over the listing of stones and crystals in Green

Witchcraft II,you can see from their applications that some rypes
align well with the Elemental Earth, Aiq Fire, and Water. You can
use these stones at the Quarters of your ritual circles, to represent
the Elemental power, or you can use the stones in spellwork to
designate the energy of a particular Elemental. On the following
pages is a list of stones and crystals by Elemental aspect (some

stones and crystals have multiple applications, depending on the
energy utilized):
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EARTH

agate (all but blue-lace)

altache tear

apatite

aventurine

boji stone

calcite (orange)

carnelian

diamond

fluorite
granite

iron pyrite
jade

jasper (brown, green)

j"t
malachite

morion crystal (nearlY black)

onyx (all colors but black)

petrified wood

rutilated quartz

rhodinite
ruby
staurolite
sugilite
tiger eye

tourmaline (black, green)

unikite

AIR

amethyst

aquamarine

azutite
b"tyl
blue lace agate

carnelian

chalcopyrite (peacock stone)

chrysocolla

chrysoprase

citrine
diamond
fluorite
hematite
kyanite
lazurite
moldivite
opal

pearl

snow quartz

sapphire

silver

sodalite

topaz ftlue)
topaz (yellow)

tourmaline (blue)

turquoise (blue)

vivianite



FIRE

anll)er

beryl
bloodstone

calcite (gold)

carnelian

citrine
coal

diamond
flint
geodes

gold
jasper (red)

lorimar
obsidian

peridot
pumice

qnartz (smokey)

rhodochrasite
rhodinite
sunstone
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WATER

alexandrite

aqua-aura

auricalcite

b"ryl
calcite (green, orange)

chalcedony

diamond
dioptase

emerald
jacinth
jade

j"t
kunzite
lapisJazuli
magnetite
moonstone

obsidian

onyx (black)

opal

peridot
qnartz (rose)

river rock
rock crystal

sardonlx
topaz (blue)

tourmaline (pink,

watermelon)
turquoise (green)

zircon
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Using Stones and CrYstals

Stones in Craft Workings

I'he type of stone or crystal used in magic or ritual is determined

$ th" coloration, size, shape, and ages-old, recognized character-

leticr. my mother always told me that opals should only be used

by peopll born in Octobeq and I have heard others say much the

:nrne thing-only use opals if they are your birthstone' Today you

csn firrd Jpals listed in magic and Craft books for use for psychic

power, astral travel, relaxation, and meditation' While these are all

a,rribor", and uses for opal, unless it is your birth sign I would

ftCOmmend using some other stone. Amethyst, azrtrite, garnet,

hematite (especially good for astral travel), moldavite' pearl (also

well-suited fo, 
"rtr"l 

projection), and smurolite (brown-colored

natural 
,,Fairie cross") all may be utilized for the same effects as

opal. My mother cautioned that opals bring bad luck to anyone

cfs", 
"nd 

I accept her tradition and take her word for it' but as in

all matters of the Craft,you must determine whether or not this

rpplies to you.
" 

chapter 8 of Green witcbcraft 11 also contains a ritual for re-

directingthededicationofacrystalshouldtheneedarise.These
mineralscanbeactivatedinthemannershowninthatchapteqor
by the method described in the next section (pp' l2t-124)' Some

,ron", or crystals are more attuned to healing' while others en-

hance or augment the energy raised for magical workings' Witch

jewelry is therefore very highly charged and very personal; only the

owner should handle these items. This kind of jewelry-especially

acombinationofamberandjet-isconsistendyusedinritualand
spell work, and the energy within the stones combines with the

wearer to aid in raising' focusing, and setting energies'

Occasionally you may want to add stones directly into your

magicalwork.Stonesorcrystalscanbeincludedinsideadream
pillow to attract a desired result, to ward harm' or to soothe as

,h" ."r" may be. They can be laid out in an area for warding'
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lrrolcc'ti<ln, or clclursing; scwll into chanrrs; l)t'ogranlnecl ancl clrr'

rictl irr rr srrrrrll pouch around the neck; or addcd to a spell mixrurt..
()rrc of thc most powerful stones to add to a spell is jet. This

storle can be called upon to bind into the spell the energy that is

raised. A candle spell with slrmbols enscribed, anointed with oil,
and burned with herbs dropped into it as the spell is chanred or"

stated is enhanced by the final addition of jet to bind the raise<l

energ'y to the spell. After the spell is completed and the candle has

burned for an hour (or however long your spell requires), snufl
out the candle and let it cool. Before disposing of the candle,

remove the jet, cleanse, and store it away from light. I keep my
jets in a special pouch and when I need to use one, I cleanse it ancl

dedicate it for the new use. The cleansing ritual is found on pp.
I68-L72 of the second text.

Cleansing Crystals Before flse
Quartz crystals are used in technology for radios and lasers, so it is
not unreasonable to see their potential for use in psychic ways for
ampli8zing your energ'y or activating the energy impulses that are

normally found in body cells and brain activity. While the use of
crystals is already accepted in scientific ways, the psychic level of
interaction is not as readily verified, but to the witch, psychic phe-
nomenon is a matter of course. It is not odd or unusual to com-
municate with spirits or converse with the Elementals or the Lady
and the Lord-it is normal and natural.

Crystals are used every day in modern technology as potenr
generators, transformers, or transferers of energy. The under-
standing of crystals as able to interact with the individual on a per-
sonal level is another matter, more likely to involve documented
cases only with minimal scientific explanation. Yet the psychic use

of crystals has a longer tradition in human history than the scien-
tific. The difference is that with narural crystal, the witch feels

there is a living entity within. llou can talk to a crystal and expect
it to understand.
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Whcrr y<tu act;uirc it l'r1l(tlftll crystal, you need to cleanse it of

F'(lrimoous energy patrcrns that it rnay have picked up from being

grinctl and handled-particularly if touched by numerous people in

s $torc serting. The crystal is affected by the energies of the people

hultlling it, and the energy patterns become confused or diffused,

ro that until it is cleansed, the crystal will not function well. If you

llse such a crystal, you may feel nervous, agitated, f'vzy-headed, and

1lficrwise not quite yourself. Indeed, if you are sensitive' you may

evcn pick up on other people's energies and mistake these as your

Own. Energy-depletors could become attached to you if they handle

e crystal that you later Purchase.
I have heard people talk about "psychic vampires"-people who

leech your energ'y stores and leave you feeling drained and lethar-

gic after they leave your presence. These people actually have a

hnturally low-energy profile, and when they come into your pres-

ence, the energ'y levels between the two of you will come into bal-

cnce. The low-energy person pulls off some of your energy until

you are both equalized. The usual result is not that the other per-

gon is suddenly invigorated, but that you are less energized. The

ruther person has more energy, but not at your original level, so that

overall, instead of one person feeling down, you will both feel

down, but in different degrees. People who are unable to retain

energy may have gaps in their energy fields through which energy

rlips away. This is when psychic healers look at auras for weak areas

to treat and repair with the transformative and focusing energies of

natural crystals. If an energy-depletor has handled your crystal, you

need to break any connection to that person by cleansing the crys-

tal and attuning it to your own personal energies.

Another possibility with natural crystals is that you can inadver-

tently open a channel to another person through a crystal you

have both handled. You might not even know the person, yet you

will pick up sensations from them and transfer your own. when

psychics handle an object to learn about a person-as is seen with
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rrirling irr Prlicc invcstigrrtions--thc scrrsitivc l)cls()n is f-ccling tlrt
('ncrgy rcsitlrrcs lcfi on thc object.'fhe samc h:rppens with natur.:rl

t'r'ystrrls, rlr<l so drey need t<l be cleansed.
'['l-rc cleansing of a natural crystal is a little different from tht'

tnethod used with manufactured lead crystal, yet all stones arrtl

manufactured tools can be cleansed in this same way. I rinse our
a cauldron with blessed water (saved from a Sabbat or Esbat),
then wash the cauldron in cool, running water (from the tap is

fine). I dry it, and set it on top of a wooden pentacle on my altar.
Next I pour in some sea salt to coat the bottom of the cauldron,
then place the crystal on top of the salt. More salt is poured over-

the crystal until it is buried. Using this method of cleansing, I

have practically heard crystals give an audible sigh of relief-
"Ahhh." The covering of the crystal with the salt gives it rr

chance to clear, and the life essence within is happy to get a resr
from the cacophony of energy impulses.

Leave the crystal covered from two to seven days. Two is for
balance, seven for completion. It really depends on how eager you
are to use the crystal. For immediate use, you can employ the
Consecration of a Tool ritual as noted previously, then use visual-
izaaon to clear a crystal and attune it to yourself. You can program
it by holding it at your psychic point (called the third eye), the
center of your forehead, just above your eyes. Hold the crystal in
your hand and see it as cleared, then see your own white aura
expand outward from the center of your body, drivin g away 

"ny
darkness. The darkness that your aura touches is transformed and
you use it to cleanse the crystal in your hand. The visual image is
rather like the white rapids of an advancing floodwateq with the
churning portion being the transformation point of contact
between light and dark energies, then the cleansing energ-y mov-
ing on so the cascade is in progressing motion away from you.

Witches who acquire a crystal and cleanse it should themselves
also be cleansed. This is done by bathing in water enhanced with
herbs and sea salt, swimming in the ocean, or using a sponge bath
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with wrtter rrtixcd witlt scit srrlt. lltyotl c?ulnot get sea salt (most

!{focct'y stores carry this) yolr calt substitute rock salt (also found

irr grocery stores) generally labeled as good for making homemade

icc crcam). You can also use Dead Sea salt, which is often scented

with the cleansing herb, lavender, and is usually found in the bath

roitps and powders section of pharmacies. Salt baths are very

lcfreshing and invigorating, and also good for the skin.

Some writers suggest more or less complicated rituals or rou-

tincs for cleansing a crystal, but this is what I use. Another method

is to soak the crystal in warm water mixed with sea salt, letting it
lit for two to three days, then pouring out the used water and

rirrsing offthe crystal in clear running water. It is a matter of pref-

erence, but I feel that salted water separates, so that the cleansing

agent of the salt setdes at the bottom of the container.

After cleansing by whichever method, rinse the crystal in cool

running water and it is ready to be attuned to your needs. The sea

salt contains the residue of chaotic energies, but you do not need

to toss out the salt. Instead, once you have removed the stones and

crystals, pour the salt into anof-her container. Do this outdoors

where the wind can pass through the pouring salt, releasing the

cnergies into the care of the wind. In witchcraft, the wind is an

aspect of the powerful Elemental Aiq capable of dissipating the

energies. If there is no breeze, call upon Elemental Air to send the

West Wind or the North Wind to you (for transitions). Now the

salt should be placed into a dark container with a tight lid, until

the next time you need it.

Crystals in Craft Workings
Review the listing of crystals (pp. 117-118) to determine which

kind you need for your work. Some crystals and stones are recog-

nized as being inclined toward certain properties. You can deter-

mine which type of stone or crystal you need by the natural

proclivity of the item. When you find one you can relate to'

cleanse and program it so that its natural function can aid you'
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( )r'ystrrls crn llc clcar, cloutly, or a c<ltttbin'.ttiolt tlf those clrarltt'

tcristics. Vru will want to use them according to their predorrri

r)rln( ilttril)utes. Clear quartz crystals will activate your energy

lcvcls and help with clarity of thought, assisting in energizing arrtl

focusing. Cloudy crystals are good for relief from stress and tcrr

sion-rather like crystalline cotton balls saturated in a coolirrpi

astringent such as witch hazel. Envision the crystal as wiping awrry

stress with cooling moisture that leaves the psyche feeling

cleansed and restored. Even a mixture of clear and cloudy coul<l

be programmed for balance.

To work with crystals, you need to address the entity within. Il'
you feel drawn to a crystal, it is probably reaching out to you. I l'

you are not attracted to a crystal, it would be better left for some-

one else. You can activate the crystal energ'y by projecting into it
your compassion or love for it and your desire to work with it. You

need to actually feel this way to successfully bond with the crystal.

The crystal will receive this and return the same to you, which

you will feel as a warm glow.

Some crystal users speak of the crystal as a tool rather like a

computer waiting to be programmed. Witches, however, see min-

erals as life forms that are simply a litde different from animal or

vegetable life forms. You may work successfully with crystals with

either viewpoint. Some people feel that a metal pot confuses the

energ'y and recommend other containers for cleansing, while oth-

ers never address the matter. Since I make a bed of salt in my caul-

dron, place the crystal on top of it, then add more salt to cover the

crystal, the crystal is not actually touched by metal.

I have observed that Green Witchcraft is pantheistic and

animistic-crystal connection is one example of that. Everything
has something of the Divine within, and when you touch that

essence, you make a connection with it that may last a lifetime or

only a few moments. Saying hello to a boulder as you walk by is a

fleeting connection that is nevertheless rewarding. For long-term
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relrrtionships, yotl t"tcctl to lct thc crystll know yc-ru care about it'

etll rtctually want its cottrpanionship'

Vru need to let the crystal know what response you seek from

it, lrc it to help with healing, spiritual growth, divination, memory

etrlrirncement, protection, meditalion, or astral travel. Like stones,

rrystals may be used to empower your magical workings and spell

ernlting materials, and to clarift your thoughts-making your

irlerrs crJrstal clear. For aid in sleeping' use a cloudy crystal for

t,elcnse of stress and drawing of peace. For alertnessT use a cleat

crystal. For intuitive skills, use a cloudy crystal. For active energy

llrw, use a clear crystal.

Programming a crystal to a particular purpose may be done by

hOlcling it in your power hand, connecting with the crystal by let-

ting it feel your affection for it, then projecting an image that

rclat., to what you want it to help with, while you think of the

words that match the image. For example, for sleep aid, you could

nce yourself comfortably in bed, sound asleep' For memory en-

hrn."*"nt, see a list, a journal, or a diary in which you record

events. For dream recall, see a dream journal (many witches do

write down dreams they find significant)' Once your crystal is

programmed, it onlyneeds to be reminded of the image to help in

thai task. llou can also program your crystal to cleanse other items

or areas of negative energies by projecting the image of bright

white light.
Although shopping with company is fun, if both of you are

witches or attuned to the energy emanations of objects, a crystal

could get confused. My daughter and I have often bought crystals

together, only to discover once we got them into our separate

m"gi. areas thar we had gotten the other's crystal. when that hap-

pe*, th" best thing to do is simply acknowledge the reality and

give the crystal to the pefson it has reached out to. we are often

drawn to the same crystal' but once alone with it, we can recog-

nize who it was for. Keeping a crystal that you are not attuned
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with curr cirtrsc hcadachcs, tcnsiou, ncrvousncss, antl upsct th('

tligcstivc tract. Another source of discornfbrt fbr you may be tlrrrt

tlrc crystal (after use) needs to be cleansed and drained on iul

unethyst bed as described earlier.

As with all tools of witchcraft, you should not let others hantllt'
your crystals. If someone does, cleansing is in order. For a quicl<

purification, immerse the crystal for half an hour in a container o|

warm water mixed with sea salt and vinegar. Remove, rinse undcr'

cool running water, and let it drain on the amethyst bed or simply

dry and store as usual. Toss out the soaking water since it will con-

tain the purged energies.

Your stones and crystals can be used in spellwork. They can bc

infused with the magical intent, consecrated and dropped int<r

candle magics, wrapped into a sachet, added to a dream pillow, or
placed with the spell materials when buried. If used in candle

magics, the stone may be used repeatedly simply by removing it
from the wax when you are finished, washing it, and cleansing it
again with the power of the Elementals. Store it in a dark cloth or
away from light so it can regather its energies.

Place your stones in the light of the Full Moon or other cosmic

entity for energizing. Dark Moon energizing is good for obsidian

and other dark power stones. Eclipses help to energize stones for
passage between the worlds.

Healing with Crystals
There are a lot of books available today for healing and otherwise

working with crystals, but the basic thread is that you are attempt-
ing to heal and bring balance into someone's life. The cloudy and

clear crystals act as an expression of the duality that goes directly
back to the Divine as Lady and Lord in terms of nurturing and

active energies. The two are used together to balance a person's

aura when the person lies face-up, with the clear crystal pointed at

the top of the head and the cloudy crystal pointed at the feet.
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Plrrcc a smaller clear crystal ip the right hand, pointing down, and

e sttraller cloudy crystal in the left hand, pointing up' This gives

the energy field a circular movement.

Using a crystal designated for healing, move this over the body,

ln a slow circular motion, down the right side and up the left' The

crystal will pause over areas needing healing, and you will feel

Charging a crystal with the elementals, Earth, Fire, Water, and Air'
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;rtltlitiorrrrl hcrtt lirrln tlrc crystal. Whclr thc ct'ystrtl sccllts trnwillirrli

t() nrovc, lrnrl you f'ccl hcat or a prickling sensation frttrn the crystrrl,

lrro.icct into it an image of light and compassion. This will ratlirtt,'

throuE;h the crystal and into the aura of the person being trezrtcrl.

Once your crystal feels balance is restored, you will sense it is re:tr11'

to move on. When this is finished, have the person turn over to lit'

face down, and repeat for the back. After both sides of the pers()rr

have been treated, have the person rest face-up for a few minutcs

with the crystals in place while you cleanse the one you have usctl

for auric healing. Then take the other crystals and cleanse thettr

while you and the person you worked on discuss the points whert'

there were weaknesses or stress.

When used in healing, crystals can be selected also for their color'.

Look at the color listing in the text pages 63-64. The attributes ol

colors can be used in healing the lack of that attribute in a person'.s

energy field. Feeling weak? Choose a red-tinged crystal for strength.

Feeling indecisive? Choose an indigo crystal. Review the list and sec

it in terms of healing whatever a person may feel is lacking. Somc

examples of colored crystals are amethyst, citrine, emerald, flourite,

moonstone, morion, peridot, rhodinite, rose quartz, smokey quartz.,

topa4 and tourmaline.
Crystals come in a range of colors to fit the energies desiretl

which also draw you.

Bodily and Elemental Energy Points

Bodily Energy Points
There are a number of energy points of the body, and these are

affected in different ways. In Green Witchcraft, bodily energt points

exist along the body at the base of the spine, the abdomen, thc

stomach, the heart, the throat, above the area between the eyes, and

at the top of the head. This does not quite match with the system of
"chakras," although it is very close. From my mother's perspective,
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the cnergy points rclrtctl to thc vcry grounded manner of how the

llxly f'unctions throughout life.

llesides the sexual organs at the base energy point, there are

opcnings into your interior body that require protection for your

lrcrrlth. You can absorb negative energies, parasites, fungus, harm-

firl bacteria, and so forth into yourself through these openings'

'lirking care of your body's vulnerable places was always part of

lntlerstanding Nature. My mother's family has for several genera-

tions lived in Brazil where the people use a word that literally

translates to "mushrooms" to describe an intestinal fungus people

cnn acquire by swimming in the river waters. IJnless a water sup-

ply is very clean, there is always the possibility of absorbing

runwanted microbes into your body while swimming, especially if
there is any kind of sewage or other pollution in the water. In the

United States, E. coli bacteria has been known to spread from o1e

infected person to other people swimming together in water parks

rnd pools.

Sitting directly in the dirt or on the ground was discouraged,

just as was walking barefoot (and in the southern states of Ameri-

ca, this is indeed a w^y to get hookworms). It was okay to sit on

the ground on a blanket or other covering, or to sit sideways on

the ground, but never directly on the ground. For spell work, the

area is always swept clean with the magically energized besom'

Then the witch may work barefoot in a cleansed, protective envi-

ronment, but my mother insisted on some kind of foorwear if we

were not indoors.

In witchcraft, there is a general uadition that touching the

ground drains out energy' You touch your palrns to the ground to

drain out excess energy after spellwork; you are cautioned in some

groups to not let your tools or magical herbs touch the ground

Iest they lose their powers. Yet in my family, it was not a problem

for plants to touch the earth they grew up in, and tools could be

quickly reinfused with energy by calling upon the Elementals
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whilc wrrving thc tool through tlre air arrrl fircusing on the inrcnr
lirr thc tool'.s use. IIowever, draining your personal energy rrro
tltc ground was avoided to keep from having to rebuild from rhrrt

loss. Draining your energ'y reserves can lead to illness and lerrvr.

you susceptible to negative energ'y fields. So the base energy poirrr
one is where the interior of the body makes contact with the outcr.
world, and it needs proper health maintenance for the benefit ol
the body.

The second energy point is the intestinal area. The ancienr
Egyptians related emotions to the liver rather than the heart, anrl

my mother included with the liver the action of the intestines.
Today, psychology understands the "fight-or-flight" reaction ol
intense emotion, and this reaction may coincide with a sudden
elimination of bodily waste. Watch a bird take flight in alarm, antl
you will see that the first thing it does is eliminate waste. The rudc
expression for this kind of fright is based on an uncontrollablc
natural reaction. But love, anxiety, worry or anger can also send

the intestines into turmoil and rapid elimination, so I feel that thc
Green Craft impression of the abdomen as an energ'y point has a

foundation in ancient tradition.
The third energ'y point is around the stomach. This is where

the foods eaten can work for you or against you. Here is the
watershed of your energ'y-consumption for processing and distri-
bution throughout your body. When you are sick, the stomach has

difficulty processing food and you may experience appetite loss;

when you eat inappropriate or unhealthy foods, your stomach is

upset; when you are nervous, your stomach produces acid; and
when you are excited, your stomach may disgorge its contents to
allow energy to flow to other areas.

The fourth energ'y point is the heart. Here is the source of
blood flow through the body, and when there is grear stress, this
muscle may react by increasing or decreasing the heartbeat. Some
people in a time of stress feel their heart slow, the blood drains
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lirrrrr thcir {acc, autl thcy cxpcricncc a sinking sensation. Others

l'eel thcir heart beating rapidly, a rush of heat to their face, and a

re usation of extreme agitation so severe that their body shakes.

l{errcting to events or emotions may cause the heart to pound vio-
lendg or to flutter. Whatever the action, there is no doubt that
tlrc heart is a vitally important organ, moving the blood rapidly
through the body in times of need, and when soothed returning to

Its proper function.
'l'he fifth energy point is the throat. When excited, the throat

nlay constrict and make breathing difficult. Some people find they

ehoke, cannot swallow food or drink, or lose their power of
tpcech when animated or excited. This comes from an improper
cnergy flow. When emotions lodge in the throat, energ'y flow is

bcing blocked. You need to refocus on the flow ofthat excessive

cnergy to visualize it passing through the arms and hands to the

ground, or down the sides, into the legs, and through the feet to

the ground. You do not want to run it through the body or the

other energy points, or you will create negative reactions all along

the route. Using the hands as exits usually works best, but be sure

you can ground the energy by expelling it into something else.

l{ere is when a grounding stone can be useful.

The sixth energy point is between and slighdy above the eyes.

When a person is anxious or disturbed about something, this

pclint may become irritated, sore, or achy. People will rub this area

with their hands in an instinctive reaction that produces tempo-

rary soothing. Clearing excess or agitated energy from this area

can be done with the hands. Use both hands together at the cen-

ter befil/een the eyes, and wipe the hands across the forehead to
either side, then shake the hands downward. Envision the tension,

the irritating energy as drops of water, wiping them from the eyes

and forehead, then shaking the drops off the hands so the energy

falls to the ground where it is absorbed.

l3l
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'l'ltc scvcntlr cncrgy lloint is irt thc toll ol'tlrc hclrl, ancl ruryon.'

wlto lrrrs cxpcricuccd a heaclache at tl-ris point knows how powcl
lirl this sitc is. Here is where the body's heat radiates outwrlr'(1,

which is why you need to keep your head covered in cold wclrtlr
er-your body heat will rise out. It is also where your body mrkt':,
contact with the external energies that interact with the energit's
of the brain.

The brain is like a vast battery the cells charging and discharg
ing, directing activity throughout the physical body while reactirrli
and acting in mental impulses of energy. Much of the energ'y gen

erated by other people is drawn into the top of the head, so whcrr

you are confronted by people who are soothing and responsivr.,

your head feels fine. \A4ren people are throwing negative energics

at you, your head begins to throb from the overload. The brain is

working hard now to equalize the energy, and this can result irr

energ'y being shifted down the body, into the other energ'y points,
into the muscles, and into the organs.

A litde preventative action can alleviate the problem. The tech-
nique of shielding is typical in witchcraft. You envision yourself in
a protective bubble of your own creation-perhaps it is mirrorerl
on the outside-and when the negative energ'y is thrown at you,
you flip on your "shields" and see the energy bounce off, or reflecr
back to the sender.

Another protection is to wear a clear crystal that is pro-
grammed to repel unwanted negative energies. This can be part
of a hair ornament? an earring, or it can be tucked inside a hat or
hair band. Place it so the point is down, and when the energy
attack occurs, visualize the flow diverted into the crystal, passed

down your arm, out the palm of your hand, and into the ground.
Ifyou feel a bit annoyed, you can discreetly direct the palm of
your hand at the person and savor the moment of the person's

own energ'y hitting them back! I do not recommend this unless

you plan to depart the presence of this person at once, because
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oltt'c thc cncrgy is scrtt lxtcl<, thc I)crson will become even more

chrrrgetl. 'l'his will also give the person 
^ 

very upset physical reac-

tion. "lleturning to sender" is a dark-sided magic method of han-

rllirrg ncgative energies that only an experienced witch should use

Blrrl only when there is no suitable alternative, as when a negative

Bltrrck occurs while you are on your own property.

}llcmental Energy Points

llesides these bodily energy points, the Green Craft also recog-

nizes the Elemental energ points-the palms of the hands and the

lolcs of the feet. These are the sites where energ'y passes into and

out of the body. Like the top of your head, body heat exits from

these areas more than anlwhere else, which is why in cold weath-

cr you need to wear warm socks and gloves or mittens. The left

fixrt is Earth, and the right foot is Air, the right hand is Fire, and

thc left hand is Water. When you do magic, the motion of the

hands draws in, focuses, and directs the Elemental powers, while

the placement or motion of the feet grounds or raises energy. It is

through these energy points that you can drain out excess or neg-

Btive energies.

When you are seeking active results in your magical practice'

the right hand is the influential one. You use this hand to draw in

the power of Elemental Fire to energize and ignite your magic to

rccomplish your goals. The left hand is the one used to soothe, to

draw upon the intuitive, perceptive, and flowing power of Ele-

mental Water. This hand blesses and protects, while also urging

tnatters to completion.
The left foot, when placed upon the ground, draws up into the

witch the strength and power of Elemental Earth. By visualizing

this energy coming up into yourself as you work your magics' you
gdd that "groundedness" to your spell or charm that brings the

magic into a physical manifestation. The right foot, raised in

dance around the circle, gathers into the witch the power of Ele-

mental Air. The motion of raising the right foot at an angle and
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llrcrr stcpping it back down generates a ltalpablc in-gadrering sctt'

srrtion of spirinral, mental, and psychic energies. The left foot drctr

trarrsf'crs these nebulous or amorphous aspects of Elemental Air'

into solid, physical manifestation.

It is because these areas of the extremities of the body havc

such great ability to make direct contact with the Elemental ener-

gies that many witches prefer to perform their magics barefoot.

The practice of working skyclad, or in the nude, takes this concept

a step further so that the entire body of the witch is left open to

channel, focus, and direct the powers being invoked.

Other Uses for Stones and Crystals

Elixir Preparations
Gem and stone elixirs are waters charged with the energies of the

materials soaked in them. You can use elixirs in spell work, to
asperge tools, or as a drink to heighten a particular energ'y within
you. Gem,/stone elixirs are included in chapter 8 of Green Witch-

onft II, designated by an asterisk, with their general uses described

in parenthesis. To make an elixir, soak a charged gem/stone in a

cup of spring water for an hour during a Full Moon or Dark

Moon, depending on the purpose of the elixir-Full for gaining,

completion, or growing projects; Dark for banishing, ending, or

clearing out projects. Then consecrate and store the elixir away

from light. Drink as needed. You may want to add a drop of
whiskey or brandy to "hold" the energies.

Elixirs can also be used as a wash on tools or spellworking

objects to energize them with the attributes of the stone or crystal

used in the elixir. They can be used to cleanse or prepare a candle

prior to dressing it with an oil for a ritual.
Most spellwork and magical workings only require an hour at

most for the desired effect. When you are done with your magics,

remember to ground yourself by touching the floor or earth with
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fhe pirltns of yotrr ltatttls. Lct thrtt cxccss cncrpiy flow out so you are

nr)l iittcry, have sotncdring to cat, and resume a normal routine.

(icnerator Crystals
'lir irnbue a crystal with energies, you may want to keep one large

crystal as a generator. This one is consecrated at the Full Moon,

with fresh water from a running stream if at all possible, or with

rpring water. It is refreshed with the Full Moon and allowed to sit

in the moonlight for a few hours-window sills are fine for this-
tlrcn put away. When you want to realign a stone or crystal you

huvc used in a spell, you can charge it by placing the generator

erystal on it, and placing both on a pentacle on your altar. An hour

h really all you need for this.

A generator crystal is usually the largest one you have. When

the other crystals are not in use, they can be arranged around the

generator for re-charging. When programming a generator, you

Inay want to envision a bright beam of light coming from it to
energize the other crystals. For the most part, visual imagery is

the best method for communication with crystals, which is already

c part of how we talk. When we say words, we have images for

those words. When talking to your crystal for a focus of energy,

remember to visualize the completed desire as you speak.

Communication with Your Crystal
You can talk to a crystal and expect it to understand because of
the interconnection of all things through the Goddess and the

God. In the Green path there is a union with other entities for

working together. Since the witch is part of the life form of the

Itlarth, one with the Elementals, who are kith and kin, and part of
the Lady and the Lord as they are part of the witch, uniting with
his or her crystal creates a close working relationship' The crystal

llecomes so attuned to the witch that it feels protective and bond-

ed. The advantage here is that the crystal will actively seek to

defend and protect the witch, and actively repel attempts by
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others to influence it. The crystal does the work it knows yott

want it to do-out of love. It will also recognize and more easily

shed "non-you" energies. The crystal knows the sensation of'

"yoo" and reaches out to you when it senses your need.

To join with your crystal, hold it in your left hand at your heart

energ'y point as you sit comfortably for meditation. Place your

right hand under the left and project yourself into the crystal,

thinking of it as a crystal tower (as in the tarot) or a house' When

you see the crystal all around you, examine it carefully' Look at

the walls, ceiling, floor; experience the textures within the crystal;

sense the atmosphere for temperature, flavor, and scent; and listen

to the sounds within the crystal. Feel the pulse of energy and

move into the vibration so that your body has the same pulse and

you can then flow into the walls of the crystal. With your energies

and those of the crystal combined, you are united and bonded. To

leave, simply regather yourself at the center of the crystal and

move back into your own body. Rest a moment, and return to

normal awareness through the breathing exercise previously cov-

ered in meditation. Ground the excess energy, have a snack, and

perform some routine chore. After this, the crystal will activate

simply by being held in your hand until its pulse matches yours.

Your crystal may also be inhabited. When you call upon a com-

panion from Otherworld, or a spiritual presence' a crystal makes

an excellent residence. Often you find by looking into a crystal

that there is someone looking back at you. When you see visions

within, landscapes and movement, this is a passage-crystal, a gate-

way to Otherworld. Not all crystals are like this, of course. If you

have successfully called upon a companion (see the "Companion

Quest" in Green Witchcraft II), you should look for a suitable crys-

tal for this entity to inhabit from time to time. The crystal

becomes a kind of talisman to carry with you, so you can feel the

closeness of your companion at all times and can call upon the

entiw whenever vou have need.
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llrrsically, tlrcrc irrc scvcrrrl olrti<lns wherr working with crystals:

. 'l'he crystal can be used as a programmable energy source

. It can be seen as an entity that is part of the living Earth

. It can be the habitation of an energy entity

. It can be a portal to Otherworld

. It can become inhabited by a specific entity called upon
in a ritual

. It can be temporarily occupied by energies or spirits for
specific purposes

Not everyone will see things in a crystal or stone. The sense of
I presence is something that is experienced individually. Your
vcry action of inspecting a crystal or stone may act to draw an

entity into it. When you do feel or see a presence within, look at
the entity and examine the sensations reaching you. Are these

tensations comforting? Friendly? Suspicious? Disinterested? Do
you feel an attraction for the crystal that is reciprocated? If so,

then it is meant for you. If not, the srone is probablv meant for
lomeone else.

Obsidian Scrying
Obsidian is the black, glass-like, and razor-sharp-edged stone
formed by volcanic eruption. There is a lot of it in the area of
Bend, Oregon, but it can also be found in the Pacific Northwest
tnd the American Southwest. You can purchase smoothed and
polished obsidian in mineral shops, rock shops, hobby shops, and

New Age or occult supplies stores. Because of its hard, volcanic
glass quality, obsidian can easily be used as a black mirror for
meditation, vision seeking, and magical practice.

Like crystals, obsidian can also be used for companion quest-
lng and spirit habitation. It is a narural tool for travel to the
Underworld and communing with the Lady and the Lord in their
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tlrrrk rrslrccts of (.lnrne and Lorcl of Shadows .ln Green Witcbrrnli

// thcrc arc several examples of how to use a black mirror firr'

rncclitation, scrying, visions, and dark power magics. These santt'

techniques can be applied to obsidian.

The one advantage that obsidian has over a black mirror is the

living connection with the earth. Like all stones, crystals, atttl

rocks, this volcanic glass has within it the essence and life-force ol'

the earth. It is a living connection between the Underworld of thc

molten core of the planet and the Middleworld crust upon whiclr

we live. As such, obsidian can transfer immense energ'y from thc

inner stores of the earth to the practitioner.

When you look at a piece of obsidian, see if it is inhabited.

Hold it in your hand and see if it changes. Does the rim warm antl

lighten? Do you detect movement within? Is there someone look-

ing out at you? Do not be surprised or shocked if you see eyes

gazing at you. Instead, focus on the sensation you feel. If the enti-

ty is frlendly and offering companionship, and that is what you

want, then the stone is for you. Otherwise, leave it alone.

Cleansing an obsidian piece is the same as with any crystal.

When you dedicate it, you may prefer to use the Dark Moon

phase and tailor its use to dark power aspects such as Underworld
travels and spirit communication. I recommend washing the stone

in cooled mug"wort tea to attune the energies for magical focus,

particularly for divination or Underworld scrying. Various types

of divination lend themselves to obsidian, including viewing past

lives and speaking with ancestors. It can be a very moving experi-

ence to call upon a vision of your ancestors. For a woman, seeing

the faces of the ancestral matrons, the women through whose lin-
eage your heritage can be truly traced, can result in a profound

sense of grounding and connection.

Obsidian can be used in meditations to banish grief, to encour-

age spiritual healing, and to commune with Otherworld and

Underworld. It is good for scrying, for Dark Aspect meditations,
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etrtl firr soothing hclp whcn p;oing through traumaric changes.

T'hcre is a soft, dark warmth to obsidian that makes it feel like a

wooly blanket you can wrap around your psychic self for protec-
tiort and comfort.

Assignment
l. Find a suitable grounding stone and consecrate it for your

use (see pages 1 l2-lt3 ofthis chapter).

2. Look for crystals or stones that help you to focus on the
Elementals. These may be set on your altar or at the
Quarters of your circle.

3. What are tfie bodily energ'y points?

4. What are the Elemental energ'y points?

5. What characterizes male and female crystals and what are
their properties?
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Answers to Questions
l. lntl 2. 'I'l'rcse are projects you may find helpful in your

practice of the Craft.

3 In Green Witchcraft, bodily energr points exist along the
body at the base of the spine, the abdomen, the stomach,
the heart, tJre throat, slightly above and between the eyes,

and at the top of the head.

4. The Elemental energ points are the palms of the hands and

the soles of the feet. The left foot is Earth, and the right
foot is Air, the right hand is Fire, and the left hand is Water.

5. The male crystal is clear and used to activate energies and

aid and focusing. The female crystal is cloudy and used to
soothe energies. It is good for relieffrom stress and tension

and can be used to cleanse and restore equilibrium to a
person's energy field.
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Class 7
Review; Consecration of a Statue;

Divine Couples; Floly Days &
Creating Your Own Calendar

of Observances;
Palmistry; Assignment

Review

The Rules of Conduct
Can you remember the Rules of Conduct? By now you should
have it down prettywell. Can you say them out of order? Do you
have your own words for some of the Rules? The meaning is
what is important, and much about the Rules can be applied to
daily life rather than only to magical practice. You need to be

careful about who you trust with your secrets and innermost
thoughts. You need to act with care so that you do not close off
relationships and opportunities for the future. You need to feel
confident about what you are doing for the best results. You need

to understand that negative energ'y draws negative energy, so of
course you want to take care in what you are generating. And
lastly, you need to look upon other witches as your cultural kin,

t4l
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with whorrr you share a rnagical hcritagc, not as rivals. f'he iclcrr ol

"witch wars" is contrary to the Rede and to Wiccan Initiatiorr/

| )cdicaticlns ceremonies.

Set Up the Ntar
Another type of altar is the stang or the staff. This can be leanctl

upright against a table or chair, set into a stand, stuck into thc

ground, supported with stones, or even held upright by placing

the end into an urn or vase. Stangs vary in size, and are usually

two to three pronged, whereas staffs are single. The stang may bc

decorated with inscriptions in runic script or some other alphabet,

painted, entwined with vines, or left plain.

A wreath m.ade with herbs or plants appropriate for a ritual

(evergreens for Yule, spring flowers for Ostara, and so forth) may

also be hung on the stang, then returned to Nature afterward, or

you could hang ribbons of different colors for the seasons from

the stang. At the base, you can place a small table or some other

flat surface where you can set incense and a candle to burn. Placc

there also a cup containing fruit juice or wine.

The stang or staff is set at the center of your learning area so

you can sit at the base of it (or place it next to your chair as you

read and work). Light the candle and the incense and you are

ready to cast the circle. See text pages 57-59 and pages 63-64 for

suggestions for selecting the incense and color of the candle best

for you. What do you want the incense and candle color to repre-

sent? Spiritual knowledge? Achievement? Psychic awareness?

Developing skills in witchcraft? For the latter, for instance, you

can match amber incense with amber or iet candles.

Cast a Learning Circle
For this casting of the circle, all you are doing is calling upon pos-

itive energies to aid you in your study. The simplest circle you can

draw is just that-a circle. Stand at the center of your learning

area, with the stang or staff in your hand. Hold the stang with
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Itoth hrtrrrls so that you lilt thc lrottont end slightly upward,

nrovc that end arouncl you in tr circle as you say:

Tbis is the boandary of the

circle, around me, aboae me,

and below rne; a.s a spbere is

tbe circle cast and consecvated

to ai.d me in rny stady of tbe
C*ft.

l,lnvision the flow of blue light
frorn the end of the stang, same as

you would if using a knife, creating

the circle around you and your
work space. Your compact circle

nray include a chair (and desk or

table), a lamp perhaps, along with
ltang, incense, candle, and cup.

You do not need to call upon the

Flementals for such a circle, simply

because by now you have drawn a

few circles (if you have been follow-

ing the Manual), and you already

make the associations: Air is in the

incense smoke, Fire in the candle

flame, Earth in the stang or staff,

and Water in the cup. When you

start making these kinds of associa-

tions, you are thinking in magical

terms, and the Craft is becoming
gecond nature to you.

When you complete this class,

you may honor the divine by raising

up the cup before the stang and

pouring a dab on the ground (if out

then

A simple altar, with stang
and wreath appropriate to
the sabbat or esbat.
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ol'rloors). lntloors, you will want to hrrvc ir lilution bowl fbr tlris;

thcu you can cnrpty the bowl outside or rinse it in the sink whil,.
sccirrg thc drink passing through to the local river or sea. Thl<r' ,r

clrink fiom the cup and relax a little. You may want to inclutlc rr

snack of some kind, such as a cupcake or muffin, at the base of tlrr.
stang with the cup. How fanry or how simple you make your ritrrrrl

is your choice. I enjoy a piece of multigrain round bread.

When you are refreshed, raise up your open arms before tlrt,
stang and say:

Beings and poztsers of tbe aisible and inaisible, d.epntt
i.n peace! You aid. in my work, wbisper in my mind,
and. bless me from Otherttsorld, and tbere is barrnony
betzpeen us. My blessings uke witb yoa.
The circle is cleared.

Thke up the stang and just as you created the circle, you will
now open it by moving in the opposite direction. Envision thc
blue light drawing back into the stang or staff as you turn around,
and say:

The circle is open yet the circle remains as its magical
power is drawn hack into me.

Set the stang back in place, cross your arms over your chest,

and say:

The ceremony is ended. Blessings baae been grotn
and Blessings haae been recei.aed.; may the peace of the
God.d.ess and the God remain in my beart. So Mote
It Be!

Snuff out the candle and put your tools away so you can move
back into a rezular routine.
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Consecration of a Statue

Deity Images

Mrrny witches have statues of various deities, but there are some

Elsentials in consecrating statutes and images. These deity images

lre used as a focal point on altars and in shrines, and some
witches will have various statues around the home with special

ne'lnings for them in a particular place. Shrines can be placed

uywhere: on a desk, in a bookcase, or in some special nook. Mod-
orn houses are being built now with shrine rooms in recognition
of the multi-cultural religious practices of home buyers. Chinese,

Jepanese, Hindu, and Buddhist homes have beautiful shrine furni-
ture with statues of the household god or goddess (Kuan Yin is
very popular among the Chinese) placed in "houses" that sit at the
top of the cabinetry. Incense, flowers, fruit, candles, and paper
petitions are arranged around the image. This is also convenienr
for the practicing witch who desires the same sort of magical envi-
ronment as a shrine room and such furniture offers. Tiy looking
in Oriental furniture stores for some ideas.

The statues for the Goddess generally allude to her as the lunar
lspect of energy or as matter. She is Earth Mother, or Lady of the
Moon. The power of the subconscious and her power of regener-

Ition is alluded to in images of the Snake Goddess, Kali, and such.

The God statues represent conscious power, solar energy giving
life, and the eternal power of energy. He is the Sun God, the Lord
of the Animals and the Wildwood, and God of Resurrection. You
may even want to use an image that represents both deities in
union, such as Shiva Ardhanari or some other androglme figure
(Mercury is often seen as such). This shows the unity or oneness

of the male and female aspects of divine power.
A number of New Age and occult supply stores and mail order

catalogs have deity images and, surprisingly, so do furniture
Btores, import stores, and antique shops. Included at the end of
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tlris h:rurllrook is ir listing of rnail orclcr pllccs, llutJISL has l fint'
rcptrtrrtion with deity images made from the river banks of thr.'

sucrcrl (ianges River of India. 'Iheir selection includes not only
Ilindu and Buddhist deities, but many wonderful images ol

Clreek, Celtic, and Mesopotarnian origin including Demetc,r',

FIecate, Lugh, Artemis, Lilith, Astarte, Cerridwen, Cernunnos,

Pan, and Dionysus.

One of the most unusual aspects of the Craft is that you carr

pick and choose your deities. There is no point in trying to relatt'

to an image that does not stir your spirit, so use images that do. ll
Isis is the mother goddess you relate to, she is happy to welcomc

your attention. If it is Demeter, Parvati, or Artemis that you fecl

close to, the same Goddess will gladly receive your attentions an<l

return the favor. The key is that all the goddesses are Tbe God.d.es.r.

Itis we who vary, and she graciously acknowledges our differences

and embraces all who come to her. The same applies to gorl

images for the same reasons. F{e, too, will welcome with open

arms any who call upon him by any name.

Hollowed Statues

Once you have acquired the statues you want for your shrine or
altar, you need to consecrate them. On text page I73 is a ritual
for consecrating a tool, but this is not how statues are consecrat-

ed. Images have a very potent power in witchcraft because you

are drawing energy into the statue to "enliven" it. Look at thc
statue and see if it is hollow with an opening underneath. Most
bronze and brass statues are, and some porcelain ones are as well.
Tladitionally, the space inside statues is an opening for the pur-
pose of hallowing them.

lJse a basic circle (see example in Appendix A of this handbook

or text pages 145-152, but substitute the following ritual conse-

cration for a statue where the text shows the Initiation/Rededica-
tion ritual). For the following ritual, you will combine in your
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fsultlron herbs that are re lcvant to the powers you wish to utilize
in cnlivening the images. Herb suggestions follow on Manual

ltagcs 152-153. You can also check text pages 5L-59 for the uses

ol'hcrbs to help in your selection.
Itcmember to look over the ritual before you begin to be sure

you have everything you need-salt, water, cauldron, pentacle,
6thame, and so forth. Have a bit of each herb in a separate hold-
er on the altar because you address each one before mixing them
together. You rnay want to do this ritual in your kitchen, since
there are a lot of materials being used and you will want to use
thc sink for running water. Otherwise, you will need a basin of
gpring water.

Place the cauldron on your pentacle. Hold each herb up over
the cauldron and state the energ'y of the herb being drawn upon:

I call upon tbee (herb) to send. i.nto my work thy power
o1fl(attribute)for the consect'ation and. enliz:ening of
this image of (deity name).

There may be as few as five herbs or as many as thirteen. You
only need a dab of each herb. You will use herbs for the deity and

for the Elementals as represented by that deity-refer ro the list-
ing that follows. Once all are in the cauldron, stir them together
with the athame:

Throagh the power of the Goddess and the God (or
use deity names herc) are tbese herbs blessed.for tbe
conseration and. enliaening of this imnge of (deity
name).

Place the herbs in a small pouch (an unbleached muslin or nat-
ural cotton pouch is the best material, because it allows the herbs
to "breathe"). If your pouch has drawstrings, wrap the ends
eround the stuffed bag-otherwise fold the pouch shut. Set the
cauldron to one side of the pentacle. Pass the herbal pouch
throush each of the Elementals:
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Ily liartb you haue form (sprinklc with sirlt),

By Air yoa haae breatb (pass through incense smoke),

By Fire you baae energr(pass through candle flame),

By Water you haae the Jlaid"r of W (sprinkle with
water).

Place the pouch on the pentacle. With the athame in yottt'

power hand, raise your open arms overhead to gather in energy:

I call upon the Power of the Lady and the Lord to
bless and empower these herbs witb thei.r di.ui.ne

essence.

Bring your hands together to hold the knife and bring it dowrr

to touch the pouch with the tip. See the energy flow through thc

blade into the pouch. Set down the athame and place your hancls

palms down above the pouch:

By Spirit nre you cbarged and enliaened.

Now the image is given spiritual birth through the materials ol'

the Sacred Cow. The Sacred Cow image is found in Hathoq the

most ancient goddess of Egypt, portrayed in some statues with thc

solar disk between her horns. In India today, the gifts of the cow

are used to sanctifii the deity images and sacred stones in temples,

particularly those dedicated to Shiva. There are those who specu-

late that the cow image came into being because the uterus ancl

the fallopian tubes look like a horned cow's head, which is an

interesting idea that may perhaps be used as a point of focus as

you continue the ritual.

Witb tbe essences of the Di.aine Cow, wbo gr.aes of
herself in w.l.a.ny waysfor tbe liaes of otbers, is tbi.s

image now blessed.

Carefully hold the statue and rub it all over with soft butter:

With butter are yoa anointed.
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'l'hcn rub it ovcr wid-r r soft chccse like a brie, cottage cheese,

(fr usc a plain yogurt or sour cream:

Witb cheese nre yoa fed.

Wash the statue over with about a cup of milk:

With milk a.re yoa gtoto the essence of W.
Rinse the statue off with spring water or running water:

Witb water ere you cleansed and parified..

Dry the statue and anoint it with consecration oil.

In tbe narnes of the Godd,ess and tbe God. (or state the
names you use) I consecrate tbis statae. Let thi.s i.mage

o/(Ir{ame) draw (His{lIer) di.aine power inta my home

and. i.nto my Craft. Let tbi.s i.mage remind me tbat

Q{ame) is always close to rne, as I arn always close to

Name).

Pick up the herb bundle and tuck it securely inside the stanre. If
you are concerned that the bundle may fall out, then you can close

off the bottom of the statue with a piece of felt cut to fit and glued

along the edges. I have not had a problem with herb bundles

falling, even when moving. Usually the curves of the figure are

sufficient to hold the bundle in place.

Set the image on the pentacle and cover it completely with a

black cloth. Pick up your athame or wand-athame for images of
the God and Dual Deity; wand for images of the Goddess-to call

the Divine into the statue. Hold the athame or wand upright with
your arms raised and open before the covered statue and say:

I call upon thee Elemental Eartb, Elemental Air,
Elernental Fire, and Elemental Wa,ter to bring thy
energl and. thy power that tbi.s i.mage of (deity name)

be mad.e ready for enliuening.
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llring your lrrncls together to hold thc tool and slowly point it

towirrtl thc statue as You say:

Come Great Lady (Great Lord) and i'nbnhit this

image I baue preparedfor Tbee. Let Tby presence in
my W and in my home be a comfort and joy to rne.

Touch the statue with the tip of the tool and feel the power ol'

the divine entering into the irnage. Leave the statue on the penta-

cle for grounding and set the tool back on the altar.

Once the statue is energized, you need to secure the powel'

within it. Carefully unveil the statue and set aside the cloth. Ver-

bally welcome the deity by name and place an offering before it
such as a cornbread muffin, fruit, or flowers, or you may want to

use a dish with food and a small cup with a beverage of some sort'

Light an incense such as frankincense on one side of the statue

and a white candle on the other side' Let the candle burn for at

least an hour.

Welcome to my home and my heatt, Great Lady/Lord

Q{ame). I arn blessed by Tlty presence, and my
blessi.ngs I gto" unto Thee. Let the ligbt of Tby loue

be with me always.

After an hour, place the statue where you plan to keep it. Offer-

ings, incense, and candles will change in accordance with your

need, the season, the Sabbat, and so forth, because the statue is

now a focal point for your practice. Do not feel odd about talking

to the image or meditating on it, for this is an ancient practice that

strengthens the ties between yourself and the divine.

For statues that have no hollow spaces for an herb bundle,

touch the herb pouch to the statue. Lightly anoint the image with

a consecration oil, then set the statue on the pentacle and cover it
with a black cloth. The herb bundle should also be under the cloth,

either under the statue, behind it, or draped against it. Follow the

above procedure, but the herb bundle should be kept close to the

statue, perhaps in a small covered jar behind the image.
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A ritual dedication of a Goddess image incorporates candles and

lncense; the colors and scents may be changed in accordance with
the seasons, the sabbats, and individual needs or purposes.

Porous and Non-hollow Statues

With statues that are made of porous materials, are soft-baked,

uonglazed, you may use an alternate method of enlivening. Pass

the image through the Elementals, then sprinkle the statue with

spring water. When you have mixed your herbs, place them in the

pouch and touch this to the statue. Lightly anoint the image with

0 consecration oil, then set the statue on the pentacle with the

herb bundle and cover it with a black cloth.

Using the tool of choice, athame or wand, call the Divine into

the image as shown above. Light incense on one side and a candle

on the other side. Unveil the image and greet the deity. Light

incense on one side of the statue and a white candle on the other

side, and place an offering before the Divine.
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(lonsccrirtion Herbs for Deity Images
'l'lrc tcnrr "irrrrrgc" is used because not all deity representations ru't'

strrtucs. Sornc are stones, pieces of wood, pottery bowls, and pic

turcs. lf the image is something that can be consecrated as prcvl

ously shown, the herbal pouch may be created and placed insirlt'

the image, under the image, behind the image, or looped over ()r'

around the image. Herbs may consist of stems, roots, and barl<,

depending on which ones from the following lists are selected atrrl

whether or not you are able to get them. For example, you m'ry

find there are no alder trees around for alder leaves, but you can

get the bark chips at a shop that carries herbs as teas.

The best herbs of course, are those you gather fresh in the light

of the Full Moon, but if you are unable to do so, the herbs you

buy can be reenergizedby exposing them to the moonlight. Stir

the herbs up with your fingers and speak to the energies within t<r

awaken and refresh themselves in the light of the Full Moon so

that they may be ready to work with you. The choice of herbs for
the ritual described is up to the individual, but here is a list of sug-

gested herbs. You only need select a few herbs for your bundle.

Goddess Image
For tbe Goddess: marjoram, moonwort, elder flower

For Earth: c)4)ress, honeysuckle, jasmine

For Air: anise seed, comfrey, elder wood, eyebright, hazel,
lavender, mug'wort

For Fire: angelica, celandine, coriandeq heliouope, hyssop,

nettle, primrose, rowan

For Water: chamomile, camphor, catnip, geranium, hawthorn,
hyacinth, ivy, rose, willow

God Image
For the God: woodrtff, yarrow; bergamot
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Iior Eartb: ceclar, lcrtr, I liglr.f ohn the C)onqueroq horehound,

pine

Ilor Air: acacia,benzoin, mistletoe, nutmeg, thyme, wormwood

For Fire: alder, basil, betony, cinnamon, clove, holly, oak,

peppercorn, thisde

For Water: ash, burdock, hops, orris root, yarrow

Unity Image
For Both the Goddess and tbe God: mullein, dianthus, heather

For Eartb: cinquefoil, mandrake, patchouly, sage, slippery elm

For Air: eucalyptus, lemon verbena, mug'wort' peppermint,

sandalwood, spearmint

For Fire: bay, juniper, marigold, rosemarlz, rue, saffron, St'

John's wort, vervain

F or Wat er : apple, elecampane, heather, meadowsweet, poppy,

star anise. shamrock

Select one herb for each category' or several, depending on

the associations you are making for them. The five categories

echo the Pentagram: four Elementals, with spirit represented by

the deity.

Divine CouPles

Pairings for Balance

There are a number of ways of looking at the unity of the God-

dess and the God. Together they form the ultimate Poweq but

people often prefer to address them individually. fu a partnership

they express mutual cooperation, balance, trust, and interdepen-

denceo but most of all, they express universal love. The Goddess

and the God may be seen as the Lady and the Lord; the Moon

and the Sun; the Earth and the Sky; Female and Male energies;

Matter and Energy.
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'l'lrct'c ilrc 1l vllricty of lrrydrologics ttsctl lts tllctaphors il't rtll
ilttclul)t to rttrkc thc tlivitre more accessible. 'lhrough stol'y

tclling wc becoure accustomed to concepts and develop a feel fir'
how'l'he Power interacts. IJnfortunately, over time the mytholo
gies have become a tool for usurping one group's deity image lir'
that of a conquering group. The basis behind a lot of the populirr'

Greek mlthology and Medieval saint and miracle stories is thc

undermining of a people's cultural impression of the power ol

their older deities. Joseph Campbell, in his series of books on Thr

Masks of God, shows this process in great detail, as does Robert

Graves to some degree in Wite Gotld'ess.

The mlths of Shiva and Brahma illustrate the point well when

one myth appears to usurp the power of Shiva, ending with Brah-

ma as most powerful, only to be undermined in the next myth by

Shiva's greater demonstration of power previously withheld by his

extraordinary generosity and imperturbability in such rivalries.

These Indian myths are especially interesting, since we know that

Shiva dates back some thirty thousand years (yes, 28,000 B.c.E.),

whereas Brahma is the newcomer god of Vedic conquerors circa

1250 e.c.B. The older god could not be eliminated, but was accept-

ed into Hinduism. These litde details of history always make me

giggle-rather like the ancient Dravidians of the Indus Valley say-

ing for Shiva: "When you know you are the Cosmic Dancer of the

IJniverse, what do you care about other people's silly myths?"

Underlying a lot of myths that have come down to us is a hid-

den truth that can be discovered with the understanding of his-

torical events. Thus, the heroic myth of Apollo destroying the

python and seizing control of the Delphic Oracle is more realisti-

cally a telling of how the invading Hellenes overpowered the

priestesses and women warriors defending the Pythagoric Oracle

of the Goddess. The priestesses remained, since they were the

only ones able to utilize the oracle, but they were placed in subor-

dination to the newly installed priests of Apollo.
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Many of thc rnyths rcvcrtl cpisodcs in dre overthrowing of the

( ircirt Gocldess religions of scttle d civilizations by nomadic armies

originating in the Ukranian Steppes. Myths are used to redirect

the spirituality of the conquered people to accepting their new

rulcrs. There were agricultural communities and successful civi-

lizations where the Lord and the Lady were reverenced as a bal-

unce, but these peoples were overrun by another people whose

tlcities reflected their political situation, expressed in hierarchical

rrncl male dominant rituals and mythology.

In the older myths, there are a number of matchings of divine

beings. There are wedded pairs such as Hera, a Slry Goddess who

was 'omarried" to the ruling god of the invaders, Zousl Aphrodite,

goddess of love and beauty, wed to Hephaestus, the divine black-

srnith of the gods; and Mesopotamian supreme deities El and Elat.

ln Celtic myths there are Thiltiu (Teiltui), goddess of the Earth,

wed to Eochaid macEire, king of the aboriginal Irish. This is an

example of mating a goddess with a mortal king, possibly for his

later sacrifice into the land for the benefit of the people. Shiva and

Parvati of ancient India have a large number of myths associated

with them, but are basically viewed as the ideal couple.

Some myths have love-crossed couples whose tragic affair leads

to resurrection or some other expression of the immortality of the

soul through the regenerating power of the goddess. Greek

Aphrodite and Adonis, Mesopotamian Ishtar and Tammuz,

Egyptian Isis and Osiris, and Phrygian Cybele (pronounced KU-

bi-lee) and Attis, are all matchings of goddesses with vegetation

gods. The god dies-and the myth varies on the cause of death:

sometimes by a careless or even deliberate action of the goddess-

and the god is resurrected every year through the intervention of

the goddess. She is often the cause of death, but is also the source

of all life and rebirth.
There are some divine lovers who are not wedded couples, such

as Ares and Aphrodite, and a myriad of unions by Zeas (and other
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( it'rrcl< gotls) witlr uyntllhs, wolr.tclr, antl gotltlcsscs. A book tln vrtl'

iorrs rrrytlrologics woulcl bc a help if you are looking for a partictr

lrrr situation to address. By calling upon someone in the m1th, yorr

:rrc singling out and drawing upon a specific aspect of universrrl

power. This is not necessary for all magics and rituals, but sotttt'

people may find this a useful practice. It is simply another methorl

of connecting with The Power.

Intuitive Pairings
You can also match couples through intuitive pairings of Dark antl

Light, similarity of place, and similarity of function. So you coultl

see Celtic P*yll and Rhiannon as rulers of the lJnderworld, or

Greek Hades and Persephone for the same rulership. But thc

matchings do not need to fit mythology if your intuitive feelings

for the deities forms a link between them and yourself. You coulcl

see the horned god Cernunnos matched with the corn goddess

Cerridwen, or Lugh, the sun god paired with the earth goddess,

Thiltiu, for while another goddess name is used, it is his marriage

and descent into the Earth that is celebrated at Lughnassadh.

Although the names and stories vary from myth to myth, the ele-

ments are the same.

When you consider similarity of place for the goddess and the

god, you may want to explore pairings for the earth, the sea, the

sky, Faerie, and so forth. The foregoing was an example of Under-
world, but for the King and Queen of the Fleavens, you might feel

attuned to such divine couples as Zeus and Flera, Jupiter and

Juno, Isis and Osiris, Odin and Frigg, and so forth. For the Lady

and Lord of Faerie, you could think of Titania and Oberon.

There are many sea god names to chose from, but sea goddesses

are fewer. Sea gods include Poseidon, Liq Neptune, Oceanus,

Nereus, and Njord, while Sea goddesses include Ran, Asherat,

Astarte, fuhtoreth, and Ishtar. You could use the generic tides of
Lady and Lord of the Seas, or you may want to pair the Celtic
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Mirrritnnuu lrrrtcl,ir wirh Asht()t'cth. 'l'l-rc intcnt is the same:

atLlrcssing thc ttralc and l'cllralc tlivinc as related to the sea'

Whcn working tnagic, the aspect of The Power being invoked

srtrl tlrawn into your *o'k t"t' be addressed by a particular func-

tilrr. You have the divine couple, with or without names' and you

rlritw affention to the specific aspect you seek to utilize through

crrlling upon them in relation to the function' Thus' you can call

,,1l,,n 
",h" 

God and the Goddess of Fertility, the God and the God-

,less of Health, the God and the Goddess of Earthly Power' the

(iod and the Goddess of Creativity, the God and the Goddess of

the Hunt (this can include job-hunting or marital partner-hunting

ss well as hunting of game), and the God and the Goddess of the

I larvest. The latter .* "f"' to agriculture or reaping the rewards

o[your hard work in any field of endeavor'

Whether you use names or not, the image you hold of the

dcsired effect is what drives the magic' The Power does not

require identification with a name that may mean one thing to

,rn" p"rron and quite another thing to someone else' Where the

c,rnr".tio, occurs in the Green craft is within the practitioner'

'['he magics you create' focus, and direct move through you to the

outer world. If there are are names that resonate for you' by all

rneans use them, but if you cannot think of what ancient deity rep-

resented the sea or the sun; or if you feel a deity name is tied down

hy the baggage of a mythology created for an obsolete purpose'

then use the image in your heart for the function or the placement

upon which you are focusing a magical project'

Developing Your Own Pantheon

By exploring some of the myths and legends about the ancient

a.iti", yoo 
""r, 

find which ones give you a feel for the Goddess

and the God of the Craft' The aspects and images change' and

you may find that you end up with Rhea' Flecate' Shiva' Parvati'

Pan, Dionysus, Kuan Yin, Minerva, Artemis' and Cernunnos in
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your l)crsonrrl lllrrrlhc<ln. 'l'l-rc imprcssions thcse irnages rrrrrl<,,
witlrir yrtr is whrrt should be your guiclc, rather dran whethcr. ,r
not thcy are mythically interrelated.

I have heard criticisms over mixing pantheons, but the reality i,.

that all wesrern mainstream religions have already done that l11,

adopting various gods and goddesses as saints and legend ary lig
ures. Even the name 'Jesus" is the Greek translation for the Ar-:r
maic Isha, which is the Hindu tide reserved solely for shiva. s,
who is being worshipped? Many books listed in the bibriograprry
of my book, Dancing Sbndows: The Roots of Western Rrligiu,,.,
Beliefs,* point to the scrambled beginnings of the rnaior moderrr
religions of the western world.

My point is that you are not mixi'g pantheons, you are focus-
ing on images of the Great Goddess and the Great God that arc
found all over the world, and that the drawing of these images
into your sphere is personal and direct. FIow they speak to yoa is
what matters, not how anyone else has ever heard them or viewerl
them. That is the difference berween a riving and non-living
the ology-changes are expected.

Some people have a deity who protects the home, other deities
for shrines and altars, and call upon yet other deities for a specific
goal. when working with different phases of the Moon, there ar"
different aspects of the Goddess to address: persephone or Diana
perhaps for the Maiden flvaxing) Moon; Demeter or Artemis for
the Mother (Full) Moon; and Hecate or cerridwen for the crone
(Dark) Moon. A deity image is simply an aspect of the Divine
Power you can focus upon.

?:#":J,i:(f.:,,*l'f,",in,ftT[H",+:;l?fi11i:i;:f*3f8fl]fl.revisedroraproposed
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tloly Days: Creating Your Own Calendar
of Observances

Whcel of the Year
'l'llc utost common calendar of witches is one featuring the eight

Sn$rats. The Quarters are the equinoxes and solstices, while the

( lrgss Quarters are, datewise, the unevenly sectioned traditional

lxrints in between. These latter are based upon harvest and plant-

ing cycles. Some New Age shops, catalogs, and occult supply

nhops have Amber K's lovely Wheel of the Year on parchment,

ruitable for framing. taditionally, the circle is drawn with eight

evenly segmented spaces for the Sabbats, and the witchcraft

expression of the turning of the wheel refers to the passage through

this yearly cycle of eight sabbats. The definition for Quarters and

Cross Quarters vary depending upon the tradition. some see the

equinoxes and solstices as the cross Quarters, others as the Quar-

tcrs, which is what I Prefer.
The other terms used for these eight sections of the wheel are

[,€sS€r Sabbats and Greater Sabbats. Most traditions use the sol-

stices and equinoxes as their Lesser Sabbats, so you end up with a

calendar featuring the Lesser sabbats (Quarters) of Yule, the

Winter Solstice (December 21); Ostara, Spring Equinox (March

21); Litha, Summer Solstice flune 21); and Mabon, Autumn

Equinox (September 21) interspersed with the Greater sabbats

(Cross-Quarters): Samhain (October 31); Imbolc (February 2);

Beltane (May 1); and Lughnassadh (August 1).

The Sabbat Wheel of the Year moves in sequence, beginning

at various points depending on your tradition or preference.

Modern western society uses December 3 1 as the end of the year

(Hogmany Eve or the Hag's Eve), andJanuary 1 as the start of the

New Year (Hogmany Day or the Hag's Day). The Celts used

samhain, which is modern Halloween. This holiday name trans-

lates into All Hallows Eve. Witches will say that this time is when
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tht util ltdzuecrt tltc worlds is thinnast,llut wlrat tkrcs that mean?'rir
rrntlcrstrrrxl thc phrase, you need to follow the life-rycle of rlrr.
(i'tl. IIe is born at Yule; pursues the Goddess at Ostara; unirt.s
with her at Beltane; impregnates her with himself (this sarrr,.

theme was brought into Christianity) at Litha; weds her at Lugh
nassadh, entering into the Earth; rules Underworld awaiting tht,
Goddess as Crone atMabon; and at Samhain, the Crone comes t()
him so he can pass through the Goddess as Tomb to be born ol
the Goddess as Womb. She transforms into the Goddess as

Expectant Mother.
That instant of passage for the God-typically believed to

occur at Midnight-is the basis for Hallows. The Lord is totally
within the Lady. Darkness resides within Light. Death dwells
within Life and becomes New Life, part of the promise of Resur-
rection. This is the Great Mystery celebrated all over the pagan
world for thousands of years. The partition berween whatis hnl-
lowed (holy) afterlife and what is material incarnate life disappears
at midnight on All Hallows Eve, and because the partition van-
ishes, all becomes Hallows-the whole world becomes holv for
an instant.

The physical world has a moment of grace and union with Oth-
erworld and Underworld. That is why this time was holy and
sacred. Although some people attempt to trivialize it in modern
times or change it into a Fall Festival of dress-up in a church's
basement or community room, the full pagan impact of Samhain
is enormously powerful and inspirational. The God moves as we
do, through the Goddess, to rebirth. Death is the passage to life,
the Crone is the Mother, and the Lord of Shadows is the Lord of
Light, and we are reminded that we, too, are immortal.

Samhain celebrates this exact moment of the Lady,s transfor-
mation from Aurumn's Crone to the Mother-to-be of lfule. The
Lady is both Crone and Mother through rhe rest of winter, turn-
ing back to maiden after Imbolc. This multiple aspecr ability of
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tlre ( JOtklcss is wlry slrc is c'ullcrl olrilnging rrntl ohangeable. l-he

( iorl rrntlcrgocs trllusiti()lls ()r l)rlss'Jgcs irr rclltiorr to the changing

$!iltcc:ts of- the Goddess.

Eight Sabbats
. Samhain (october 31) Death/Promise: last harvest; God

and Goddess together in Shadowland;veil between the

worlds thins; God patset through the Tomb of the Dark

Goddess to be born from the Womb of the Mother

Goddess

oYule(December2l)WinterSolstice:rebirthoftheSun;
God reborn through the Goddess

. Imbolc (February 2) Purification/Dedication: preparing for

the planting of Spring; the Lady recovers from childbirth;

Corn Doll in the Bride's Bed

. osrara (March 21) Spring Equinox: renewal of the Earth;

seed planting; God and Goddess influence Nature to

reproduce

. Beltane (May 1) Fertility: planting/pollination; animals

breed; union of the God and the Goddess

. Litha (June 21) Summer solstice (also called Midsummer):

purification;FairyFestival;heightofEarth'sfertility;God
i-pr"gt 

"t"s 
the Goddess with Himself

. Lughnassadh (August 1) Bread: first harvest; God as willing

Sacrifice enters the Earth to give His Life Essence into the

grain that supports our lives; God enters Underworld (also

called Shadowland)

. Mabon (September 21) Autumn Equinox: second harvest;

Thanksgiving; God departed from the Goddess rules in

IJnderworld and awaits ller arrival as Crone
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(lalcndar l)ays
Iivcry Yulctide in my home includes a calenclar for every.rr.,
ru'rler the Yule tree. one of the projects between yule and H,g
rnany is to write into the calendar alr the special days. fu €v€rlts .l
the year move on, the calendar becomes a diary of importnrrr
highlights such as the first and last day of school for the chiltl
ren, birthdays, anniversaries, graduations, promodons, surgerics,
weather notes' concerts, meedngs, moves, astrorogical evenls lik,.
comets, and so on. The calendar for each year is kept, and by
picking one up, I can review at a glance all the major errents ir, ,
year gone by.

For me, the first items placed on the new calendar are always
the sabbats and the Esbats (Full and Dark Moons). I like to label
each moon with the title I have for it. There are variations or.r
Moon Names, but this is my listing for the thirteen annual moons
and approximate month:

OakMoon (}fuIe) Mead Moon (|uly)
Wolf Moon (|anuary) Wbrt (Herb) Moon (August)
Storm Moon (February) Barley Moon (August)
Sap Moon (March) Flarvest Moon (September)
Seed Moon (Ap.il) Hunter,s Moon (October)
Flare Moon (M"y) Snow Moon O{ovember)
Faerie Moon flune)

The labeling of the moons arways begins with the oak Moon
being the closest to Yule, and the rest falling in order from there.
one month will have two Full Moons-the second one is arso
known as the Blue Moon, when the power of the other people
can be especially drawn upon.

By starting your calendar labeling with the Oak Moon, you
won't get confused as to which moon is which as you progress.
There are other names commonly used for the moons, incruding
Wine Moon or Silver Moon for September, Corn Moon for
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Augrrst, Snow Moon firr l,'clrnrrry, Ohastc Moon fbr March, and

lfhrotl Moon fbr C)ctobcr.
'l'lris other rnoon name for October is used in the Green Craft

ns is thc Blue Moon-only when there actually is one. A Blood

Moon occurs on a night when the Full Moon glows bright red.

While this often happens in October, it also may be seen in
August. An August Blood Moon highlights the passage of the
(iorl'.s blood into the Earth for her fertility. Such a moon on

l,ughnassadh certainly adds power to the ritual. Blood Moon and

lf lrrc Moon are auxiliary names, then, that are descriptive of the

In(x)n in any particular month in which they appear. Hence, a

llurley Moon could also be a Blood Moon, or the Hunter's Moon
could be a Blood Moon.

'fhe portent of the Blood Moon changes with the type of
[loon. In a Wort Moon, this could be seen as an omen of illness,

discase, or plague. In a Barley Moon, the omen might be of
fenseless war (barley being connected with strong alcoholic

drink) or death (for the passing of Lugh). In a Flunter's Moon,

the portent is usually of plentiful game, along with a warning not
to slaughter more than is needed. In a Harwest Moon, there is an

ornen of danger to the crops and warning of possible crop failures

or famine.

When you find both Esbats and Sabbats occurring on the same

clay, you may want to perform both rituals together-one after the

other. Since magical workings are generally not done on Sabbats,

you would want to keep these in the Esbat portion of your ritual.

Picking the rest of your holy days can be quite enlightening as

you discover what aspects of the Craft you are most drawn to.
'fhere are a number of sources you can use to find out about spe-

cial days, including a book of days relating to the goddess, magical

and witches' almanacs, even the Witches' Calendar and Witcbes'

Dntebook available through Llewellyn Publications. A few exam-

ples ofthese special days are listed on the next eight pages.
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Calendar Planner

January
I Scottish Hogmany Day: Hag's Day

Day of Ishtar (Inanna, Ashtart, Ashtaroth, fuhtoreth, Anlt,
Astarte, Anaitis, Atar,Isis): Goddess of Love and Batde

3 Nativity of Inanna: Queen of Heaven and Earth; Horned
Moon Goddess

5 Scottish Wassail Eve (Tivelfth Night, Naming Day):
children named; Craft initiates named

6 Celtic Day of the tiple Goddess

Fool's Parade on the Last Day of Yuletide

Lnrd of the Dance-Shiva beseeched for prosperity,
wisdom, a spouse

8 Druid New Year

Macedonian Midwife's Day

9 Festival of Isis: Mother Goddess, Great Goddess, Throne
of Egypt

10 Norse Day of Freya, English Plough Day: Earth Goddess
invoked

13 Druidic Feast of Brewing

15 Roman Feast of the Ass: saved Vesta, who could only be

approached by mothers and Vestal Priestesses

16 French Day of the Queen of the lJniverse

Festival of Ganesh: God of Success

tr7 Roman Felicitas: Peace Day for Felicitas, Pax, and
Concordia

18 Celtic Day of Danu: Great Mother Goddess
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23 lr)gyptian Day of I lathor: O<ttldess of Love, Tombs,

and the Sky

27 Roman Seed Festival: bless and prepare seeds for planting

February
1 Lesser Eleusinia: Demeter, Persephone, Dionysus (or

February 19,27, or 28)

Month-long festival of Februus: Etruscan Dark Lord of
Underworld

2 Imbolc, Lady's Day, Candlemas: Purifications for

impending SPring

7 Greek Day of Selene: Moon Goddess

14 Norse Family Festival: modern Valentine's Day

15 Lupercalia (Festival of the Wolf): Pan, fertility, coming

Spring

26 Egyptian Day of Nut: Goddess of Healing and Fertility

28 Saxon Cake Day: cakes offered to the God and the

Goddess

March
4 Celtic Feast of Rhiannon: Moon Goddess, Underworld

Goddess

9 Mother Goddess Day: honoring all Mother Goddesses

11 Great Night of Shiva: vigil and feast for tanscendence

12 Babylonian Feast of Marduk consort of Bel

14 Egyptian Festival of Au Set: Snake Goddess who wards

poverty

Roman Equirria: horse race dedicated to Mars
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l5 )7 l)hrygian liestival of Cybele an<lAttis: Goddess of
liarth/Wild Animals and God of Vegetation, Death and

I{esurrection

17 Roman L,iberalia: Women's Maenad festival of Bacchus

(Dionysus)

Canaanite Festival of Astarte: Goddess of Love

Ostara: Saxon Spring Goddess Easter, Equinox

British Lady Day: derived from Ann (Danu) as Crone
(Grandmother) and therefore, Mother of the Mother
(Ann as the Mother of the Virgin M"ry)

Slavic Plough Day: Mother Earth can now be ploughed

Greek Galaxia: Adoration of Cybele

Babylonian Day of Bau: Mother of Ea (the Earth)

Day of Venus: Goddess of Love and the Hunt

Day of Kali: Dark Mother who liberates

Greek Megalesia of Cybele: games dedicated to the Great

Mother

5 Roman Day of Fortuna: Goddess of Fate

7 Rumanian Feast of Blajini: "Kindly Ones" (Other People)

offerings

8 Day of Mooncakes: dedicated to Goddess Selene

12 Roman Cerelia: games dedicated to Ceres, Goddess of
Corn

2 3 Europe Festival of the Green Man: Spirit of Vegetation
and Forests

24 Roman \tnalia Priora: Festival of the F'irst Wine

26

27

30

April
1
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I5 ( ircck I)ly ol"A<krtris: ( io<l ol'Vcgctation ancl Resurrection

liornan Robligalia: (lorn Mothers (Ceres and Demeter)

:rnd Flarvest

Various Spring Festivals: dedicated to F{erne, Pan,

Horned God

2t3*May 3 Floralia: Festival of Goddess Flora; remembrance

of those who have passed into Summerland

.10 German Walpurgis Night: MaY Eve

M"y
1 Beltane: MayDay; Sidhe Day; Festival of Spring and

Fertility

4 CeItic/British Festival of Cerridwen and Brigit: Corn

Goddesses of Fertility, Healing, and Poets

Celtic Sacred Thorn Tiee: veneration of the Moon Tiee

8 English Furry Dance: Maid Marian's Morris Dancers

welcome Spring

9 Roman Lemuria: Feast honoring the ancestors

11 Irish Old May Eve: Lights for the Fairy Mounds

13 Roman Garland Day: offering garlands to Neptune

18 (Celtic/European) Feast of the Horned God: Greenwood,

Hunt, and Animals

2l DarVBright Mother Goddesses Day: Kali/Parvati;
Hecate/Demeter

28 Thracian Feast of Bendidia: Goddess of the Moon,

Underworld, and Secrets (honored by -y family for at

least four generations)

29 British Oak Apple Day: tree worship and fertility

3 I Feast of Stella Maris: Venus as the Star of the Sea
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Jutre
5 lirrth Mother Day: good harvests

13 Celtic Feast of Epona: Horse Goddess

18 Roman Day of Anna: Goddess Danu to the Celts

2l Litha: Midsummer's Eve/Summer Solstice: fullness of thc
year

23 Celtic Day of the Greenman: Herne, Cernunnos, Lugh

Day of the Fairy Goddess: Aine, Ana, Anu, Danu

25 Parvat: Praise Day: Women's Festival for Earth Mother

27 Roman Day of the Lares: Household Deities honored antl

tended

29 Shiva Day: Lord of the Dance invoked for blessings

30 SumerianDay of Aestas: Corn Goddess

J.rly
1 Greek Kronia: honoring Kronos (Father Time) and Rhea

(Old Mother Nature)

10 Eng/Ger,/Norse Day of Holda, Mother Hulda, Hel:
Underworld Goddess

15 Finnish Day of Rauni: Rowan Tiee Goddess

17 Celtic Feast of Thiltiu: Mother Nature Goddess who
fostered Lugh

19 Egyptian Opet Festival: marriage of Isis and Osiris

23 Roman Neptunalia: honoring Neptune, God of the Sea

27 Belgium Procession of the Witches: Festival of Witches

31 Celtic Oidche Lughnassadh: August Eve; Sun God,
Hawest God, Horned God willing sacrifice to become the

erain of life
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August
I l,ugllnrssadh: Fcstival of the Sun God Lugh; Bread

liestival; First Harvest

.] Macedonian Day of the Dryads: maiden spirits of woods

and water

9 Druid Feast of the Fire Spirits

Roman Vinalia Rustica: wine festival of Venus and Pan

I l-13 Celtic Puck Fair: Fertility Festival

I [J Roman Feast of the Flowers: celebrating achievements

19 Roman Vnalia: Marriage of Bacchus

20 European Marriage Day of the God and the Goddess

21 Greek Festival of Hecate: to protect the harvest

28 Norse Flarvest Festival

September
2 Greek Grape Vine Festival: honoring Ariadne and

Dionysus

11 Greater Eleusinian Mysteries: rites of Demeter/Perse-
phone/Hades done every five years (prepare on the 2nd,

initiates on the 1lth, puri$ring sea bathing on the 12th,

offerings of barley and grain on 13th, "holy basket of
Demeter"/Persephone's abduction by Hades on the 14th,

torch procession for Demeter's search on the 15th, Holy
Night/Initiations show mystery/promise of renewed life
on the 16th, games/sports/Feast of Divine Life dedicated

to Tliple Goddess of Kore-Demeter-Persephone on the

18th, return with earthen jars representing the womb of
Demeter on the 19th)

13 Egyptian Lighting the Fire Ceremony: for spirits of the

dead
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2l Mrrlrotr: liall llcluinox, Second llarvcst, llarvest Flome,
'l'hanksgiving

Norse Winter Finding

23 Babylonian Ishtar's Day: Great Goddess

26 Mesopotamian Day of the Sheepfolds: sacrifice to Goat
God Azrzel

27 Mesopotamian Day of the Willows: Festival of Astarte

29 GreekFestival of Nemesis: Goddess of Fate

October
2 Druid Feast of the Guardian Spirits

4 RomanJejunium Cereris: Fast Day for Ceres

5 Rumanian Dionysiad: wine festival

Greek Apaturia: three-day meeting of the clans/receivins
new children into the clans/dedication on the last dav.

called Koureotis

14 Greek Thesmophorus: five-day women's pilgrimage for
Aphrodite as Goddess of Genetyllis (childbirth), Demeter
as Mother of a beautiful child (Persephone), with revelry
the first day, celebration the second, temple of Demeter
the third, fast and mourning for Persephone the fourth,
and rejoicing the fifth day

18 English Great Horn Fair: Festival of Herne using
centuries-old reindeer anders (black and red), involving
Marian/Robin of the Wood fertility themes

24 Drujd Feast of the Spirits of the Air

26-Nov. 2 EgyptianZetesis and Fleuresis: search and
recovery of Osiris by Isis
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i | (leltic Srrnhain: I lallow',s livc; [,ast l-Iarvest; New \tar,
day when the veil between the worlds is thinnest (God

enters the Goddess'womb for rebirth, hence the tomb

becomes the womb)

November
I Day of the Banshees: Reign of Celtic Cailleach (a Crone

Goddess)

Egyptian Festival of Hathor: Mother of the Gods

Celtic Lunatishees: Day of the Fairie Sidhe, Old
November Day

Roman Fontinalia: Feast of Fons, God of Springs

Druid Feast of the Musicians

Thracian Night of Flecate: Goddess of the Moon, Magic,

and Witches

22 Roman Festival of Diana: Goddess of Moon, Hunt,
Wilderness; Birth

Night of the Burning Lamps: Shiva (the) Pillar of Light,
using oil lamps as symbol of Shiva as the Infinite Light

4th Thursday United States llarvest Flome, Thanksgiving

27 Day of Parvati: Mother of the lJniverse

29 Egypnan Feast of Hathor: as Sekhmet, Lioness and Sun

Goddess, the alternate of Bast, the Cat Goddess

December
1 Greek/Roman Day of Pallas Athena/Minerva

3 Roman day of Cybele or Rhea: Great Mother

I+28 Halcyon Days: time of tranquility

17 Roman/Greek Saturnalia begins: festival to Saturn/

Kronos as llarvest and Father Time with His scythe

2

1l

t3

t4

T6
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2l Ytrlc: Wintcr S<-rlstice

(leltic Alban Arthuan: Return of the Sun God

24 RomanJuvinalia: Saturnalia holiday for children with
gifts from Father Time as he departs to make way for Sol

Invictus

Celtic/German Nodlaig Eve/Modresnach: Night of the

Great Mother

25 Roman Sol Invictus: Saturnalia holiday of Birth of the
Invincible Sun

European Feasts of Herne, Frey, Saturn, Dionysus: birth
of the God, the Light of the World

Babylonian Birth of the Sun to the Queen of Heaven

26-Jan.6 Yuletide: festivities include Lord of Misrule; Fool's

Parade, and masters serving their workers

31 Scottish Hogmany Eve: Hag's Eve

New Year's Eve

Egyptian Lucky Day of Sekhmet

British Wassail

Palmistry

What to Read

Most of my students are fascinated with the art of palmistryr, and I

fit it in at the end of the class since it really moves quickly when

presented. Palmistry is holistic in the sense that it isn't just the

lines in one hand that are read, but both hands as well as their

shape, fingers, palm, presence and thickness of mounds, length of
fingers, and flexibility of thumb. When the palmist takes your

hand, all these subtle messages are being assessed and read, even

though the reader may seem to be simply prepping your hand for

a look at the lines.
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which hantl to rcrtl? 'l'his is rhc rnosr-ofien-asked question.

[ierrerally speaking, the lcJt hand is the "birth hand" that shows

yorrr innate aspects and life's porentials. The right band shows

i,,* 1r,,,"nrial is being used. In a good reading, the palmist will
gtrrrrrine both hands, but the hand most often read is the p71iler

hawl-the one rhat the person having the reading favors. If you

tre arnbidextrous, say so, because there is a lot of flow between

both hands in this case.
,['he 

easiest way to learn about palmistry is know what the cri-

teria are for interpretations and then apply these to the reading. I
have my srudents srart with their own hands. Doing an outline of

your hand on a piece of paper and then filling it in from the fol-

lowing listings is part of your assignment for this class'

Remember, many hands do not have a lot of the possible fea-

tUres described, and this too tells you something about the person

you are reading. I once read for a young woman whose palm was

firm ,rrd nearly devoid of lines. The only lines present were the

ilrajor ones, and these were deeply etched. She was a very direct

person, unemotional, methodical, sure of herself and her goals,

tnd she knew that when she married it would be deliberately prac-

tical. She vouched for my interpretation, by the way, and told me

ihe was studying to become a certified Public Accountant. she

was engaged to a man she picked for his intelligence and compat-

ibility. They planned to wed after college and open a joint busi-

ness as CPAs.

Hand Types
Air: long fingers, square palm, many fine lines in palm;

expressive, emotionally stable, intellectually curious;

writers, teachers, public people, communications

Earth: short fingers, square palm, deeply lined palm;

serious, practical' active; manual labors like farming,

carpentry, machine operator, business, office' sales
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Wrtcr: long fingcrs, rectangular paltn, trratry clcar lines in

llrrlrrr; sensitive, creative, quiet studious careers and low
pressure occupations like research

Fire: short fingers, rectangular palm, shallow, thin lines;
creative, energetic, assertivel artists, customer service

Finger Shapes

Conic: sensitive, impulsive, intuitive

Round: balanced disposition, adapts easily to changes

Square: likes order and regularity, confident, clear-thinking

Spatulate: independent, energetic, action-loving

Mixed: versatility, adaptable, can excel in various occupations

Fingers and Their Lengths
Litde (Mercury): communications, business, science,

relationships
long: shrewd and clever
short: diffi culty with self-expression

Ring (Sun): art, personality, creativity, success, talents
long: imaginative, dreamer, takes chances

short: easily firrstrated, prefers solid reality

Middle (Saturn): responsibility, self-direction, introspection,
wisdom
long: careful and meticulous in duties
short: holds back on abilities

Index (|upiter): ambition, self-confi dence, sociability,
leadership, religion
long: is self-assured, a leader
short: is underconfident, insecure

Thumb (Earth/Human): first joint is will, second joint is logic,
third joint is the rhlthm of life
long overall: is enterprising
short overall: is practical and loyal
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longcst joint is rttost inllucnt.ial; eclual lengths show a

balance

Mound Locations and Descriptions
Mound of Mercury: beneath litde finger; none: lack of

business skills, unable to communicate well
well-developed: talent for self-expression, liveliness

highly developed: talkative, garrulous

Mound of Sun: beneath ring finger
none: low energ'y levels, lack of aesthetic interests or
creative pursuits
well-developed: artistic ability, love of beauty, fine arts,

culinary arts, etc.

hi ghly develop ed : extrava gant, materialistic, vanity, self-

indulgence

Mound of Saturn: beneath middle finger
none: indecisiveness, pessimism, humorlessness

well-developed: independent nature' enjoys solitude as

well as companionship, self-awareness' emotional balance,

fidelity, prudence
highly developed : self-absorbed

Mound ofJupiter: beneath the index finger
none: low self-esteem, idleness, dislike of authority
well-developed: even temper, assertive' self-assured

highly-developed: can be a strong leader or overbearing,

vain, and self-absorbed

Mound r:f Venus: beneath the thumb-everyone will have

this one
weak: delicate health, lack of exuberance and sensitivity

firm and round: compassionate' successful, love of outdoors,

vitality
highly-developed: physical energy, sexuality, eat and drink
a lot
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Mornrtl oltMoor.r: op1'lositc of Mounrl 1;l:!g111l1;-balancc ol
irrrlrgination and reality, subconscious, peace, harmony:
wcak or none: totally realistic, no fantasizing
wcll-developed: good intuition and imaginarion, srrong
nurfurer
highly-developed: restlessness, active imagination, creativ i r y

Mound of Mars (+): between Mound ofJupiter and Mouncl ol
Venus-shows assertiveness, ability to overcome obstaclcs:
weak: quiet and passive nature
well-developed: average courage and aggressiveness
highly-developed: hot tempered, passionate

Mound of Mars (-): between Mound of Mercury and Mouncl
of Moon-shows determination, resistance
weak: not assertive

well-developed: self-reliance, courage, somewhat stubborn
highly-developed: inflexibility, tendenry to cruelry or
violence

Plain of Mars: hollow of the center of the palm
shallow: person tends to be confident
average: person tends to careful
deep: person tends to be more timid

Lines of the Hand
Life: around thumb into palm from Mound of Mars (+)

wide arc: warm and responsive person
shallow: aloof and inhibited
curve ends at Mound of Venus: enjoyment of domestic life
curve ends at Mound of Moon: love of adventure and travel
long, unbroken line: long, healthy life
short, unbroken line: shorteq but healthy life
breaks in line: illnesses or life changes
broken toward the end of line: old age of eighty-five
"M" in hand: the clearer it is, the lonqer the life
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I lcart: from cdgc o{tprtlnt rltttlcr Mound of Mercury across

upper paltn, shows afl'ection:

clean and strong: has a loving natul'e

chains: indecision
breaks: a disappointment in love

goes through a circle: temporary separation from a loved one

upswing: instinctive sexuality, physical important in love

straight: romantic imagery important in love

2-3 branches at end: physical, emotional, intellectual balance

chained: freely emotional; rnay be frequendy hurt due to

sensitivity
island (especially by Mound ofJupiter): disappointments;

possible divorce

I{ead: from edge of palm under Mound ofJupiter across mid-
palm, shows intelligence and interests:

clear and strong: so is the mind
straight across the palm: logical thinker
slight downward curve: likes math or science

sharp downward curve: artistic rnind
joined with Life line: close ties to family
reaches the Mound of the Moon: highly imaginative
two-thirds across palm: has average intelligence, influenced

by lines touching it
long line: keen insight, range of intellectual interests

wide gap at Life line: impulsive and impatient
narrow gap at Life line: tentativeness

Heart and Head:
close together: cautiousness, introverted
wide apart: independent, high-spirited, extrovert
longest line rules in love; equal lengths show balance

of both

Destiny/Fate: vertical from base of palm to mounds beneath

the fingers, shows career information, not everybody has

long; active throughout life
unbroken: lots of success
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c:rosscrl/breaks in line: a setback or ch:urgc in direction
islanrls: temporary obstacles

fades away at base of palm: career tends to fade with age

small triangle at base of palm end: quiet, uneventful life
starts high in palm: late career

starts at Mound of Moon: several careers; people involverl
starts at Mound of Venus: family important in career
second vertical line: 2nd career

ending: location influences career ending

Health: vertical from base of palm toward Mound of
Mercury shows the state of health; not everyone has one

presence of line: anxieties and nerves

absence ofline: general good health

IJranus: vertical along or within the Mound of Moon, show

psychic power, not everyone has one
presence of line: highly intuitive, psychic, perceptive,
eccentricity is a form of expressiveness

absence of line: normal intuitive powers

Bracelets: along wrist below palm show luck and longevity by
clanty and length of lines
lst line by thumb: health
2nd line: wealth
3rd line: happiness

for women: each line is also a week in a month:
complete ones: how many and which weeks in a month are

high energy
incomplete ones: low energ'y weeks in a month

Litde Lines
Neptune: arc at base of palm, shows health

presence of line: tendency to allergies or addictions
(smoking, drinking, overeating, etc.)

absence of line: nonallergic and not prone to addictions

Children: vertical beneath little finger
count the number to see how many children are probable
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Key to Lines of the Hand

Mercury gl Mars

Venus J Jupiter
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I{clttionships: horizontal lines benc:rth thc little finger
trurnbcr of deep friendships or mates

rnidway between base of litde finger and heart line is agc

thirty-five-ish

Healer: set of vertical lines beneath area between little fingcr'
and ring finger
if you have (usually three lines together), person is a heale r'

or a caregiver

Tlavel: horizontal lines at end of palm by Mound of Moon
deep lines: significant travels
faint lines: lesser travels
no lines: travels minimal or are not significandy important
(vacations)

Circles and Rings
Circle of \bnus: arc beneath Mounds of Sun and Saturn

presence: sensitivity, artistic flair
Ring of Saturn: arc beneath the ring finger, Mound
of Saturn
presence: conservative, sober, enjoys solitude

Mystic Ring: arch beneath the index finger, Mound ofJupiter
presence: wisdom, able to teach, spiritual discernment and
authority

Other Marks
asterisks or triangles: good luck
cross-hatches on a line: complications
line breaks and begins anew above or below the former linc:
change

dots on a line: interruptions
linked islands on a line: recovering from a crisis
grid on a line: diffusion of energy
line ends in a split: adaptability
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Whcn it corncs to rcirtlirrg rr pcrson'.s pzrltn, I recommend dis-

cre tior-r and a cornpletc ovcrview of the hand. Lines can change

il'r person works at developing areas of limitations. If you lack

thc ability to be tactful, you could end up hurting people's feel-

ings as well as short-changing them in the reading. Just because

fiomeone's hand shows little emotion is not to say the person

tkresn't love anyone-what is shown is that love is firmly
grcrunded in realistic terms. Be careful ushat you do.The Rules of
(londuct still apply.

Assignment
1. Create your own calendar of holy days

2. Draw an outline of your hand on a piece of paper. Draw the
lines as carefully as you can to match those in your palm.
Now write out the interpretations you can see there. Do
you see room for changes? What areas do you want to
improve upon? With the palm as your guide, you can create

your own learning/development program.



Class B
Review; Spell Creating & Casting;

Types of Magical Spells; Herb
Qraft; Oils; Basic Candle Magics;

Assignment

Keview

What are the Rules of Conduct?
1

2.

a
a

4.

If you had difficulty remembering the Rules of Conduct, you
might want to review Class One where they are introduced and
explained. If you had no trouble at all remembering the Rules,

good going!
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Casting the Learning Circle
This time we will be casting an Elemental cross circle. You will

need a different candle and holder or saucer for each Elemental.

The candle for Earth should be green-dark if in fall or winteq

light if in spring or summer. The candle for Air should be yellow,

,rrd 
"g"in 

the shade depends on the season. Fire should have a red

candle (or orange candle, but not pink), and the shade can vary

from a bright cherry red for spring or summer to a burgundy red

for fall or holly red for winter. The candle for water should be

blue, with the shade varying for the season' Light the candles

prior to starting.

llave everything you will be using in the center of the place

where your circle will be cast. Incense may also be lit and set

there. with this circle you are first "setting" the Elementals,

rather like monoliths in a paleolithic stone circle, then casting the

circle. Your envisionings should be very solid in form, such as four

stone pillars with the tops carved with the heads of a bull, eagle,

lion, and dolphin, or other Elemental associations' Begin by fac-

ing north. With the wand in your power hand, raise your hand

and wand straight up, and extend the other hand, palm down,

straight out in front of You.

I call upon thee Ehmental Eartb! As we are kith and

kin, come and meet wi.tb rne as I prepare my circle'

Seutre the houndary of the Nonh and gaard against

interntpti'ons (raise the palm of your hand as though

doing an imaginary "halt"). So Mote h Be!

Drop the hand to your side, bend the elbow of your "wand"

,r- 
"rrd 

bring the wand against your chest, pointing upward, then

turn to the opposite Quarter-South. Repeat the process and

invocation using the correct Elemental and direction. Turn to th€

East, do the invocation, turn to the west, and do the invocation.

Remain facing West, your wand against your chest, your other

hand at your side.
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Raise up the wand with your power hand and say:

The circle is cast as a circle of pozaer; ancbored by the
Elernentals and blessedf.rom aboue and below; inside
and witbout; around and aboat me. So Mote It Be!

Lower the wand and move West-North-East-South-West in a

circle while still standing at the center, envisioning a blue light
streaming from the end of the wand, connecting the Elementals to
the circle. You are back where you were. Set the wand on your
rrltar or table and you are ready to begin the lesson.

When finished with the lesson and any other work you want to
clo inside this protective circle, have some refreshments for
grounding, honoring the Divine as with the Cakes and Wine riru-
rrl (text pages 156-157) up to "The circle is now cleared. So mote
it bel" Open the circle beginning at rhe West and moving to the
South, then the East, the North, and back to the West with your

l}rsic altar set-up to usc wit"lrin a learning circle.
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wand, envisioning the blue light returning from the boundary of

the circle into the wand:

Tbe circle is opened', yet the circle remains' its power

flowing aroand me and tbroagh ma

The Elemental Cross that had anchored the circle is now

farewelled. start at the South, turn to the North, then the west,

thentheEast,andaddresseachElementalasfollows:withthe
wand in your power hand' upraised, and the palm of your other

hand in that ,,halt" pose. Tirrn the "halt" hand (slipping or unan-

choring), raising it to also clasp the wand'

Elemental Fire, thoa bast shared tby power wi'tb me

and' secured, rny circle as I stadied m! rny Craft' Tbe

lesson of this ci'rcle aids me to understand tby power

and our bond, one to anotben

Bring the wand in both hands down to your chest' wand point'

ing upward' Then open your arms so the wand is in the power

hand pointing outward, and the other hand is opened' palm up:

Tbe ri.taal i's ended, go in Peace'

Your arms are spread rather like an embrace' so now bring

them back to cross on your chest and bow slighdy:

My btessi.ngs take with tbee, and' tbine apon me'

Snuff the candle and move to the next Elemental' going to

Earth, then Water, then Air, repeating the farewell' Put away your

tools. Empty your libation from the Cakes and Wine ritual' and

touch yoo, pal*s to the ground to drain off any excessive enersy'

This rypl of casting is performed when in dire need of help or

pfotection,asitcallstheElementalsintothecircleinadefensive
,,"rr... There should be a sense of staunch alliance and securify

inthiskindofcircle.AnElementalCrosscirclecanbeusetlitt
the event of impending natural upheavals such as tornatltti'
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hurricanes, floods, and earthquakes. You can then make your
desires known, such as a call for protection of your home.

Spell Creating and Casting

Correspondences for Spell Work
The basic tools for spellworking, discussed in Class One, include
wand, ritual knife (athame), cutting knife (bolline), candle,
incense, and your Book of Shadows. Additional tools are the
cauldron, pentacle, a cup of beverage, bowl of salt, bowl of
water, libation bowl, candle snuffer, bell, designators for the
Quarters, and Statues, but you do not need all of this to conduct
rnagic. Most of the tools help set the mood and create that
altered state where magical power is accessed and directed into
rnanifestation.

Casting a circle is done prior to conducting spellwork. You can
have a permanent circle or create one as needed. You can discreet-
ly create a circle when you feel a need for protection from nega-
tive energies just by using the forefinger of your power hand. The

l)urpose for the circle during spell work is to contain the energy
you are raising until you are ready to let it flow to complete a task.
'l'he circle is not a flat spot on the ground around you, but should
lrc envisioned as a sphere that passes through walls and floors,
rrnder the ground and through the air above to encapsulate the
rrragic worker. Once the energ'y is raised and sent, the circle can
t hen be opened.

One of the primary reasons for creating your Book of Shadows,
, rr Spellbook, is to hold your own lists of cowespond.ences. This can be
Irrrndwritten, the traditional method, or typed on the computer.
'l'lre purpose remains the same-to help keep your practice con-
sistent. The more magic you conduct, the more experience you

lirrin as to what works for you and what does not. Do not be afraid
, rl' r'evising or addirrg to yout' corrcsyr<ltrclences.
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'l'hc: typic'rrl listings in a lJook o[ Shirrkrws inclutlc herbs 
'tn,l

thcir rrrrrgicirl prollerties (text page 51);incer-rses and their uragit',rl

lrropcrtics (tcxt page 57); colors and their meanings (text parg'c (r t );

crystals (chapter B in Green Witchcraft /1); symbols (such as r-unr(

or ogham) and their use in magic (text page 102/ogham chaptct' rrr

second book); q,'rnbolism in divination (text pages 105-108); tlrrl,'

and hours listed with their significance and properties (text prrg,",

67-68).

S).'rnbols present a focus for the magic you are working. Witlr
runic and ogham tables, you can use the rune as an alphabet t,,

create inscriptions. Runes are often combined to form magicrrl

monograms attuned to a particular goal. The qrmbols for posscs

sions and wealth can be drawn together as a talisman, for examplt',

and some people will inscribe such monograms onto an appropri

ate crystal or stone to c rry) or onto a candle of the right color firr'

a money spell. The ogham and mnes can also be used as indivirl
ual qrmbols for their magical meaning. Many people develop thcir

own synbols, such as hearts for love and dollar signs for money.

A list of qrmbolism is different from one of syrnbols as dris

involves images of visual divination such as might appear in tcrr

leaves, candle wax after a spell, clouds, smoke, or dreams (text

pages 105-108).

Timing of Spells

With many spells, timing is very important. The phase of thr'

moon is one the major criteria for when to conduct certain typcs

of spells. If the need is urgent, the spell can be crafted to incorpo-
rate the type of moon currently available. The moon phases arc

the new crescent waxing moon, called the Maiden; the full moon,

called the Mother, and the old crescent waning moon, called thc
Crone. There is also the dark moon, which is the hidden face ol

the Goddess, or the mystic moon.

Just as the various phases of the moon affect tides, they aid thc
energ'y flow to particular tasks. Thus, the waxing moon of thc
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Mairlcn is drc ltcst tilnc lrrr tuitgics tlealing with new beginnings or

tlcvcloping works.'lhis is when you do spells for gaining wealth,

trirppiness, a new job, and so forth.'lhe Full Moon of the Mother

is the best time for spells of completion and for honoring energies

rrnd spirits. This is the most often celebrated Esbat (not all witch-

cs celebrate dark moon Esbats). The Full Moon is when you do

rrragics you envision as completed. Often a spell might start a few

tlays before the Full Moon so that by ritually moving a candle or

burning it an hour each day until the full moon, you can envision

progress on the desired goal and completion on the full moon.

'l'hen you no longer work on that spell, but see it as done.

The waning moon of the Crone is best used for magical work

involving banishings, purgings, or exorcisms. This is when you get

rid of bad habits or banish poverty' for example. The DarkMoon is

good for divination, dark power rituals, and spiritual meditations.

Planetary and celestial arrangements can be factored into the

timing of your spells if you are so inclined. These include month-

ly astrological signs, planetary movement in the signs and houses

of the Zodiac, planetary inter-relationships (conjunctions, trines,

squares, etc.), passing comets, meteor showers, and solar storms.

For this, an astrological planner, almanac, or calendar is most use-

ful. General associations with the celestial bodies are:

Sun: individuality, pride, display, success, honors, energy'

power

Moon: personality, sensitivity, emotions, desires, start/end

of cycles, projects, intuition, contentment

Mars: dynamic energy, aggressiveness, willpower, sex drive,

initiative

Mercury: communication, skill, agilitg sensory

impressions, thinking, learning

Jupiter: optimism, opportunity, health, expansion, finances,

wealth, idealism, justice
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Vcr r r rs: soc'ilr lli lity, lovc, fi'icutlshil'ls, clr rotiorrs, :rrtistr-y,
villucs, nl()ncy, luxuries

Slr tu rn : anrbition, structure, realism, self-preservation,
self:control, restrictions/freedom, business, materiality

Neptune: occultism, subconscious, psychic energy, spirit,
otherworldly, idealism, creativiry, illusion

IJranus: sudden and unpredictable changes, tensions, news,
ori ginality, knowledge, innovation, divination,

Pluto: transformation, sex, death, rebirth, the soul,
evolution, lJnderworld, extremes, spirituality, life rycle
free from bondage

Magic may be timed according to the most propirious hour ol
the day or night. The planetary tables are discussed on text pagt,
68, but the easiest thing to do is pick up a copy of Llewellyn's Mug
ical Almanac for any year. The table is neatly printed out by sun,
rise and sunset hours, and you can copy it or cut it out and glue it
into your Book of Shadows. You can time your spells for an horrr
that is conveniently situated and ruled by the planetary sign con,
ducive to your purpose.

Just as each hour ofthe day has a representative planet, so docs
each day ofthe week (text pages 67-68):

Sunday-Sun (power; Selfi forrune; hopes; spirit)

Monday-Moon (intuition; divination ; family; emotion)

Tiresday-Mars (energy; courage; contests; matrimony)

Wednesday-Mercury (communication; reason; skill; money)

Thursday-Jupiter (honor; riches; law; health)

Friday-Venus (love; friends; social; arts; pleasure)

Saturday-Saturn (discipline; secrets; protection; life)

You can optimize the energy of your spell, then, by picking the
appropriate moon phase, the appropriate day, and the appropriatc
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Irotn' in which to critttltrct yout' tttrtgic. Add the right herbs, color
ol'cirndles, and you are reacly. 'l'hese all come straight out of your

llook of Shadows, which is rather like a menu from which you

pic:k selections for each course of the meal as you compose the

intcracting components of your spell.

The number of the hour is another factor that can be utilized in
sllell creating. The basis lies in numerology, and if you find astrol-

ogy too much trouble to deal with, the numbers work very well:

1 the letters A, J, S; Sun; Fire; Developing the Self, the All,
Beginning and Ending; Wholeness and Unity

2 the letters B, K, T;Moon; Water; Sensitivity and Personali-
ty, Ti-uth, Blessing, Duality; Balance

3 the letters C, L, U;Jupiter; Fire; Health and Opportunity,
Tiiads and tiple fupects; Career

4 the letters D, M,V; Uranus; Air; Divination & Knowledge,

Quarters, Firmness, Strength; Foundations

5 the letters E, N, W; Mercury; Air; Communication, five-fold
Aspect of Pentagram (four Elementals + Spirit); Fulfillment

6 the letters R O, X; Venus; Earth; Sociability and Emotions,
Unity of Tliple Goddess and Tiiple God, Magnetism, Cats;

Decisions

7 the letters G, P, Y; Neptune; Water; Sub-conscious,

Intuition, Psychic Power, Mysticism, Dual tiads as a

Unity; Change

8 the letters H, Q, Z;Satarn; Earth; Freedom, Dual
Foundations, Material and Spiritual Worlds, Law; Self-

discipline ; Tiavel/News

9 the letters I, R; Mars; Fire; Aggression, Energy, New Path,

Immortality, Indestructible; Binding to Completion

The digits of larger numbers are added until you get to the base

number: 12 is 1 +2 -3t22is2 +2 =4, so if the dayof theweekis
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1.5, y,rr t'rrrltl scc it as rl-rc r'eaning applicrl t, tl.re number 6; if tlrt,
sllcll is c'nductecl i'the third hour after sunset, you can focus.rr
drc vrlue fbr that number (sunset at 6 p.M., spell at 9 p.M. for enc'
gy). -fhe mo-digit numbers may be used for mystical value, rrr.
most popular being r3. This it the perfe* number of Ail (r) arrtl
tinity (3), thus, the lJniverse. Other numbers are 10 for complc
tion, 12 for the even dozens and relation to Faerie magics, arrrl
multiples like I I , 22 , 33 , 44, and so forth for double emf,hasis ,, r

the main number. somerimes the doubles are read 
^, 

z iy 2 or .\

by 3, etc. for a balance of the value of the number. Tliples ar" rrs",l
for bindings, and quadruples are used for squaring and setting*
making the value of the number a foundation for a spell.

Much of Green witchcraft is more attunecl to the moon antl
the sun rather than the planetary arrangements, but I offer thc
astrological information simply because it is there, should vou bc
inclined to use it, and because I sometimes incorporat" it ir, -yown practice. The numerological information is often used in
the Green craft. You can time your magic then according t'
moon phase, hour of the day, day of the week, and the numbers
of the date. Long-range planning can include the solar phasc
(season), comets, meteor showers, and so forth. For timing rrrirrg
the planetary hours guide, all you need to find out i, *h"r, ,rrrr_
rise and sunset occur for any given day in your location. you can
find this inforrnation in the daily newspaper and also on thc
weather channel.

As an example of how you could time a spell, let us say you
\^rant to increase money flow to you. The day of the week for ri.h.,
is Thursday, ruled byJupiter. Jupiter on Thursdays rules the first
and eighth hour after sunrise and the third and tenth hour after
sunset' 'rhe number three is aJupiter number, so for triple poten-
cy, you would wanr to use a Thursday, the third hour rft.r r,rrrr"r,
during a waxing moon to perform a money spell. Say the sun sets
at 6 p.M., the spell is conducte d at 9 p.M., and you include in your
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lirus tlrc cncrgy rrntl llowcr ol'tlrc urrrrrber 9 (which is 3 x 3, and

this is often usctl irs a chanting rnethod of binding a spell to com-

lrltrtion). Now your tirning is set for optimum results.

Preparation for Spellwork
( )rrcc you know what kind of spell you want, and have determined
whcn the best time to perform the ritual is, you need to outline
whlt exactly you plan to do. I recommend using notecards, which
you can later file (a recipe box works well for this), subdivided by
tylles of spells, chants, invocations, and blessings. You could also

rlctail each spell in your Book of Shadows or Spellbook. The
Spellbook can become something of a jumble over the years, but
since you use it constantly, it will have a cozy feel of familiarity to
you. If you do have trouble locating your spells, you can always

trrb the book by spells or insert an index page that you can add to
Itrd change as the list grows. The front list of the spells can be

rulphabetical by topic, with the page number of the spell next to it.
Consider all the details you will need in a spell. List the sup-

plies, the symbols you will inscribe or otherwise use, chants, and

step by step procedure. There are sorne examples of spells on text
pages 13 3-13 8. Remember to change some aspect of any spell you
copy from someone else. This must be done to make the spell
yoars. A lot of the grimoires have spells in them that conrain a

deliberately misleading element. The idea was that only someone

who knows what the correlations are can spot the error and cor-
rect it, thus making the spell personalized. So when you formulate
your timing, for example, you may come up with something
different from what another person's spell suggests. You could
substitute ingredients, inscriptions, and technique while still
incorporating many of the offered details into your own spell.

Once you know what you are doing, when, and with what pro-
cedure, you need to prepare the tools and materials in advance to
conducting the spell. Purif' yourself and the working space. Pick

t95
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out thc inccr.rsc you want fbr your circlc: stick, c{rne, powdcrcrl,
rcsitr, or hcrbal. With powdered, resin, and herbal incenses, y,,u
ncccl zr heat-proof container and charcoal blocks. A roll of thcst'

small blocks can be found in most variety and gift shops, and any

where else that incense is sold. Begin with dropping a smrrll

amount of the powdeq resin, or herbs onto the lit charcoal antl

the smoke should be released. You can add more incense lrs

desired. Dragon's blood resin adds power to spellwork and yet has

a delicious scent. Frankincense and myrrh are other resins trarli
tionally used and have a very "churchy" aroma. Mixed blends ol

powdered incense are used according to their associations (text

page 57-58), as are herbs (text pages 51-56). Charcoal eats ul)

oxygen, so using these blocks requires adequate ventilation. If yorr

feel dizzy or headachy, you need more air.

Now you are ready to create the circle and make your invocN"

tions. You may hold an observance such as an Esbat along with
spellwork, or you may want a separate ritual just for the spell. Irr

either case, you will raise and then direct that energy to carrying
out the goal of the spell. Earth, or ground the residual power by

touching the floor or ground with the palms of your hands anrl

envisioning t-he excess energy draining out. Take some refresh-

ment, do your parting or farewells, open the circle, and put aw'.ry

your tools.

Energy Raising, Focusing, Directing, and Sending
When it comes to creating your spell, you need to identi$r the pur-
pose. Sometimes it is easy to confuse t-he outcome with the pur-
pose, but if you delineate to yourself what it is that you want to
accomplish, and feel it, then your work will be directed to the pur-
pose of the spell. Suppose, for example, that you merely like somc-

one, but that person appears to be very dependent on you. Yorr

want your independence, but don't want to hurt anyone's feelings.

To do a spell to find a compatible partner for your friend woukl
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nt't'otttplisl-r thc orrlconrc ol't'clicving you of feeling responsible
firr tlris pcrson. IJut thc rcal problcm is that yotdo feel responsi-

Irlc, not that you need to be doing spells involving people who
Irirvc not asked for them. The true purpose of the spell is to free

yourself from the burden of unwanted emotional ties to this per-
son. That makes the spell for you and addresses your feelings

itlrout the situation.
Now that the purpose of the spell is known, you can focus on

nchieving the desired outcome. IJse your list of correspondences

to construct the spell according to the associations of the topics
(herbs, colors, days, hours, etc.) Have a single word/image in
tnind to state when energ'y is raised so that you can send it out at
the end of the spell-perhaps something like "freedom."'llou can

taise energy with dance, breathing style, and chanting. A chant,

rcpeated over and over with a building of focus and breathing
can be used to raise energy and enhance a spell. Most witches
compose their own simple rh)zmes or chants that maintain a beat
or rhythm.

Once you feel the raised energ'y is at a peak, use the single word
you have already chosen to send the energy to accomplish the
task. While a short phrase can also be used, I believe you dissipate

some of the power raised by taking too long to explain where the
energ'y is going and what it is accomplishing. Setting up your
materials so that you can use your hands to point the way for the
spell may help for spells involving specific directions. If you want
your magic to go to New York City, and you live in Illinois, as you
end of the spell direct it with your hands motioning to the east.

Then see the spell as successfully completed, ground, and have

some refreshment.

Another method of raising energ'y is to chant the traditional
Wtch's Rune found on the next page.
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I)u'rkso'm.e 'night and sbining rnoon
Enst, then South, tben West, tben Nortlt
Harken to tbe Witcbes' Rane
Here I corne to call tbee forth
Eartb and Water, Air and Fire
Wand and pentacle and sword
Work ye anto rny desi.re

Hearken ye anto my word
Cord and censer, scoarge and knife
Powers of the Witcbes' blade
Awaken all ye anto life
Come ye as tbe cbarrn is made.

Queen of beaaen, Qaeen of bell,
Horned Hanter of the night
Lend your power anto my spell
And work my will by magi.c rite
By all the power of land and sea

By all the rnigbt of moon and san
As I d.o will, so mote it be

Chant the spell and, be it dane

Eko, Eko Azarak
Eko, Eko Zamilak
Eko, Eko Cernunnos
Eko, Eko Arad.i.a (repeat the Ekos until energy is
raised and ready to release).

This chant is often used in conjunction with dancing arounrl

the circle, giving you the energy of the chant as well as of thc

dance. You could also repeat the phrases that especially appeal t<r

you until you are ready to send the energy. The rune itself is acnr-

ally a combination of ceremonialism and the Gardnerian tadi-
tion. Witches do not recognize "heaven" and "hell," except as thc

IJniverse and Underworld or Shadowland. The scourge is also not

used in all Thaditions, and while today it is generally made of sofi

materials, the original version (per the murals at Pompeii's llouse
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rrl'Mystcrics antl llrtgcllrrtc tlrrtlitiott) wrts irttcntlcd to draw blood.
'l'lrc word "ckr)" c'.lu bc tracctl itrto history as a Medieval misinter-

l,r(:tlltion of the cry of the ancient Bacchantes (maenads) of Bac-

rhrrs (Dionysus), "Evoa," meaning "Thou art invoked."

lrrcluded in this Rune are names of power', which may be used if
ihery work for you. These names come from the books called gri-

Irrrircs, written by ceremonial magicians of the twelfth century

onward. The names come from a variety of sources, including cer-

crrronial lists of angels, demons, spirits, powers, and more. There

rtr0 names that are supposed to represent planetary Oll'rnpic' and

clcrnental spirits, but many names were simply made up in a fren-

zy of power-raising by a magician speaking in tonppes. The iel

errdings to names give them a connection with Faerie, Other-

world, or Heaven. El is also the most ancient word for the Divine,

firund in ancient Mesopotamia, as endings to the names of ancient

tlcities and nature spirits, and used as the Hebrew word for "God"
(Bub-el = Flouse of God).

From the perspective of the Green Witch, the use of the

Itunes' names of power combines Pagan and Christian deity con-

cepts-two diverse deity images for the Lord and the Lady-
which lessens the impact. The Rune, however, can be altered to fit
your personal viewpoint and spiritual path, invoking the deities

nnd powers you relate to.

Many other names of power are the ancient deities transformed

into mostly into demons (Astaroth, Aamodeus, Asrnoday) or into

angels and spirits. Other names are Latinized deities or words

used as .ront r such as "wisdom" is the name llagenti; Stolas is .

herbs and stone (particularly the standing stones found all over

Europe and accepted as holding occult power). A few sample

names of power are: Zazel, Agiel, Yophiel, Agares, Paimon,

Zagan, Andrealphus, Abrac, Beleth, Morax, Orias, Ose (which I
especially enjoy since this was my great-aunt's name and she was

strong-willed, yet sweet-tempered), and Hagenti.
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Types of Magical Spells

Type of Spell Defined by Purpose
Spells can be created for a variety of reasons. One of the rnosl

cornmon purposes is to draw something to the person casting llr..
spell. Money spells, love spells, spells for healing, and so forrh ,rr',,

all examples of drawing spells. In this tFpe, you are filling a necrl,

bringing something positive into your life. The attraction pow(.1

is enhanced with timing, appropriate herbs, syrnbols, colors, arr,l

the wording you create for your spell. Your focus is identified arr,l

stated, and the raised energy is used to pull the necessary positivr.
energies to you.

But spells can also be used to repel, or cast away what is

unwanted. This type of spell may be a banishing or exorcisrrr.

When you need money, for example, and the moon phase is thr,

Crone's, you could focus your spell as banishing poverty, want, or'

unemployment. If you feel you are surrounded by negative energy

and depression, you can formulate your spell to repel these ener"

gies, then draw in positive, optimistic energies.

Where you feel that there is negative energ'y being directe<l

towards you for whatever reason, you can respond with a spell ol
containment, deflection, or reflection. These kinds of spells arc

more fully discussed in Green Witchcraft [ but basically, the firsr
type of spell would be crafted to contain the negative energy widr-
in the field of the sender. The result here would be that rhe ener-

gy being generated by someone through anger or some other such

motivation will be unable to escape the person's own enbrgy fiekl.
Deflection spells dissipate negative energies that are directetl
toward you. The witch's bottle with broken glass, mirror shards,

pins, nails, thorns, and other sharp objects can be used as part of l
deflection spell that goes into action when you bury the bottle irr
your yard. But before you bury it, you need to create a spell, raisc

the energy, focus and send the energy into the bottle. Reflection
spells are protective to the spellcaster, with the negative energies
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bcing rlirectcrl to you rloirrg rur "rrlront-fhce" and affecting the
original sender.'I'his is a "return to sender" spell where the ener-

;gics rre not disbursed randomly nor prevented from escaping a

person's auric field, but turned around to ricochet back to the
ncnder. The sender then receives the brunt of his/her own nega-

tivc forces.

In all that you do, be sure you are harming none. In other
words, you are not initiating negative magic toward a person.

Instead, reflection magic returns what has been sent back to the
original sender. Deflection magic diffuses and disperses negative

energies, while containment magic restricts negative energies to
the sphere of origin.

Typ" of Spell Defined by Method
'fhere are four basic types of spells defined by method. One of the

most familiar is comparative magic. With this type of spell, you
draw a connection between the objects used in the spell or charm

and the focus of the spell or charm. An example of this is creating
an Elemental Botde to enhance your connection between the Ele-
mentals and yourself (the spell is in Green Witchcraft 11). Compar-
ative magic is demonstrated with the spell concept of "this
represents tbat." You could plant a seed as part of a spell and say, "as

this flower grows, so shall my wealth (friendships, etc.) grow."
Sympathetic magic is another commonly used type of spell.

Here the witch will visualize one object as being another object
which is the accual focus of the spell. For example, poppets and

candle burning spells using seals or sigils are forms of sympathet-

ic magic. Often the spell will include something belonging to the
object of the spell-especially in the older style love/attraction
spells. This is the concept of "this is that." A piece of paper or
cloth is seen as "this is (name X), burning with love for me" or
"this is my pet coming home to me." The item could be burned,

or in the second instance moved closer to something representing
vour home.
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I)irct'tivc rrr:rgit'is irlso contrrrorrly rrsctl rlrtl is sinrply thc r':tisinli
ol'crtcrt'14y, lircrrsing it orr a goal, clirecting drc cncrgy, ancl rclcrrsirry'

it to irc'corrrlllisli the goal. Nmost all candle-burning magics rrrt' 'I
tfris typc.'I'he basic concept here is "let the energies of rhis rllr,r
thut."Yot can be directing energ'y to enhance your health, to rllrrrr
money, to find a job, and so forth.

The last type of spell is one that is rightly used only wrrtr

extreme care and need; it is called trnnsference magic. With tlrr,,

type of spell, you are moving a negative or detrimental encr'1it

from out of a person and into something else to heal the pers( )rr

This spell will only work with dre consent of the recipient, whiclr
generallyweakens and/or dies. The concept in this qpe of spe ll i,,

"let this take on the harmful energie of that. " An example of this ty;,,'
of spell would be the transferring of an illness from a person irrru

a plant. The visualization would be that as the plant withers, tlrr.
person heals.

The Rules of Conduct, "Be careful what you do," and "l)r,
not use The Power to hurt another because what is sent conr(.s

back," must be heeded. All living entities, including plants anrl

animals, are able to communicate to the witch whether or n()t

they are willing to help. Indeed, these living things usually su13

gest the transfer, often from love or devotion, or as a chance (o

cleanse their personal auras or to improve themselves spiritually.
Such a gift is priceless, and can only be accepted with reverenct.
and love.

If you attempt this kind of magic without the consent of thc
recipient you will draw the energy directly to you. If the recipi-
ent dies, you could additionally draw the energ'y of the recipienr
in a spirit of hostility, so you would be doubly affected. Your own
auric field would be diminished by this act as well, and thus you
would be triply affected. This is the only time in the Greerr
Craft where the Rule of Conduct: "Do not use The Power t<r

hurt another because what is sent comes back," is increased. All
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encrgy must llc ttrovctl with purll<tsc to lchieve this three-fold

retunr. lf the recipier-rt forgivcs you, the return is two-fold rather

thrrn three-fold.
'l'he prime example of this type of spell is when a motier draws

to herself any negative energies that may surround her child,

Itecause she is stronger and more aware, and perhaps she will be

sllle to dissipate those negative energies. ller actions work
through the strength of her love for her child.

A devoted family pet may volunteer to take on a deleterious

energy to protect a family member. The spell moves the adverse

energies from the family member to the pet. The pet may be bet-

ter equipped than the person to handle this energy, or the pet may

succumb to the adverse energ'y. My mother felt that much of this

kind of energy is generated unconsciously by people who are envi-

ous or jealous of someone else's family, happiness, or good fortune.

flerb Crafts

Herb Gardening
When you work with herbs, remember to refer to your list of
herbal s]rmbols. Try to keep your practice consistent and fhe ener-

gies being called upon will be clear to you. Growing your own

herbs gives you maximum control over t-he cultivation and har-

vesting of herbs for magical intent. 'llou can plant in your garden

the herbs you tend to use most of all.

While most seed packets and advisories recommend growing

herbs in full sunlight, this really depends on where you are. In
places like Florida, Texas, the Southwestern states, and the desert

areas of California, you will achieve better results if you plant your

herbs on the north side of your yard. Placing an herb garden

under a protective shade mee will keep the plants from withering

in the blazing heat of the sun. While sunlight is needed, the burn-

ing heat can be hard on herbs.

20r
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wrtclirrg vrr.ies with tlrc herbs, l)ut a s(xll(cr h'sc placcd irr rlrr.
grorrrrrl pirssirrg arnong the herbs works very well. Most herlls rrr,.

grcrrt self-seeclers, and it always amazes me how far-flung sccrl
Ii'gs can be fiom their parent plant. I have had heather turn rtr) rl
the brick walkway and thrive there, and bronze fennel pop rrl) rr
the opposite end of the garden. Herbs like St. John's worr rur(l

pennyroyal (wards fleasl) will spread as a ground cover if given rlr,.

chance, so there are some herbs more suited to large containc:r.s.
Betony wili take over your garden and is very difficult to remov,..
This plant will multiply throughout the garden by sending nt,u,
shoots up from its spreading roots. Mint will do this above grourrr I

and below ground, so it too is better suited to growing in a largr.
container.

There are a lot of beautiful, decorative, and old-fashioncrl
styled pots that hold a substantial amount of soil. While sorrrt.

plants do thrive in sandy soil, herbs are basically what many peo
ple call weeds, and they will grow just about any'where becarrs.,
that is part of their hardy nature. You can grow plants like rosc
mary (which can become a large shrub) and artemisia (anothcr.
large, spreading shrub) in pots, or you can place them in the gar.

den according to size. Look for herb books in the garden secri()n
of the bookstore or library for ideas on how you want to arrang(.
your own garden.

Mugwort will spread rather low to the ground and send up tull
stalks, but grows better in temperate climates. When you pick rr

stalk of mug-wort, you can shape it into a circle and wrap the errtl
around itself and the circle will hold. This is a good herb to placc
in your magic area, or to set on top of your crystal ball.

Spices such as marjoram, thyrne, dill, chives, basil, and corian-
der will grow in clumps as long as you nip off their flower buds.
Once they flower, these plants tend to decline. Borage and com-
frey will grow larger and larger, rather like cauliflower-low bur
spread out.
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When you grrthcr yorrr hcl'lrs, lrc sure to let them know in
Itlvance wlr:rt you wrrnt: "l ucccl your help in a spell," or "I need
the power of your flavor in my (meal)." Give the plant your bless-
ing, look at it carefully to see what part of itself the herb is willing
to give to you. This is an instance where your intuitive powers
conre into play. You may want to leave a gift for the plant,
tlcpending on the use you have for the piece you are taking. The
gift could be anything from a cup of water) to a crushed eggshell
(rrry mother used these a lot, especially for the home protection
plants called "Hen and Chicks"), ro a shiny coin stuck in the
ground. Even coffee grounds make a gift, since they represent
power and strength. This is a kind of reciprocal magic berween
you and the herb.

Magical Teas

On text pages 110-114 there is information on divination with
tea leaves, using the power of teas as part of your magical prepa-
rations, and a few examples of tea recipes. How to make a good
cup of tea is described on text page 1 1 1. Another method for
making magical teas is to use an automatic hot tea maker. With
this device, you place a filter inside a basket, drop in loose tea to
suit, put water in the container, set the pot on the hot plate under
the drip, set the strength of the tea, and turn it on. It works like
an automatic drip coffee maker, and you end up with a delicious
pot of tea made from the teas and herbs of your choice. You can
place tea bags in the drip basket; in that case do not use the filter.
With the automatic tea maker you will not have leaves to read, so
if divination is what you have in mind, loose tea in a pot is the
better choice.

I generally use a black tea base for the symbolism of strength.
The black tea increases or enhances the magical power of the
herbs. You might want to rry some of the tea recipes in the text.
Create your own chants for mixing the teas based on the symbol-
ism of the herbs being used and the purpose of your tea. One
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cxrrtrtlllc is lilr lr rccillc lirr l"ltcric (l'".riry) tcrt, ttsetl ill lt Oolttlt:ltlt,,tr
(Jtrcst ritrrrtl ((ircc'n WitchruJt 1,1, Chaptcr liour) ancl gootl l,r
Mirlsurnrncr (Lidra) and when conducting Faerie or Sidhe lrrlrgr( ',:

Fairy Tea
Combine in a teapot:

3 tsp black tea
ttz tsp chamomile
1 tsp dandelion root

1tz tsp elder flower
1tz tsp hops
ltz tsp mug'wort
trz tsp raspberry leaf

11zz tsp rose hips

sayrng as you drop the herbs into the pot or filter basket:

Blnckfor poweq apple of nigbt, root of tbe sam, Lad'y's

blessing, Lord.'s leap for joy, tben bettseen the worlds,

to Fairy bramble, with tokem of loae, brewed to hring
Fair Ones close to me.

If not using an automatic tea maker, boil water in a kettle rrrt,l

add to a teapot that was warmed with a bit of hot water before th.'

tea leaves and herbs were put in. Let steep for five minutes' Warlrr

a second teapot by swirling inside it more hot water from the kct

de. Pour out the water and strain the brewed tea into this warnrt'rl

pot. Add to taste in your teacup whatever sweetener and milk yorr

like. You may want to have something to eat such as cookies ot tt,,t

biscuits (Scottish shortbread is very good and can be found irr

most supermarkets), or other tea snack. This can be part of yorrr'

Cakes and Wine ritual toward the end of your spellwork, or you

can use it to set the mood prior to your Faerie magics.
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Flxternal Magical Uses firr Herhs
I lcrbs have traditionally been used fbr various qpes of cleansings.

lly mixing an herb having the properties of cleansing with spring
wilter, you can empower the water for washing your tools and

altar. Herbs can be hung in bundles around the house to keep the

ntmosphere fresh and attract beneficial energies while repelling
negative energies. You can asperge your sacred space with a sprig

of purple heather dipped in holy water saved from a Sabbat or
Esbat. This refreshes and revitalizes 

^n 
area. A house blessing may

be conducted by asperging each room, censing each room, and

sprinkling the doorways to the house.

Protections and Invitations for Desired
Vibrations/entities
A number of herbal crafts are designed to protect the home

and/or attract positive energies or protective spiritual entities. A
solar wheel can represent power and protection of the God in
your home. Instructions are on text page 227 . A wreath of mug-

wort, already described, can be placed in areas where you practice

divination and it can also be used for protection. Mixed herbal

wreat-hs look beautiful on the front door. but also serve to screen

out negative energies. You can select herbs from the text listing to
be used in the bath before a ritual so you can draw upon the pow-

ers ofthe herbal energies. And ofcourse, herbs have been used in
cooking for many millennia. Think in terms of the magical mean-

ings of herbs when you add them to your meals: rosemarlz, marjo-

ram, thyme, sage, basil, and parsley are excellent additives to
chicken, pot roast, soups, and stews.

Herbs may be also be used in dream pillows and herbal bags.

Choose the color of the cloth to define purpose of the pillow or
bag, then select your herbs from list of correspondences. Decorate

the bag as you wish, with the idea of enhancing magic or visual

image. When the pillow or bag is finished, dedicate it to the pur-
pose for which it was created in a ritual (see Consecration of a
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'lixrl, lcxt lxrgc l7J for sorne ideas).'['hc basic llointin your rilurrl
will lrc to rlcrlicatc thc pillow or bag ro a purpose, passirrg ir

thror.rgh the Elernentals for their power, and calling upon llr(.
Lady and the Lord for their blessing upon it.

Dream pillows are normally placed under the pillow at niglrr,
typically to draw dreams of divination or enhance memory ol

dreams. You can also place a dream pillow under the mattrcss
sheet to keep it in place. Herbal bags or pouches are more oflcn
carried in the purse or pocket either for protection or to attra(.r
money; placed somewhere in the car (under the floor mat, in tlrt,
glove compartment) for protection; or hung in an approprirrrc
place such as in a window of your house, from the interior rear.

view mirror of a car, or over a doorway. You can also make forrr.

pouches and bury them at the four corners ofyour property ol
place them behind the furniture or in a vase or other inconspicu-
ous place in the four corners of roorn, apartment, or home firr.
protection and attraction of positive energies.

Try creating your own dream pillow. Look over the herbs listerl
in the text and select the ones you want to use. Choose the color.
of the material and thread based on the purpose as related to thc
color list. Think on the magical intent as you work and how thc
time of day and phase of the moon relate to your purpose. Conse-
crate the pillow by stating the purpose of the pillow; passing ir

through the q'mbols of the Elementals, and invoking the blessing
of the Lady and the Lord. Then set it on the pentacle on your.
altar, with a lit white candle and incense at either side. After an

hour, it is ready to use.

Oils

Herbs in Oils
Herbal scented oils (refer to text pages 128*130) stimulate the
senses and help to open the awareness of an individual while link-
ing the herbal essence with the person to assist the practitioner in
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rcirching an altcrctl strrtc lir rnrrgicll work. 'I'hese oils infuse the
power of the herlls into whatever they touch, so there are a variety
of uses for them, depending on which herbs are in the oils. Oils
tttay be used for anointing yourself and others in the circle. They
nre used for consecrating tools and spellworking materials, dress-
ing candles and ritual objects for magical work, and as an aid to
rtstral projection and meditation. An herbal scented oil may be
used in the consecration of a box to keep magic tools and supplies
inside, and to aid in the empowerment of objects used in a spell.

Making ritual oils does not have to be complicated. There are a

lot of ready-made oils available in health food stores, occuk sup-
ply shops, catalogs, and even gift shops. To make your own, add
ground herbs to a base of spring water, or an oil such as sunflower
or safflower. Next, add a few drops of essential oils. Bottle and
store away from light. Try several different combinations and see
what you can create.

Types of Magical Oils
oils have numerous functions in witchcraft. Anointing oil is used
during the rituals of Sabbats and Esbats to mark a si.'rnbolic design
in a circle on the forehead (the psychic cenrer of the "Third Ey",')
of the practitioner and anyone entering the circle. consecration
oil is used as part of the ritual for dedicating craft tools. Altar oil
is used to prepare the altar for a particular ritual and may also be
sprinkled with a sprig appropriate for the season, such as white
heather at Imbolc, wheat at Lughnassadh, holly, pine, or mistletoe
at Yule.

Blessing Oil is mainly used in conjunction with a Rite of pas-

sage, such as Presentations, Namings, Handfastings, and pass-

ings, but it can also be used in place of an anointing oil for
welcoming a newcomer into the circle or for an initiation ritual.
cleansing oil is used to revitalize and refresh an area or object,
purging it of negativity that may have built up through unwanted
contacts, prior inhabitation or possession, and unwanted handling
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lry s.rrre.'c clse . It is particularly bc.cficial in the event 
'l'rrrrtrrrwclcorrrc<l visitor or quarrels. For asperging a large area or.()n(,

with furniture, a base of spring water rather than oil mighr lr.
preferable to avoid accidental spotting.

futral Projection oil is used to help induce an altered st2rr(: ()'
awareness conducive to astral travel. Some older recipes inclrrrlr.
poisonous herbs such as belladonna, whose toxic effect ,'rrrl,
inspire hallucinations. The risk of serious injury or death is sinrply
too great for this kind of use, and other recipes are just as effc<.
tive. The point in astral travel js not to hallucinate, but to leirv.
your body. This is not an hallucination but a spiritual moveme ,l
that can be brought on by proper preparation and practice. o'r.
recipe is on rext page 129.

When applying oils, there are a number of commonly uscrl
symbolic designs you can draw with a finger of the power hanrl.
These designs could be placed on the forehead when enrering thc
circle, on a tool, or on an object. The pentagram is a five-pointerl,
interlaced star, and for the ritual magic of those traditions with ,
ceremonial influence, the starting and ending point significs
"summoning" or "banishing" and an Elemental or Spirit. If yrrr
are consistent in this type of design drawing, then the starting
point will become connected in your mind with that type of ferr
ture and will work in that manner. otherwise, the starting point is
not significanr, and the pentacle will still work for you.

The solar cross is an equal arm cross representative of the Go<l,
especially as the sun God, or the Invincible Sun. A lunar spiral is
representative of the Goddess as Moon Goddess, or Arcane wis-
dom. By combining the spiral and the cross in a circle, you syrr_
bolize the God and the Goddess together.

Oils are applied in accordance with the purpose. They are
dabbed ritually to the forehead and to dre areas of the five-fold or
seven-fold blessings (text page 82, and r43 for the Green witch-
craft version). They are sprinkled or dabbed on obiects, arountl
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sitc:t'crl spaccs, lurrl irr rrrirgicrrl lccclltrrclcs and containers. For
astral projectiorr, oils arc rruchcd to the temples at either side of
tlrc head, the center of the forehead, the hollow of the throat, rhe
ptrlse points at the wrists and at the inner elbows, the hollow of
I hc palms, the back of the knees, the inside of the ankles, and the
soles ofthe feet under the arches. In the case ofastral projection,
you may also want to enhance the mood by burning an incense
such as jasmine, sandalwood, or benzoin.

Basic Candle Magics

Preparation of Candle
Doing spells with candles is one of the most common and effective
magical practices. Once again, you will be outlining just what it is
you want to do. You need to determine the focus of the spell for
which the candle will be used, then look over the list of correspon-
dences and choose the candle color (and even its scent since there
are a lot of deliciously scented candles available) to match the
focus. Decide what time of day and moon phase you want to use.

Select from your lists an appropriate oil with which to dress the
candle, then choose the herbs you will use to enhance the power
of the candle. Look over your list of runic sgnbols if you want to
include these, and find which ones you want to inscribe on the
candle. All this activity takes place as part of your outlining of
your spell. You will want to have all the necessary ingredients
together before you start the spell, and you may wanr ro wrire out
on a notecard or in your Spellbook what you are going to be
doing, step by step. Flere, roo, you would include any timing con-
siderations. Check the spells described on rext pages 133-13g to
see how they are centered around candles.

The list of syrnbols (text pages 105-108) will be used ar the end
of the spell to see what the outcome is likely to be. In other words,
the wax may tell you when to expect the results to appear or how
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thrr spcll will rrranil'est. Often thc syttrbols willsitr4llyveriljz to y()rl

thrrt tlrc spcll has been effective. Not all syrnbols are accordittg l,'
tlrc listing. You have to use your intuitive powers to interprct tlrt'
irnages in the wax, and that is what makes witchcraft an art. |),
not feel restricted to the meanings in any list of qrmbols if yotrr

instinct is telling you something else.

Working the Candle
Once you have drawn your circle, made your invocations, and :tt'r'

ready to begin your spell, rub the candle with the oil(s) you hav,'

chosen to "dress" the candle. Some people feel that only the utili
ty knife-the bolline-should be used for inscribing a candle, otlr

ers like to use the athame, or ritual knife. I feel that the energy ol

the charged athame is more enhancing to spellwork than tht'

bolline I use to cut herbs, willow branches, and so forth. Inscrilr

ing a candle for magical use is not the same to me as etching slmr-

bols into a tool such as the wand, so I use the athame for candlc

markings.

The sl.rnbols you draw into the candle can be placed arountl

the candle side and if the candle is wide enough, on the tolr

around the wick. You can use your own designs, runes, ogharrr

markings, or any of the many "witch alphabets" such as shown in

Buckland's Complete Book ofWitchtraft,W Ralzmond Buckland. Thc
syrnbols used can be relevant to a magical focus (feoh for wealtlr;

sigel for achievement; and wynn for joy) or you can actually spell

out the purpose of the candle spell (Bring Me Money).

Now you have to focus on the desired effect, through visualiza-

tion of that effect taking place, while working the candle. See thc

power going into the candle as you put on the oil, see the effect

occuring as you inscribe the candle, and by the end of the spell,

you will envision the effect as done.

Spellwork with candles is enhanced with herbs chosen to fit thc

purpose. Drop the selected herbs into the lighted candle, one at a
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tirne, stating drc hcrb anrl drc lx)wcr you want drawn from the

lrerb to work in the candle spell. You may have written a chant or

a rhyrne to speak as each item is added, or you may simply state

something like, "basil for wealth, mint for money and blessing."

fu you add herbs to the flame, feel the herbal energies moving
into the spell. See the energies build in power, which you can aid

at this point with dance, chant, and gesture, and when you feel

the energy level is at the highest you can tolerate, release the

energies by directing them to their purpose. Remember what I
said earlier about using a short phrase or key word to send The
Power out to complete the spell. As soon as you send that energ'y

to complete the task, see the spell as completed and the desired

effect as attained.

Let your candle burn for an hour on the altar. That is all that is

needed. You can finish with whatever ritual you are doing, such as

an Esbat, have your refreshment, earth the excess energ'y, open

your circle, and put away your tools, except for the candle on the

altar. After an hour, or longer if you feel the need, you may snuff
out the candle and watch the cooling wax for images. Record what

you saq you could draw a little sketch for later reference, then

dispose of the used candle by buryrng it in earth or tossing it into
moving water.

Although any candle used in a spell will be disposed of after the

spell is concluded, some candles may be kept and relit if dedicated

to a purpose that can be renewed from time to time. A "money-as-

I-need-it" focused spell or a running spell for good health are

examples of renewable candle spells. For these, you would want to

keep the candle someplace where you can retrieve it from time to

time to relight and place it on the pentacle on the altar.

If no herbs were used in the candle, and only the top was

inscribed, and then melted away? you may use the candle later on

in a different spell. First you would need to terminate the origi-
nal function by passing the candle through the symbols of the
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l,,lc:rrrcrrtrrls (srrlt, inccnse sluokc, firc, :tttd watcr), dren frtrtht'l'

clcrrnsc tltc crrnrlle under running water. Dry it ofl and store it lirr
rusc.'l'l-re irnportant thing here is whether or not that candle will

hold fbr you the significance of the original spell. If it does, tht,rr

bury it. Only if you can disassociate the spell from the candle itst:ll

can you use a candle again for a different spell. I only mention tlris

practice as something that is possible, in an emergency perhalrs,

but I don't consider it a good idea to regularly reassign the sarrrt'

candle to different spells. I do recommend using small votive carr

dles for your spells because they work well, they are not a big

investment, and one candle works for one spell.

Depending on the purpose of the candle, such as a vigil cancllt'

on the altar, you can cleanse and melt a collection of such candle s

to make new candles. One simple and fun candle-making methotl

is to shape the wax with a sand-mold (see illustration, p. 213). Put

sand in a box (or do this at the beach), add water to make the santl

wet, and shape the sand into a mold. You might want to scoop out

a hole and stick a finger in three places to make feet for a caul-

dron-shaped candle.

Melt the used candles in a pot you don't want to cook with any-

more. Hold a wick centered over the hole (wicks can be purchasecl

atcraft and hobby shops).'\Iou can use a clothespin to grip thc

wick on a twig, lay the twig across the rim of the hole, and then

pour the melted wax into the sand mold. Let the wax cool, pop it

out ofthe box or ground, and you have a sand-encrusted candlc

shaped as you designed it. You could make a star shape, or any-

thing else your imagination devises.
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Rerycle used candles by melting them down to make "new" can-
dles. A variety of molds can be used, or you can get creative as

shown here with this star-shaped, sand-cast mold.

CZ"D
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Assignment
'l'his is thc cnd of the course. Throughout, I have my snrdcrrrr,
individually create some of the crafts for themselves, composc :l

spell for class discussion, and finally, perform a ritual from srarr t,,
finish, with each student taking parr in one form or another. 'l'lrir
ritual is something like the final exam for the class, and we use rl)(.
time to review areas of interest, practice divination techniqucs,
and have a question and answer session.

Try making some of the crafts, sampling teas, and casting tht.
different types of circles. The more you do hands-on practice, th(.
greater your confidence, and the better your skills will becomc,.
There is more to the Craft than reading about it-you need ro
actually put it into practice. The purpose of witchcraft is to
empower yourself so you do not need to go to someone else for.

the things you need in your life. The Craft is about connecrion
and self-growth, about taking control of your destiny as besr yorr
can. With the assistance of the Elementals and the loving guid-
ance of the God and the Goddess, you can evaluate your needs
and put your developing skills into practice to achieve the things
you want most in your life. Bright Blessings to you as you seek

your path.

-Ann Moura (Aoumiel)
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Appendix 1
CastinglOpening the

Ritual Circle

Casting the Circle: The Beginning
of the Ritual

1. Sweep the circle arca;lay out circle and altar items; bathe
and robe.

2. Light incense and altar candles.

3. Ring the bell or clap your hands three times:

Tbe circle is about to be cast and lfreely stand
zaitbin to greet my Lady and my Lot-d.

4. Thke up the cenrer candle and light each candle of the
circle, moving north, then east, south, and west, saying:

Qi) I call upon Ligbt nnd Eat-tb at the Nortb to
illuminate arad strengtben the circle.

(E) I call upon Light and Air at the East to
illurninate and enliuen the circle.

(S) I call apon Ligbt and. Fire at the Soath to
illuminate and warvn the circle.



Appcnrlix I

(W) 1 cn.ll apon Light und Watar il,t. tbe West to

ill'nm.i'nute and clennse the circle.

5.'lirkc thc athame in hand, upraised, and begin the circlc rt
dre North and move around the circle. North to East to
South to West, saying:

I draw this ci.rcle in the presence of the God'dess and
the God wbere Tbey may come and bless Tbei'r child
(name).

Lower the athame at the North, and as you walk around tlrt'
circle, envision a blue light shooting out from the point antl

forming the circle boundary saying:

Thi.s i.s tbe boundary of the circle. Only loue shall
enter and leaae.

6. Return to the altar and clap or ring the bell three times.

7 . Place the point of athame in the salt:

Ss.h is necessflry to W nnd pari.fyi.ng. I bless tbis sah
to be used in tbis sacred ci.rcle in the names of the

Goddcss and tbe God (state their names).

8. Pick up the salt bowl and use the tip of athame to drop
three portions of salt into the water bowl, and then set the

salt bowl back in its place.

9. Stir three times with the athame:

Let the blessed sah parify this water tbat it mny be

blessed to ase in this sacred circle. In tbe narnes of the

Goddess and tbe God (state their names), I consecrate

tbis waten

10. Take the salted water bowl in hand and sprinkle water from
it as you move deosil around the circle ${-E-S-W-}Q:

I consecvate tbis circle i.n the na.rnes of the Godd'ess

and tbe God (names). The circle i.s conjared' a circle of
Tlte Power that is purified and sealed. So Mote It Be!
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| 1. I{eturn thc watcr lxrwl to dre altar and pick up the censer;

cense the circle; return the censer to altar.

12. Thke anointing oil and make a solar cross ringed by a circle
on your forehead:

,t Q\D, &rn consecrated in the names of the Goddess

and the God, (names), in tbis their circle.

(If working with family members or a Green-focused coven,

cut through the air a doorway and open it to the circle with
the athame for people to enter, then close the door with the
athame and seal it by drawing a pentagram in the air at the
base of the door. A besom or a sword may also be used,

especially if it is leaned against the doorway into a room
where the circle is cast to include the entry. Each person
entering the circle must say the passwords, such as: "In
perfect love and perfect trust" as they enter. The one who
cast the circle anoints each person on the forehead with oil
drawing a symbol with the forefingeE and saying "Merry
Meet." The q.nnbol may be a solar cross, a pentagram, a

spiral, a circle, a triangle, or any combination thereof, or
something syrnbolic to your group. While this example is

for Solitary use, it may be altered for family or coven

participation.

13. Thke the wand and hold it aloft, with both arms upraised, at
North of the circle (envision a powerful bull arriving there):

I call upon you, Elemental Eartb, to attend this rite
and gaard tbis circlerfor as I haae body and strength,
we A.re ki.tb and kin!

14. Lower the wand and move to the East, raise up the wand
(see devas, Fairies, or an eagle in flight):

I call apon you, Elernental Air, to attend. tbis rite and
gaard this circle, for as I breathe and think, ue are
kitb and kin!
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15. Lowcr thc wlrntl irntl rnovc to thc Soutlr, raisc u1l thc wlrrrrl
(scc rt liorr or a tlragon):

I call upon you, Elememtal Fir"e, to attend this rite
und gaard tbis circle, for as I cons,u?ne W to liae, we
at'e kith and kin!

16. Lower the wand and move to the West, hold the wand alolr
(see an undine, a sea serpent, or a dolphin):

I call upon you, Elernental Watet; to altend this rite
and guard this circle, for as I feel and my bear.t beats,
u)e are ki.tb and kin!

17. Return to the altar and use the wand to draw in the air
above the altaE the syrnbol of infinity (an 8 laying on its
side)-the sign of working berween the worlds.

18. Set the wand on the altar and raise up the athame in both
hands overhead,

Hail to the Elementals at tbe Qaarters! Welcome
Lady and Lord to tbis rite! I stand betarcen the worlds
with Tby loae and tbe Power all around.!

19. Set down the athame and pick up the goblet of wine. Pour a

litde into the cauldron (this is a libation to the Divine in
which they are honored by offering to them the first
draught, then you take a sip. \Iou may prefer to have a bowl
specifically for the libation.)

20. Clap your hands or ring the bell three times.

Insert ffere the Essential Ritual
(Esbats: see Green Witcbcraft,pages 169-1 81)

(Sabbats: see Green Witchcrajl, pages 183-254)

(Dark Moon Esbat: see Green Witchcraft II, chapter 2)

(Sidhe Moon Esbat: see Gr"een Witchcraft II, chapter 4)
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Opening the Circle: The Closing
of the Ritual

1. Ring the bell or clap your hands three times.

2. With feet spread and arms upraised:

I acknowledge my needs and ffir my appreciati.on to
that whi.cb sastei.ns me! May I eaer remernber tbe
blessings of my LaQr and my Lord.

3. With feet together, take up goblet in left hand and athame
in right.

4. Slowly lower the point of the athame into the wine or other
beverage:

As male joi.ns female for the benefi.t of both, let tbe

Iroitt of the Diai.ne Union prornote life. Let the Earth
be frui.ful nnd let her weahb be spread tbroaghoat all
lands.

5. Lay down the athame and drink from the goblet.

6. Replace the goblet on the altar and pick up the athame.

7. 'Iouch the point of the athame to the cake in the offering
dish:

Tbi.s food, is the blessi.ng of tbe Lady and. the Lord
giaenfreely to rne. Asfreely as I haae receiued, rnay I
also giae food,for the body, mind, and spi.ri.t to tbose

who seek such of me.

8. Eat the Sabbat, Esbat, or other ritual food and finish the
wine or other beverage:

As I enjoy these gifts of tbe Godd.ess and tbe God,

(names), may I remember tbat wi.thout Tltem I would
haae nothing. So Mote It Be!
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(). Whcn rrll is frnishcd, hold the atharnc in your power han(I,
lcvcl ovcr the altar:

Lord and Lndy, I am blessed by your shari.ng this time
with me; watching and guarding rne, and gaidi.ng me
here and in all tbings. I came in loae and I depart
in hae.

10. Raise up the athame in a salute:

Loae is tbe Law and. Loae i.s the Bond. Merry d.id.I
meei, meny do I part, and merry will I meet again.
Mrny meet, mer ry pa.rt, and rnemy meet again! Tbe
circle is now ckared.. So Mote h Be!

I 1. Kiss the flat of the blade and set the athame on the altar.

12. Take up the snuffeE go to the North, and raise up your
open arms:

Depart in peace, Elemental Eartb. (At this point in
each farewell, you may want to add your own senti-
ments of kinship and appreciation.) My blessings take
with you!(Lower arms and snuff the candle; envision
the Elemental Power departing.)

13. Go to the East, raise up your arms:

Depart in peace, Elementnl Air. My blessi.ngs take
wi.tb you! (Lower your arms and snuffout the candle;
envision the Elemental Power departing.)

14. Go to the South, raise up your arms:

Depart in peace, Elemental Fire. My blessings uke
witb yoa! (Lower arms and snuffthe candle; envision
the Elemental Power departing.)

15. Go to the West, raise up your arms:

Depart in peace, Elemental Water. My blessings take
witb yoa! (Lower your arms and snuffout the candle;
envision the Elemental Power departing.)
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16. Return to the altar and set down the snuffer. Raise up your
arms:

Beings and powers of tbe uisible and i.naisible, d.epart
in peace! You aid i.n my work, whisper in my min$
and, bless me from otber warlds. Let tbere ulways be
barrnony betarcen us. My blessi.ngs take with you. Tlte
ci.rcle is cleared,

17. Thke up the athame, go to the North, point the alhame
down and move widdershins (counterclockwise) around the
circle Q.{-W-S-E-I\1"), envisioning the blue light drawing
back into the athame:

The circle is open, yet the circle remai.ns as its magical
pouer is drawn back into me. QVhenyou return to
the North, having walked the circle, raise up the
athame so the blade touches your forehead, and en','i-
sion the blue light swirling around back into you.)

18. Return to the altar:

Tbe ceremony is end.ed. Blessi.ngs baae heen groro
and blessings haue been receiaed,, rna.y the peace of tbe
Goddess and the God. rernain in my heart. So Mote
It Be!

19. Set down the athame. Put away all the magical tools and
clear the altar.

20. The cauldron or libation bowl contents are poured onto the
earth (either outdoors or in a potted plant, or inro the sink
under running water).



Appendix 2
Mail Order Supplies

ABYSS DISTRIBUTION
48 Chester Road

Chester, MA 01011-9735
(4r3) 623-2Lss
email: AbyssDist@aol.com

AVALON
1211 Hillcrest Street

Orlando, FL 32803
(407) 89s-743e
http ://www.AvalonB eyond. com

Catalog $3.00

EYE OF THE CAT
3314F,. Broadway
Long Beach, CA 90803
(310) 438-356e

E}'E OF THE DAY
P.O. Box 21261
Boulder. CO 80308

r-800-7 17 -3307
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.f |il, s'txt'LJtis
1,.( ). llox l6.l
(',ror,ct, VA 22932
http : / / www.j blstatue. com

LTINAIRIX
P.O. Box 800482
Santa Clarita, CA 91390_0482

MAGIC BOOK STORE
2306 Highland AveNUE
National Ciry, CA 91950
(6re) 477_s260

ROOTS AND WINGS
16607 Barberry - C2
Southgate, MI4Bl95
(313) 28s_3679

WHITE LIGHT PENTACLES/
SACRED SPIRIT PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 8163
Salem, MA0197I-9163

WORLDWIDE CURIO HOUSE
P.O. Box 17095
Minneapolis, MN 55417
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Clossary

Animistic: seeing all things as having an "anima" or "soul," a

bit of the spirit of the Divine or the Power in everything.

Athame (a'th.a-may or a-t-haw'may): ritual knife of witchcraft
used to direct energ'y in magical work; generally a black-
handled knife, but any knife or knife-like object used to
conduct energ'y for magic work may be an athame.

Black Mirror: tool used for divination and dark aspect
meditations.

Bodily Energy Points: base of spine, abdomen,
stomach, heart, throat, forehead, crown (top) of head.

Bolline (bo-leen'): practical knife of witchcraft used to cut with
and inscribe objects; generally a white or brown-handled
knife, but some witches may utilize only one knife for the
work of both the athame and bolline.

Casting Cloth: the designed cloth laid out for a divination
throw, usually for ogham, although sometimes used for
runes or tarot.

Celts: Indo-Europeans who arrived in Ireland 6y way of Spain;
people originally of Dravidic derivation from the Indus
Valley.

Ceremonial Magic: magic system based on the Hebrew
Kabbalah of twelfth-century Europe.
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(lharms:_ objccts made and infused with magical energy and
carried or placed to achieve a goal (such as protection).

Circle: ritual area created to contain raised energ.y that may be
directed in spell work.

coven: assembly of witchcraft practitioners, generally adhering
to the standardized procedures of a particuiar tadltion or
those agreed upon by the membersliip, usually twelve in
number, with one Priest or Priestess to make a total of
thirteen members, although there may be two leaders, male
and female.

Craft: witchcraft, the Old Religion.

Deflection Magic: defuse general malevolence and ill will of
others.

Dressing: putting an oil on spell items such as candles as part of
a ritual consecration to prepare the object to attract 

"t 
d dir".t

the energy of a spell to accomplish a goal.

Elemental Energy Points: palms of the hands and soles of the
feet; right hand is Fire, left hand is Water, left foot is Earth.
and right foot is Air.

Esbat (Es'bat): lunar celebrations of witches durinq the Full and
New Moons; often used in conjunction with spjlwork.

Exorcism: aid spirits in passage; disperse negative energies to
allow positive energies to enter.

Familiar: witch's animal or spirit helper in magical work.

Frey: "Lord"; Vanir God of Green level of Teutonic svstem. God
of the World, animals, land, fertility, eroticism, p"".. 

"rrjwell-being, twin of Freya.

Freya: "Lady"; Vanir Goddess of Green level of Teutonic sysrem
who is able to travel to the levels of law and creation: Goddess
of magic, cycles of nature, taught Odin magic, twin of Frey.

Generator; large crystal used to charge other crystals.
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Grimoires: books of ccrclttonial magicians dating from twelfth-
to sixteenth-century Europe containing elaborate

rituals, names of power, making of magical seals, and lists of
correspondences.

Hallowed: holy.

Hallows: sacred, holy, consecrated; a time when the veil between

the worlds is thin and there is easy passage' hence

the holy time of Hallow'een (Samhain)'

Holey Stone: q'mbol of the regenerative power of the Goddess;

yoni.

Inhabited: companion or other spirit entity dwelling in a crystal

from time to ti*". It may be contacted through that crystal'

Ken (Kenning): all-encompassing sensation of "knowing" some-

thing with a certitude and acceptance that what is kenned, ri;

keen, instinctive insight.

List of Correspondences: magical function and description of
items used in the practice of the Craft.

Linga: phallic symbol of creative powers of the God.

Lord and Lrdy: the God and the Goddess of the Old
Religion, deities of nature and the universe through whom

the Power flows.

Magic: creating changes by the gathering, focusing, and

directing of energy.

Mannuz (Ma-nu'): the Self as part of the lJniverse and the
Divine.

Meditation: relaxing to open an altered state of awareness in
which the conscious mind is subdued to let the subconscious

mind functions dominate; state of relaxation and accessibility.

Names of Power: names chanted for power-raising; can be

derived from Grimoires, with many being ancient deity names

redefined as demons or spirits.
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Ogham: old (lcltic alphabct syrnbols narncrl fi)r trt:t:s and usctl
for rnagical symbolism.

Old Religion: pre-Christian nature religions of Europe.

Pagan: czuntry; religion of the country folk who retained the
traditions of the Old Religion during the Christianization of
Europe; modern name used for all non-Christian religions.

Power Hand: the hand a person favors, used in ritual context
for the power found in the dominant hand.

The Power: the universal life-energies of the Divine expressed
through the Elementals, the Deities, and such cosmic bodies
as the Sun, the Moon, the Earth, planets, stars, comets, and
meteors.

Rituals: magical or devotional ceremonies in which energ'y
is raised and the practitioner is united with the Divine in
religious observances, meditative states, or for the conducting
of magic as with spell work.

Runes: old Teutonic and Norse alphabet s).nnbols associated
with magical meanings.

Sabbat (Sab'bat'): the eight holy days of witchcraft and Wicca
representing the solstices, equinoxes, planting and harvest
cycles; often the Sabbats are reversed for the Southern
Hemisphere to align with seasonal changes, although some
practitioners prefer to celebrate according to the traditional
European dates.

Spells: magic gathered and directed in ritual to achieve a goal.

S;rmbols: letters and designs used in Craft work and spells.

Symbolism: meanings and interpretations for divination images
and omens.

Throt (Thir'roe): cards descended from India, modern deck
of seventy-eight cards, originally used in a game called Thrvochi
in the fifteenth century, now used mainly in divination; the
deck contains twenty-one archetype cards called the Major
Arcana, and those typical of regular plalnng cards, called the
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Minor Arcartit, with tlrc lrdtlition of a page or princess card

fbr each suit.

taditions: witchcraft or wiccan denominations dating from

the 1940s through the 1990s, with many requiring a chain of

denominationallnitiation based on tadition instmction.

Turning of the wheel: passage thru the yearly cycle of eight

Sabbi'ts; hence, the passage of the year marked by the

celebrations therein.

Yoni: vagina, or womb; round stone with a central hole is a

Goddess s).rynbol for giving birth to all life'

witchcraftz the craft of the wise, Nature-based magical religion

and practice; the Old Religion of pagan Europe'
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